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1.

Victoria G.P. 1 minute ago
Congratulations Cyan team and all! Always wonderful to have yet something
else really exciting to look forward to. Shine on!

2.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord less than a minute ago
HA! Okay, I understand. I was trying to be cute, not annoying.

3.

ericfromabeno 1 minute ago
*the* ...not *to* -_-

4.

ericfromabeno 1 minute ago
Kelly, I got your first message to that effect. Don't start failing to Turing test
now! ;)

5.

Clark Davis 2 minutes ago
Anybody know how much it costs to license Unreal 4?

6.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 3 minutes ago
Thanks Eric, I'll check it out. In exchange, how about you check out:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1964463742/the-mandate ?

7.

Ryan S. Davis 3 minutes ago
Little Mouse, MystOnline is great, but DOES require internet. It sounds like
that's not what you're looking for, so that should probably not be your first
stop. As someone suggested, gog.com is likely good for downloading with no
further internet connection required. And waiting for the updated realMyst
Masterpiece is a good idea too.
I'm so jealous of you! You're in for a treat!

8.

ericfromabeno 4 minutes ago
Kelly, here you go: ^_^
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1188957169/scale

9.

Bibi4ever 5 minutes ago
Goodnight ur um morning. RAWAS mama

10.

Dimitrios 5 minutes ago
@ Inga thank you i will never forget any of this either!!!

11.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 5 minutes ago
Eric, can you give me a link to the Scale game? makes it easier to check out.
*cough* http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1964463742/the-mandate
*cough*

12.

Clark Davis 5 minutes ago
@ Little Mouse: If I were you, I'd wait just a bit. Cyan is working on realMyst:
Masterpiece edition that will probably be out within the next two months. You
can get copies of the original Myst through GoG or Steam, but I would
recommend waiting for the updated version if you can.

13.

brisingre less than a minute ago
Congrats to everyone at Cyan!

14.

Dimitrios 1 minute ago
@ Little mouse go to mystonline.com or cyan.com and ask for more info !
welcome you will not regret it

15.

ericfromabeno 1 minute ago
If anyone wants to support the Scale game, that would be excellent (not you
guys who are broke now, I wouldn't ask you to go further in debt!) The
mechanic in the Scale game is just such a cool idea... I hope you all check it
out ^^

16.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 1 minute ago
@Helena
Oh, so that's how much the PayPal got? Nice, we just need another 360k for
the next world through PayPal then.
And yes, The Mandate is totally worth supporting. ^^

17.

Goossens Kathleen 1 minute ago
Congrats to everyone, backers, supporters and last bu not least, all at
Cyan:-) !!!

18.

etelka 1 minute ago
@Little Mouse Try Good Old Games

19.

RAWA's mama 1 minute ago
That night went really fast. Now I think I will go to bed. 'nite all !! It's been
fun!!! :)

20.

Matt Giuca 1 minute ago
@Jenny/Visian: Oh right, yeah we had a lot of fun doing the door run :) Catch
you in the cavern!

21.

Janeerah 2 minutes ago
to little mouse : www.mystonline.com

22.

Dimitrios 2 minutes ago
And as Helena said : The Ending has not yet been written...........

23.

Nick Gordon less than a minute ago
Congrats everybody!!!

24.

Bonnie Johnson 1 minute ago
Congratulations!! A New Age of Cyan has begun....so happy to be with all of
you on the journey. Shorah!

25.

Little Mouse 1 minute ago
Congrats! This is awesome.
I've never been a gamer before but this has got my interest. Who would have
known that I'd actually become a backer. I've never even played the Myst
games before but am now very interested. I want a taste.
Do the Myst games over on Steam require the internet to play? If so does
anyone know were I can purchase a downloadable copy that doesn't require
internet. Thanks.

26.

Leith Bade 1 minute ago
now everyone don't forget the paypal incase you get more money this week
or next! go and get the artbook you wanted but couldn't quite get to!

27.

Jenny Sue Hane 1 minute ago
@Matt I was Visian Thistle.

28.

Craig Prall 1 minute ago
When Myst came out, I bought a 2X caddy-loaded SCSI CD-ROM drive for
my Mac SE-30. It was $341 at Microcenter at the time. Plus the cost of the
game, but that was a present from my wife. So, I thought to myself, "Self, at
least funding this kickstarter is cheaper than that." The kickstarter passed the
Oculus Rift stretch goal. I don't have one ... yet. So much for that thought.

29.

Matt Giuca 1 minute ago
@Jenny Sue: Glad I made you feel welcome in Uru. But what was your
Avatar name?

30.

Helena just now
@ Kelly: yes we did - Paypal is at $17k apparently. And I thoroughly second
your support for The Mandate!

31.

Joshua Sauer just now
Did we get any encouragement from Cyan on the possibility of other stretch
goals being met post-Kickstarter? For example, do we know how much has
been raised on PayPal, and how long that will stay open?

32.

Inga Schut 1 minute ago
@Dimitrios we will never ever forget your exclaimation marks. Your
enthousiasm and math updates where a joy

33.

Marein Könings just now
Congratulations, Cyan and everyone! We're all in for an exciting time...

34.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] just now
A well-deserved congratulations to all! Aaaand, just for fun:

My guess is the 3rd stretch goal is "Second Additional World and
[something]" for 2.3M.

35.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord less than a minute ago
Grats to all! We didn't nail 1,325K, but hey, that's a good number.
And if anyone is looking for a new Kickstarter to back, check out The
Mandate. It's a space exploration and combat game basing it's focus on what
made the Star Treks, Babylon 5, Firefly, Battlestar Galactica, and other
entertainment like them so great. Focus on interactions with the crew instead
of having our main character be the equivalent of a star ship.
Check it out, if only for the Russian In Space connection. It's a fun premise.
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1964463742/the-mandate

36.

Horatio just now
See you all in the Cavern and in the Backers Forums! Great work all!

37.

Brutedawg just now
Congratulations, good luck and can't wait to see what you all create!! I'm
stoked!

38.

Tahg just now
Now I wait anxiously, until I see my bank account has been successfully
charged

39.

Pat Reitz, Companion of Phoenix Rising just now
Congratulations Cyan and nice work my fellow backers!

40.

etelka less than a minute ago
Cyan and backers: well done. Cheers!

41.

Jenny Sue Hane just now
Hallelujah. I am so glad I got to participate in this. It gave me the chance to
give a little something back to Cyan for the gift they gave to the world, that
was Myst. It gave me a chance to have a glimpse of what Uru Online was like
in its golden age, which I never got a chance to experience and thought was
lost to me forever. Thank you Lauren, RAWA, Tai', Eat My Shortz (Matt), and
everybody else who hung out with me and helped me feel like a real Cavern
citizen these past few days.
CYAN LIVES! We will never forget the day the Tree grew again!
Congratulations and love to everybody!

42.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) less than a minute ago
See you there Cat

43.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger less than a minute ago
What a riddle !

44.

Pranab 1 minute ago
There was only one choice, when you look at available games filled with
guns and your satisfaction depending on how fast you pull the trigger.
Obduction...a story...... a journey....a refuge....a vista..... out of this world ...

45.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 1 minute ago
Your vision is great Dimidrios

46.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 1 minute ago
Rob Mills, if you're still reading the comments... go visit the Kickstarter Tex
Fedora and watch the videos. A hoot!

47.

Mattias Thorelli 1 minute ago
Perhaps the ending has etc?

48.

Cat 1 minute ago
Congratulations, Cyan!
See you all in the forums, :)

49.

Dimitrios 1 minute ago
The rain is falling always downwards, the Great Tree is growing, the Big City
breathes, CYAN AGAIN!
WE ARE BACK!

50.

W.G. 1 minute ago
"Congratulations!
Thanks to you and 22191 other backers, Obduction has been successfully
funded. We will now charge your credit card."
Missing 3? ;-)

51.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s 2 minutes ago
Congratulations to Cyan and all us wonderful backers. ;) Job well done!!

52.

Russell Deitch 2 minutes ago
Funding ...
Notices should go out in the next few minutes.
You have 7 days' period of grace if your pledge fails.
Cyan gets the funds in 14 days.

53.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 2 minutes ago
@ Carol, me too gotta tidy before the wifey gets back from work!!!-------

rushed

54.

Colin Wheaton 2 minutes ago
Congrats everyone! Look forward to the game.

55.

Caroline Van Borm 2 minutes ago
Hoping to see you all on the backer forums soon!

56.

CHANSIGAUD ALEXIS 2 minutes ago
See you all in 2 years

57.

Helena just now
@ Dimitrios: !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
;-)

58.

Dimitrios less than a minute ago
@ Horatio lol

59.

Chris Bobb less than a minute ago
Congrats everyone. See you all in 2 years!!!

60.

Dimitrios less than a minute ago
Congratulations to everyone and now i would like to say sorry for my
exclamation marks!

61.

Horatio 1 minute ago
ALL RIGHT! I CAN NOW OFFICIALLY STOP
LUNCHEONING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(exclamation points in honor of Dimitrios...)

62.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 1 minute ago
@ James, too right, now I can go clean up I look a bit like gamer Penny in the
Big Bang Theory atm.

63.

Stephanie James 1 minute ago
Congratulations! Can't wait to play the game.

64.

Andy Schultz 1 minute ago
Congratulations Cyan and everyone here!

65.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 minute ago
Funded! This project successfully raised its funding goal 6 minutes ago.
:)

66.

Marie-Andree Poisson 1 minute ago
Congrats guys!

67.

Sharon Gall 2 minutes ago
Amazing, so happy to be part of all this. Congrats guys :-)

68.

thomas greenaway short 2 minutes ago
Congrats all!

69.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 2 minutes ago
Not even the beginning of the end!

70.

Brad'li / Adeon Writer 2 minutes ago
Congrats Cyan, and Everyone! Can't wait for Obduction! Is it done yet? :)

71.

Inga Schut 3 minutes ago
Lol ok habit forming creatures we are... or at least I am. Just caught myself
glancing to the right of my screen to see if the pledges had increased :$

72.

Niki ES 3 minutes ago
*Steam

73.

Niki ES 3 minutes ago
Yay!! Now I have to go get all the Myst games on Stream to tide me over for
the next two years :)

74.

Ghaelen D'Lareh 3 minutes ago
Now we wait. Good thing the Cavern is still open so we have a place to meet
while we fuss and fret during our wait :)

75.

Helena 3 minutes ago
The ending has not yet been written...

76.

ArkhamNative 3 minutes ago
@Steve: Rand said during the Obduction Hangout #2 last night (linky:
https://www.youtube.com/watch… ) that they want to keep PayPal up for a
while, in part, to give people opportunity to order a box of the game after the
KickStarter ends, since there will be no other way to get one. It sounded like
that avenue would be closed when adding a world would no longer be
feasible from a project/game design standpoint.

77.

Nila Mu'Hari 3 minutes ago
This project successfully raised its funding goal 4 minutes ago. :))

78.

Grover 3 minutes ago
WOOT, YAY, YEEHAA and all these sort of things!!!!!

79.

Wayne Schnitzer 3 minutes ago
Well, bye folks have a glorious day

80.

Russell Deitch 3 minutes ago
@Rob, that's what got me into Kickstarter :)

81.

Geoff Lingham 3 minutes ago
Cheers CYAN and congrats!! Now let the games begin! :D

82.

CHANSIGAUD ALEXIS 4 minutes ago
tchin
tchin

83.

RAWA's mama 4 minutes ago
the end "NOT" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

84.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 4 minutes ago
Thanks Sean

85.

Rob Mills 4 minutes ago
Also, thanks to Cyan for listing their fellow developers who helped them. I did
not realise until you did that there was a new Tex Murphy game on its way. :)

86.

mog7 4 minutes ago
congrats!!

87.

Bruce Osborne 4 minutes ago
welcome back, Cyan!

88.

Dimitrios 4 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… dance!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

89.

Russell Deitch 4 minutes ago
Lovely! The stretch goal text got updated as well.

90.

Pixelhunter 4 minutes ago
Congrats everyone!!!

91.

Manoel Trapier 4 minutes ago
YaY !!! And with stretch 1 achieved!!!!

92.

ChrisD 4 minutes ago
congrats

93.

Olauron - Obsidian Order 5 minutes ago
Congratulations!

94.

Joan Zalot 5 minutes ago
Cheers!!!!!

95.

Michael Ozark 5 minutes ago
2 years of anticipation now!

96.

gmf001 5 minutes ago
Good for Cyan! Now we wait....

97.

Frank den Blaauwen 5 minutes ago
Congrats to everyone and especially to Cyan. Thanks to all people working
hard to keep his KS going!

98.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon 5 minutes ago
CONGRATULATIONS!! Look forward to the new adventure!!!

99.

LINDA WOLLETT 5 minutes ago
This has been a great experience. Thanks to all!

100.

Stephen R. Duncan 5 minutes ago
Now the long wait for a great adventure.

101.

CHANSIGAUD ALEXIS 6 minutes ago
Funded! This project successfully raised its funding goal 2 minutes ago.

102.

Winer Samplingperk 6 minutes ago
This is great

103.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 6 minutes ago
@James Nice

104.

Alwin Peters 6 minutes ago
got the mail, that was quick :-)

105.

Andreas Paar 6 minutes ago
Congrats

106.

Louise Keegan 6 minutes ago
Well done to all at Cyan, and the kickstarters who made this happen. Looking
forward to the finished product in 2015 :)

107.

Garrett Nay 10 minutes ago
YES! Congratulations, Cyan. I'm so glad you're back in the adventure game
business. Nobody does it quite like you do!

108.

Rob Mills 10 minutes ago
Congrats Cyan, looking forward to hearing about the development and even
more to that final product in 2015.

109.

Wayne Schnitzer 10 minutes ago
Great job, congrats to all

110.

NomadMolly 10 minutes ago
new music group, cyan and the amazing backers haha

111.

Luca Carnevali 11 minutes ago
Nice work, congratulations !

112.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) 11 minutes ago
Well done everyone
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/320/a/d/obduction_oculus_by_wodehou
se1-d6uf67w.jpg

113.

Michael Nielsen 11 minutes ago
Congrats :D

114.

Eheufaucan 11 minutes ago
Congrats!!

115.

Inga Schut 11 minutes ago
yeah well done everyone!!!!

116.

Ace Dowdy 11 minutes ago
WOOO! we did it!

117.

STARWATCHER 11 minutes ago
What a trip...

118.

Dennis van der Pool 11 minutes ago
Yessssssssss! :-)

119.

RaPhil/Jandai 11 minutes ago
Congrats, Cyan and everyone who helped make it happen. :-) We did good!

120.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 11 minutes ago
Loved being here!

121.

Ninjy Tormented/OotG-KnCm/DrmTrvlr/WoOS 11 minutes
ago
Here is my Yay: Yay!

122.

NomadMolly 11 minutes ago
woot nice work cyan and the amazing backers

123.

James 11 minutes ago
The victory is ours!

124.

Ahenobarbus 11 minutes ago
Congrats Cyan!!!

125.

Dimitrios 11 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… we did it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

126.

Martin Smith 11 minutes ago
Congratulations Cyan!

127.

Michael Schulz 11 minutes ago
Congrats !!!!

128.

narniaozmasar 11 minutes ago
I'm just happy we made the first stretch goal and this got funded.

129.

Penny 11 minutes ago
Congratulations everyone!

130.

Helena 11 minutes ago
Congratulations! Go Cyan!

131.

Lynne Mangold 11 minutes ago
thats it finished

132.

Joan Zalot 11 minutes ago
Ok Cyan - hopefully we wowed you, now it's your turn to wow us! I know you
will!!

133.

Rob Mills 11 minutes ago
And now for Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra.

134.

Stephanye Carrier 11 minutes ago
YESS!

135.

Tiago Regueiras 11 minutes ago
YEY!!!!! Funded!!!!!

136.

narniaozmasar 12 minutes ago
And we're officially done!!

137.

narniaozmasar 12 minutes ago
And we're officially done!!

138.

Russell Deitch 12 minutes ago
Funded! Now Amazon will try to take your money ...

139.

Nila Mu'Hari 12 minutes ago
CYAN and the Kickstarter BACKERS have finally launched the rocket on
Myst island!!! CONGRATULATIONS!!! :)

140.

Horatio 12 minutes ago
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!

141.

Galit 12 minutes ago
Congrats everyone! \o/

142.

Cat 12 minutes ago
Whoo-hooo!!

143.

Robe Stout 12 minutes ago
congratulations to us al!!!

144.

ericfromabeno 12 minutes ago
congratulations!! ^_^

145.

Zeanith 12 minutes ago
aaaaaannnnd funded!

146.

Kevin McIntosh 12 minutes ago
And relax. Only 23 months to go.

147.

J.B. Lewis 12 minutes ago
Way to go, Cyan. You deserved this.

148.

SeanMc74 12 minutes ago
Yay

149.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 12 minutes ago
WHOOOOOOOOOOOT CoNgRaTuLaTiOns Cyan! Three Cheers

150.

Joan Zalot 12 minutes ago
Congrats everyone!!!!!

151.

Georgios Chrysikopoulos 12 minutes ago
CONGRATULATIONS CYAN!

152.

Michael Schulz 12 minutes ago
Funded Baby!!!

153.

Seba 12 minutes ago
Final Wohba!

154.

Em 12 minutes ago
It's been an absolute privilege people, see you on another world soon xxx

155.

Michael Kathke 12 minutes ago
C O N G RAT U LAT I O N S ! C YAN !

156.

Michael Ozark 12 minutes ago
That's all Folks!

157.

Griffin 12 minutes ago
yayyy we did it!

158.

Michael Schulz 12 minutes ago
5

159.

Michael Schulz 12 minutes ago
10

160.

Dimitrios 12 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

161.

Michael Schulz 12 minutes ago
30 seconds

162.

Chris Bobb 13 minutes ago
Here we go!!!

163.

Ghaelen D'Lareh 13 minutes ago
Whoo Hoo! Congrats, Cyan!

164.

Stephen R. Duncan 13 minutes ago
Great ride! Well done!

165.

STARWATCHER 13 minutes ago
See you next...

166.

Debra Johnson 13 minutes ago
Sweet! We did it! *salutes all with coffee mug* Good Morning!

167.

Patricia Johnson 13 minutes ago
yeah

168.

Wayne Schnitzer 13 minutes ago
Here goes, pop goes the weasel

169.

Pranab 13 minutes ago
1321585

170.

Winer Samplingperk 13 minutes ago
T minus.....

171.

Joan Zalot 13 minutes ago
One minute!!!!

172.

Helena 13 minutes ago
Counting down in seconds now!

173.

J.B. Lewis 13 minutes ago
Seconds!

174.

Rob Mills 13 minutes ago
1321490 will be my guess.

175.

Lisa Zoet 13 minutes ago
Need sleep.

176.

Russell Deitch 14 minutes ago
< two mins to change the colour of the met stretch goal text.

177.

Georgios Chrysikopoulos 14 minutes ago
Seconds left!!

178.

ericfromabeno 14 minutes ago
hmm... I'll say.... 1,321,588 ... but I've had more time to guess. :P

179.

Andrea Annecchino 14 minutes ago
Hope to reach 1.7 m in the Cyan page, thank you !

180.

Pranab 14 minutes ago
1321879

181.

Jenny Sue Hane 14 minutes ago
That's the hangout for late arrivals

182.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 14 minutes ago
Air Guitar to the Final countdown!!!!!!!!!!!!!

183.

Michael Schulz 14 minutes ago
1 minute wooooh

184.

Dimitrios 14 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… dance CYANIST sirtki from Greece with
love whole Olympic Stadium is dancing and singing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

185.

ChocStar 14 minutes ago
The final Countdown to the happy dance :) Congratulations all.

186.

Jenny Sue Hane 14 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

187.

Pranab 14 minutes ago
The final number

188.

Cat 14 minutes ago
Sleep deprivation :)

189.

Matt Giuca 14 minutes ago
Awesome Kickstarting, everybody. Well managed campaign, Cyan. Hope you
make the best game yet!

190.

Alwin Peters 14 minutes ago
1321776

191.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 14 minutes ago
Why am I nervous, we already made funding and S Goal 1

192.

Galit 14 minutes ago
Yay! I woke up in time for the final countdown! Congratulations on $1.3m
Cyan!! Great job community!
@Roman If you find that time machine, please come pick me up on the way
to Oct 2015! =)

193.

NomadMolly 14 minutes ago
well how nice to get up to this

194.

Michael Schulz 15 minutes ago
2 min!!!

195.

ericfromabeno 15 minutes ago
Pranab, closest to what?

196.

Pranab 15 minutes ago
1322335

197.

Russell Deitch 15 minutes ago
$1.7M is two things like $1.3M There is a + there.

198.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 15 minutes ago
@ Bryan Powell, I love the link you posted, have bookmarked that to show
everyone. Amazing.

199.

ericfromabeno 15 minutes ago
cool, 17 K? nice!

200.

Pranab 16 minutes ago
Lets see who gets the closest number

201.

Nila Mu'Hari 16 minutes ago
17K on paypal!

202.

Michael Kathke 16 minutes ago
> 3... <

203.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 16 minutes ago
The Final Countdown in Cyan offices, I was just thinking of that, lol

204.

Griffin 16 minutes ago
17,000 on paypal, Lauren says!

205.

Rob Mills 16 minutes ago
If we get $21K worth of trolls now, I will just cry.

206.

Michael Schulz 16 minutes ago
3!!!

207.

gmf001 16 minutes ago
It's not totally blurred. Isn't the last word on the first line 'world'. We can have
more !!! :-)

208.

Ghaelen D'Lareh 16 minutes ago
Oh my, they are singing, lol They are punch crazy. Or is that coffee buzzed?

209.

J.B. Lewis 16 minutes ago
I'm pretty sure that last stretch goal was a second world.

210.

Wayne Schnitzer 17 minutes ago
just talked to my brother on the phone, he says congrats to everyone, sorry
he couldn't make it today

211.

Joan Zalot 17 minutes ago
I think the last stretch goal says "second additional" - as in world to explore?

212.

Michael Schulz 17 minutes ago
4...

213.

ericfromabeno 17 minutes ago
wow... can we get 4K in 5 minutes remaining?

214.

Urie David Kline 17 minutes ago
What a crazy time! So glad that we not only funded this thing but achieved a
stretch goal!
Hopefully this isn't the end of the fundraising efforts: it'd be nice to go
roadtripping with y'all.

215.

Winer Samplingperk 17 minutes ago
1321000

216.

Roman Sirotin 17 minutes ago
Wow. What an awesome campaign. The noise of the fans has been amazing,
and now with such a total an oculus rift purchase might be in order :)
Congrats Cyan. I think you could start a Kickstarter campaign for sliced
bread, ask the same goal as Obduction and the fans would make it
happen :). Loyalty is everything in this day and age and yours is loud and

clear :)
Now...could someone kindly lend me a time machine so I could get to Oct
2015 :)

217.

Dimitrios 17 minutes ago
WE ARE BACK CYAN IS BACK http://www.youtube.com/watch… dance!!!!!

218.

Michael Schulz 17 minutes ago
i'am nervous
;)

219.

ericfromabeno 17 minutes ago
awwww. but they left the "last" stretch goal blurred out completely.. .I wanted
a hint :P

220.

Bryan Benting 17 minutes ago
Since they are continuing the stretch goals on their site, I decided to up my
pledge to the Show and Tell for the T-Shirt. If they offer the printed art book
later on I would do that as well. Congrats again Cyan and family on a great
KS campaign!

221.

Pranab 17 minutes ago
25...1..

222.

Georgios Chrysikopoulos 17 minutes ago
Lol, @Dimitrios. Greek Power!

223.

J.B. Lewis 17 minutes ago
Aww, the Rift / Localization text didn't get changed to green in the update...

224.

Michael Kathke 18 minutes ago
> 5 < the shortest minute ever...

225.

Tahg 18 minutes ago
1321k

226.

Dimitrios 18 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… dance!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

227.

Michael Schulz 18 minutes ago
5

228.

ericfromabeno 18 minutes ago
>6<

229.

Michael Kathke 18 minutes ago
> 6 < it goes faster and faster...

230.

Dimitrios 18 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… enjoy and dance!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

231.

J.B. Lewis 18 minutes ago
The Final Countdown!!!

232.

Jenny Sue Hane 19 minutes ago
Front page graphic is fixed.

233.

ericfromabeno 19 minutes ago
I've noticed that sometimes the timer doesn't match reality... you have to
refresh the page for a completely up-to-date timer at times...

234.

Rob Mills 19 minutes ago
When I first donated to this project, I was worried it wasn't going to make it.
I'm it's gone through to the OR and EFIGS support, maybe it'll even get more
after the end.

235.

Nila Mu'Hari 19 minutes ago
ok, they changed the stretch goal image! :)

236.

Dimitrios 19 minutes ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

237.

ericfromabeno 20 minutes ago
>7<

238.

Jonathan Venezian 20 minutes ago
Here's to hoping we can get enough people piling on post-KS that they'll do
the extra world

239.

Nila Mu'Hari 20 minutes ago
Welcome Diana! :)

240.

Michael Kathke 20 minutes ago
> 8 < ... so fast after 9? minutes or seconds left? ;-)

241.

Cat 20 minutes ago
Way to go, everyone! :)

242.

Diana 20 minutes ago
Now I am an Art Collector :)

243.

ericfromabeno 20 minutes ago
>8<

244.

Bryan Powell 21 minutes ago
So I might as well plug, I mean share, a stupid Uru video me and a friend did
years ago. There's a plot to it, in theory, but we only had one night to put it
together. Hope it's entertaining. https://www.youtube.com/watch…

245.

ericfromabeno 21 minutes ago
Bruce, we're there. ^_^ they just are too busy with other things to re-work the
graphic ^^

246.

Dimitrios 21 minutes ago
stop the music please!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

247.

Russell Deitch 21 minutes ago
@Bruce, your statement is correct.

248.

Michael Kathke 21 minutes ago
>9<

249.

Joan Zalot 21 minutes ago
Yes we have. It was 1.3 million.

250.

Dimitrios 21 minutes ago
@ Carol you are so sweet
@ Eheufaucan well done !

251.

Bruce Osborne 22 minutes ago
...not...
crazy typoes :(

252.

Bruce Osborne 22 minutes ago
They forgot to change the stretch goal graphic.
Perhaps we have mot reached the OR goal yet??

253.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 22 minutes ago
@J.B. Thank you for the information, now I know I can have on later I don't
feel so bad.

254.

Helena 22 minutes ago
Only 10 minutes left...

255.

Rob Mills 22 minutes ago
We hit the $1.3m! Excellent.

256.

Steven Richards 22 minutes ago
Pledged more than I should, less than I wish I could. So glad this is
happening, after some nervous moments in the days leading up to the 1.1
million mark.

257.

Russell Deitch 23 minutes ago
@Eheufaucan, it would probably benefit you not to back in KS at all but just
PayPal at the tier you want. You should have at least 30 days to do that.

258.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 23 minutes ago
@ Dimitrios you have been an absolute angel and well worth following, I will
look out for your first book.

259.

Winer Samplingperk 23 minutes ago
1320000!!!

260.

Dimitrios 24 minutes ago
Trending towards ........................................... i am joking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :):)

261.

Eheufaucan 24 minutes ago
Just backed. +$45 from me. Was aiming for the $250 Art Collector pledge but
right now I can't afford a higher pledge. Bad timing... Maybe it's possible to
up your pledge later via PayPal.

262.

Garian Metatron (Stonehenge/Hibernia) 24 minutes ago
I have backed because now localisation is possible! Gratz for Funding!

263.

ericfromabeno 25 minutes ago
hmm. one of the eggs backed out?

264.

ericfromabeno 26 minutes ago
whew... yeah, $1,325,000 looks easily doable... we did well, huh? glad to be
a part of this ^_^

265.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 26 minutes ago
@ Inga, worth a try there.

266.

J.B. Lewis 26 minutes ago
Guys,
Has anyone seen the ObductionGame.com website yet? Looks like the
physical art book will still be available as a reward via PayPal! I hope Cyan
will continue putting a money counter on there so we can reach $1.7 million.

267.

Ken 26 minutes ago
Another $850 backed out TROLLS

268.

Jonathan Venezian 26 minutes ago
Well, can haz Octopus Reft, or something like that.
Time to go stare at SCALE, my other surreal backer game that has hit the
OR stretch, also ending today....

269.

Russell Deitch 26 minutes ago
The first stretch goal needs to be coloured in on the main page - in the next
14 minutes.

270.

Inga Schut 27 minutes ago
@Carol Hmm I sort of have gym equipment in my livingroom so I can stare
and work out at the same time would that work? ;)

271.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 27 minutes ago
Why are Cyan Practising Australian :| ? This is cool, inside Cyans office!

272.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 27 minutes ago
@Michael
German is the G is FIGS. I'm pretty sure the 1.3 million unlock will cover it.

273.

Helena 27 minutes ago
@ Michael: we already have it, now the stretch goal has been achieved!

274.

RaPhil/Jandai 27 minutes ago
yep, meant shipping. Sorry. :-)

275.

Jenny Sue Hane 27 minutes ago
@Michael German localization is in the bag!

276.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 28 minutes ago
@Michael: We already reached that goal.

277.

Wayne Schnitzer 28 minutes ago
Big smiles, for sure

278.

Michael Kathke 28 minutes ago
German localization please ;-). >> 16 minutes to go. <<

279.

Francine Lebrun 28 minutes ago
J'ai adoré la série Myst (particulièrement Riven). Heureuse d'être avec vous!
Long life to Obduction!

280.

Wayne Schnitzer 28 minutes ago
Hi Sean

281.

Russell Deitch 29 minutes ago
Hello @Sean

282.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) 29 minutes ago
Good Afternoon Happy smiley People!!

283.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 29 minutes ago
@ Inga, I know, I found going to the gym generated more money, I am in so
much pain after going every day this week.

284.

Nila Mu'Hari 30 minutes ago
Berlin, Germany 2:49 p.m.

285.

Dimitrios 30 minutes ago
first page updated

286.

ericfromabeno 30 minutes ago
Kelly, I'm sure they'll give me size and shape specs, too... "something about
the size of a cat" "should look metallic" etc etc... although I have no real idea,
I'm just looking forward to being able to point to the thing and say I assisted
with it ^^

287.

Inga Schut 31 minutes ago
oh my god why does staring at the counter intently not generate more
money? ;)

288.

Helena 31 minutes ago
Only a few hundred to go until $320k...

289.

Russell Deitch 31 minutes ago
RaPhil, do you mean shipping. I think you may have to pay twice, once for
the tier and once for the add-on.

290.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 32 minutes ago
I'm sure the Devs will help you with that, Eric. Like, "We need an item that will
be able to bore a hole through mist the consistency of soft cheese. What care
you think of?

291.

David Brown 32 minutes ago
@Raphil I'm pretty sure the postage is a flat rate for all items.

292.

Winer Samplingperk 32 minutes ago
First stretch goal on main page still not updated... :)

293.

Nila Mu'Hari 32 minutes ago
20 Minutes... :)

294.

ericfromabeno 32 minutes ago
whew, Frank, Helena, I'm glad to know that, thanks.

295.

Dimitrios 32 minutes ago
Thank god i dont have any money at all in the my bank account ...thank god!

296.

Wayne Schnitzer 32 minutes ago
Good move eric

297.

Pranab 33 minutes ago
I wish this for obduction...look beyond what you see....

298.

ericfromabeno 33 minutes ago
*^_^* now I just have to come up with something worth putting in the game!
<3

299.

Horatio 34 minutes ago
@Jubie: Thanks!

300.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 34 minutes ago
@ericfromabeno, I am sure Cyan would sort out another spot, fingers
crossed.

301.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 34 minutes ago
Grats Eric.

302.

Helena 34 minutes ago
@ eric: I don't think that's possible - KS will reserve your pledge until you
finish changing it.

303.

Frank den Blaauwen 34 minutes ago
@Eric: AFAIK adding to ones pledge, does not force you to cancel your
pledge first

304.

Horatio 34 minutes ago
congrats ericfromabeno!

305.

Andrea Annecchino 34 minutes ago
It would be vey awsome if everyone decides to pledge another dollar in the
last minut...2.637.000 $ kabooom

306.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 35 minutes ago
@ ericfromabeno, I am so glad you got the spot I have been rooting for you
since you first asked.

307.

ericfromabeno 35 minutes ago
Carol, I hope it wasn't just someone adding to a pledge!! 0_0 I'd feel bad
stealing their artist spot!! 0_0

308.

Tahg 35 minutes ago
I would, just to be sure, it's as much a pledge as an order

309.

Griffin 35 minutes ago
yay eric!

310.

RaPhil/Jandai 36 minutes ago
Does anyone know: If I have included the postage (for an international boxed
version), and add a second boxed version, do I need to add a second
postage, or does it get included with the first? (if that makes sense?)

311.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 36 minutes ago
@ Joan someone might have upgraded or was just adding to a pledge.

312.

ericfromabeno 36 minutes ago
I did it... Been asking for more artist slots since i first backed the game.. it'd
be stupid not to grab it when one got open.... ^_^

313.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 37 minutes ago
Let's aim for 1325000

314.

Griffin 37 minutes ago
OK tossed in some more for an extra t-shirt and box, didn't want to get
distracted watching the feed and comments and miss my chance!

315.

Helena 37 minutes ago
...and look, someone took it.

316.

Nila Mu'Hari 37 minutes ago
artist slot gone! :)

317.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord 38 minutes ago
Heh. We've gotten, what, $8,000 in the last half hour? That's pretty good.

318.

Helena 39 minutes ago
Someone needs to grab that 'Become the Artist' spot!

319.

Joan Zalot 39 minutes ago
Does that mean someone canceled? Weren't those spots all gone??

320.

Aaron M. Shea 39 minutes ago
Moved my pledge up to $50 for some add-ons! Worth it!

321.

Dimitrios 40 minutes ago
of to go 1.500.000$ i want to see Rand make a tatoo to Ryan arm!

322.

Kevin McIntosh 40 minutes ago
Added $30 to my pledge.

323.

Barbara J. Witkowski 40 minutes ago
Hello and @horatio- welcome to the art collectors clan:-)

324.

Russell Deitch 40 minutes ago
Hello all! I'm going to hang out here. :)

325.

Daniel Furst 41 minutes ago
There's an open "Become the Artist" spot...!

326.

Frank den Blaauwen 42 minutes ago
@Horation: They are having LUNCH at Cyan's

327.

Stephen Nasrat 43 minutes ago
30 mins and counting! :)

328.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) 44 minutes ago
@ Aaron once you get Obduction you will never grow older. I know I am a
greatgrandmother Myst-Uru fan & active player.

329.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
Time for a countdown? :-)

330.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
yup yup! glad they arranged it!

331.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
@Horatio -- thanks for the "bump" !!!

332.

gmf001 about 1 hour ago
Notice the bold link to the Cyan site and further fundraising that's now on the
campaign home page? Still work to be done!

333.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
Horatio, don't starve yourself now!! :0

334.

Aaron M. Shea about 1 hour ago
Wish I could stick around to view the hangout! Busy unfortunately!
So glad it got funded, I've loved the Myst series since my dad brought it
home on his old ThinkPad way back when. I may be younger than most fans
here, but I love it!

335.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Good work Horatio!

336.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
theoretically we could get to "350 more til a new world... but probably not
closer than that... during kickstarter anyway....

337.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Ok, Horatio, wonderful

338.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
383 thousand more 'til a new world,
383 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
383 thousand more 'til a new world.

339.

Cat about 1 hour ago
Yay!! :)

340.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
OK, we are now Art Collectors + an additional box. Talk about being beyond
tapped out! :)

341.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
Nice jump, Horatio!

342.

Niki ES about 1 hour ago
I don't think there is a google+ link it's only for them...we can just watch.

343.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Sound's gone weird again. Ah, technology.

344.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
https://plus.google.com/u/0/100160929999558765881/posts

345.

Sonja Feldmann about 1 hour ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch…

346.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
google+ link:) ?

347.

Seba about 1 hour ago
Alright, seems like I got back right on time, got my place clean, got my chow,
so I guess it's #getthispartystarted time.

348.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
OK it's time for our final pledge bump (my wife and I). Be right back...

349.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch…

350.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
what is the link for google hangout?

351.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Hi Aaron

352.

Aaron M. Shea about 1 hour ago
1.3 million!

353.

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago
Ack - they're making me seasick continuously changing the camera like
that ;)

354.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
Thanks for the new link!

355.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
it's back now, yeah...

356.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
Champagne!

357.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
it's up again

358.

Matt Giuca about 1 hour ago
@Joan Yep, that's the current video feed: https://www.youtube.com/watch…

359.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
Use this one: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

360.

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago
Ok looks like they're back.

361.

Niki ES about 1 hour ago
What event is going on right now? Google hangout? And if so, how does one
get there?

362.

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago
So then what is this?? https://www.youtube.com/watch…

363.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
Spycraft Studios... I've never heard of you and your KS project before, sorry.
Have you played the adventure game Spycraft, released in 1996?

364.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
Joan Zalot, no, that's the 15 minutes ago version, if you "fast forward" you'll
see,,,

365.

Leith Bade about 1 hour ago
new link? http://www.youtube.com/watch…

366.

Leith Bade about 1 hour ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

367.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
yes, Niki, 5 now

368.

Stephanie James about 1 hour ago
Very excited that we've met the first stretch goal. Best of luck to Rand and the
Cyan team.

369.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 1 hour ago
Yeah, Niki - and 8 (eight) Launch backers

370.

Rick Warzecha about 1 hour ago
@ Wayne...Your most Welcome Wayne. Its a wonderful exciting experience..

371.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
doh, wait... -_- sorry for the repost,... someone needs to take over singing
from me...

372.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
384 thousand more 'til a new world,
384 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',

384 thousand more 'til a new world.

373.

Niki ES about 1 hour ago
I see that we got a new 10k-er since last night. Sweet!

374.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Huh? What happened there? It said the hangout is over, and now I can't get
back to the livestream...

375.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 1 hour ago
Oh (s)no(w) !

376.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
At least gimme one of those giant bananas!

377.

Spycraft Studios about 1 hour ago
Yes! Oculus Rift support is in!

378.

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago
Looks like the live hangout it back, but the sound is out again.

379.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
The live event is over? Thanks for watching?? Hey!

380.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
the live event is over....!?!

381.

Daniel Andersen about 1 hour ago
What wonderful news to wake up to! I own an Oculus Rift dev kit and for
those of you that haven't tried one, trust me when I say that this thing is going
to change gaming in the next few years. Cyan is positioning itself to be the
right company at the right time to take advantage of the new VR revolution.

382.

J.B. Lewis about 1 hour ago
Hi everyone,
I just wanted to come in and thank everyone for the wonderful experience
this has been. You all have been amazing. I can't be more proud of a project
to support and a community of which to be a part than this one. Whenever I
hear the name Cyan, I don't think of obtuse puzzles. I think of people. I think
of those with whom I've shared Myst, Riven, and Uru in the past. I think of the
characters that defined their games. I think of the beauty, the details. I
remember that moment in Riven when the underwater elevator glimmered
upon opening its door.
I'm excited about what's to come, and I can't wait to share it with you all. I
hope we can all keep in touch.

383.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
It's snowing here and our lights are flashing -- better not lose power - ooohhh
lost link as I speak

384.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
Aaaaand... the stream dropped out

385.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 1 hour ago
Good morning. 1.3 million is great news to wake up to! All of you who stayed
up all night get an extra kudos for keeping this going!

386.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Google hangout started.......http://www.youtube.com/watch…

387.

Nathan Reynolds about 1 hour ago
Oops, Jonty-ing *my* pledge :)

388.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
We can make 320, right?

389.

Bryan Powell about 1 hour ago
That 3 is a nice number to wake up to. Congratulations everyone!

390.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Morning Joan

391.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Sound is there on the hangout now.

392.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
sound has come on

393.

Joan Zalot about 1 hour ago
Morning all - I knew I'd find good news! :D

394.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Yes, comments only over there

395.

Nathan Reynolds about 1 hour ago
Last 50 minutes to go, and I just started to Jonty by pledge!

396.

Stewart Bradford about 1 hour ago
@eric - they are aware of the sound issue

397.

Michael Ozark about 1 hour ago
Good morning. Wow! $1.3 happened! Great job everyone. So many great
fans for Cyan!!

398.

Jarrah Lindsay about 1 hour ago
It's going to get crowded in their small room with this rate of arrivals.

399.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
@Jarrah - not yet

400.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
hahahaha Horatio yes we did it!!!!!!!!

401.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
Thx Inga!

402.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
nope, no sound.. wonder why they don't seem to realize this??

403.

Leith Bade about 1 hour ago
@gmf100 its a bit too big to call an island tho lol

404.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Maybe they aren't talking yet?

405.

Griffin about 1 hour ago
@Jarrah watch the comments, nobody has audio

406.

Helena about 1 hour ago
@ Wayne: neither does anyone else right now.

407.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
384 thousand more 'til a new world,
384 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
384 thousand more 'til a new world.

408.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
I don't any sound over at the hangout

409.

Jarrah Lindsay about 1 hour ago
Can anyone else not hear anything in the hangout?

410.

Inga Schut about 1 hour ago
Morning Horatio welcome back

411.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
Helena, upped to the same level just now. :)

412.

Sonja Feldmann about 1 hour ago
Link to the hangout: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

413.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
Hey, we did it, huh? woooooooooo-hooooooooooo!

414.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Morning Horatio

415.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
@Horatio -- Good Morning

416.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
Nevermind...found it!

417.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…
There's no sound though

418.

Griffin about 1 hour ago
@Fien trying to decide what add-ons to get

419.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

420.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
Here Horatio: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

421.

gmf001 about 1 hour ago
@Leith
Just think of it as the West island. :-)

422.

Stewart Bradford about 1 hour ago
@Winer - or a very artistic one you mean

423.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
morning all! Where's the countdown hangout? anyone have a link?

424.

RAWA's mama about 1 hour ago
Thanks Maarten for AAAALLLLL you did !!! Kiss that baby for me !! :)

425.

Michael Nielsen about 1 hour ago
Congrats with the 1.3mil goal :) I am proud to be part of this

426.

Jarrah Lindsay about 1 hour ago
Hey John Cosgrove. I would be the same Jarrah Lindsay. I've seen you
posting a bit around here. *waves back* Nice website you've got going by the
way.

427.

Marcin Wolny about 1 hour ago
Shame that we didn't made it past 1.7 stretch goal. I was most curious what
they planned beyond additional world.

428.

Pranab about 1 hour ago
@Stephanye..thanks

429.

Helena about 1 hour ago
@ Fien: Soundtrack CD and signed Frisbee, here I come!

430.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Thank you Rick

431.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
That's a very dirty mac on the left....

432.

Jason Chau about 1 hour ago
@Gmf001: Yes Cyan needs to have a Paypal option for slacker backers, this
will allow funds to reach FIGS support

433.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 1 hour ago
Any other last-hour uppers present?

434.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
Sorry let me be more clear, the live hangout has started and is here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

435.

Leith Bade about 1 hour ago
awesome didn't realise Maarten was a fellow Kiwi! represent! (tho I am now
living in Australia... *looks down shamefully*)

436.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
ah, that's good, I'm glad they're doing that ^_^

437.

Rick Warzecha about 1 hour ago
We have been sitting here in Ryans Room the better part of the month..
watching this amazing group of people make this happen.... IT IS
AMAZING.and ALL of you are too.

438.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
Now UPDATED we are trending towards 1.318.937$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

439.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Thanks Maarten

440.

Stephanye Carrier about 1 hour ago
Pranab : Using a PS3 controller on Mac only requires Bluetooth pairing
AFAIK. It's pretty simple.

441.

Helena about 1 hour ago
OK, here goes...

442.

Griffin about 1 hour ago
They put a big new banner on the front page video screen!

443.

Jonathan Cruce about 1 hour ago
@Jenny Sue Thanks!

444.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
whoops -_-

445.

John Cosgrove about 1 hour ago
We couldn't have done it without you Maarten - this man is a tweet
MACHINE!

446.

Geoff Lingham about 1 hour ago
You can back Obduction through Paypal via the Cyan Obduction Game web
page =>
http://obductiongame.com/

447.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
385 thousand more 'til a new world,
385 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
__________________
final hour folks!!!
385 thousand more 'til a new world.

448.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
Go here: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

449.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Seems some money was sitting there in case it was needed

450.

John Cosgrove about 1 hour ago
Hey Jarrah Lindsay, would you be the same Jarrah Lindsay this John
Cosgrove knows in Brisbane? *waves*

451.

Maarten Dijkstra about 1 hour ago
FANTASTIC to see we made it! :D
Hello all. I posted this a few hours ao and think it bears repeating:
Just checking in after a very long day which started at 3.30am. It's now
almost 2.00am local time (new zealand). Travelling to a wedding with a 3
month old baby boy is very very tiring.. why am I telling you all this? Because
in the short time this kickstarter has been running I feel like I'm part of a
community again. To visit here several times a day to catch up on comments
and chat with people has been a lot of fun.
I've backed a number of games on kickstarter but none have had this
wonderful mix of new and old fans, crazy ones, smart and funny ones.
We had a bit of a rough patch our second week, with a few doubters. But
people stood up and spoke out. They spread the word. And now here we are.
Thanks to Cyan and thanks to all of you.
So I want to say thanks. I'm going to miss this. It's been a helluva ride. Thank
you Rand and the Cyan team for their vision. Personal thanks to Ryan and
Lauren for inviting me to help spread the word. I wish I could have done

more. I hope it's made a difference.
And thank YOU all for sharing the vision and the fun. I liked this from the
beginning and I grew to love it.
Good night, good day, and I can't wait to be Obucted! :)

452.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Almost time for the final push... fingers on those 'Manage Your Pledge'
buttons, people.

453.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
@Matt But it would be nice to have a big PayPal button on the front page.

454.

Jonathan Cruce about 1 hour ago
Hangout doesn't seem to be working yet...

455.

Dimitrios about 1 hour ago
@ All
you did fantastic job , the stats i collected all these days showed me
yesterday morning with all this yesterdays celebrations etc , that we were
trending towards 1.291.000$ ! with low 1.258.000$i (yes with the big guns)
we hit hard!!!!! very hard!!!!!!!!! congratulations to all

456.

Matt Giuca about 1 hour ago
@Leith: Kickstarter comments pages don't get locked after the funding period
ends.

457.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@gmf001 I will certainly continue to try to contact some of those numbers,
internationally.

458.

Stephen Patrick about 1 hour ago
Anyone know if, like on Blu rays, they will be doing a kind of video/picture
diary during the making that can be added with the boxed version which may
encourage some late sales?

459.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
@Jarrah: use update 26 and there's a link there

460.

CHANSIGAUD ALEXIS about 1 hour ago
I am a happy and impatient French final.

461.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
https://plus.google.com/u/0/events/cmj3umk25eij4usainqtho1r8v4

462.

ArkhamNative about 1 hour ago
Yay, congrats! So glad the game will be localized to English and those other
EFIGS languages. ;)
(Good Morning. Where's the "M and M"s?)

463.

Acorn about 1 hour ago
anyone know how to join the new countdown hangout that's meant to be
starting?

464.

Jarrah Lindsay about 1 hour ago
Where is the hangout?

465.

Leith Bade about 1 hour ago
Also make sure we put the link to the paypal in here before it gets locked

466.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
@gm001: My quess is that we will use Cyan website and Paypal

467.

Pranab about 1 hour ago
That is cool, given there are many game controllers, which one would be the
most preferable to use with a mac and a big tv combination. Are there any
hacks to use a wii motion controller with a mac

468.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
Kelly, I have friends who have been playing video games on large screens
since _BEFORE_ HD TV... like a 50 inch projection tv that was still only
480p... believe me, the HD tv gaming experience is very good! comparatively
;)

469.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Yes, maybe they will, Art of Cyan is different

470.

gmf001 about 1 hour ago
.... And new backers keep streaming in. 500 since last night which I find
amazing. I wonder if there will be continued momentum post this kickstarter
campaign to get us to the 2nd stretch goal. This community has certainly
demonstrated passion and creativity to get us this far. Very impressive. Now
do we have the staying power to drive towards getting us another wold to
explore? How long will Cyan keep that window open for us to help them?
Myst and Riven had massive followers and we've just scratched the surface
here. 22K backers out of the millions that first bought Myst. We're still at a 1%
penetration rate. The task is clear. With Cyan's willingness and thus
community it's possible to achieve more!

471.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
If the game has a FOV slider, and not capped at 30fps (LA Noire!!!) I'm

happy.

472.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
Enjoy Salvo

473.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Morning Salvo

474.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@ Acorn, I would be in for one of those too.

475.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
@Kelly: yes but it still looks good for games, 1080P

476.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 1 hour ago
Just woke up to find we hit the first stretch goal!!! Congratulations everyone!!
About to board a plane so I'm going to miss the grand finale. I'll talk to all of
you soon!

477.

Oscelot about 1 hour ago
Riiiiiiiiiise and shine everybuggy, it's hangout time! (maybe?)

478.

Acorn about 1 hour ago
@ Clark - I still want a hard copy of the Art of Cyan book! Maybe they'll offer it
through paypal.

479.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 1 hour ago
Big TVs are actually not as good as people keep saying for computer games.
Current TVs only go up to 1080p, right? My computer screen with 1/5th of the
surface area has double that in resolution.

480.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
@Clark, yes, it will be a rare bird too

481.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 1 hour ago
@ Hi Ron, this is sooo exciting.

482.

Matt Giuca about 1 hour ago
Yeah RAWA seemed very sure that a bunch of things would come out before
Half-Life 3. I hope Valve doesn't do a surprise launch :)

483.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Yes, big TV will be supported

484.

Ninjy Tormented/OotG-KnCm/DrmTrvlr/WoOS about 1 hour
ago
Pranab, that's a pretty fair bet. The Unreal engine tends to support
resolutions from the very low to the very very high. Most settings should stick.
:)

485.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Unreal Engine supports all resolutions

486.

Clark Davis about 1 hour ago
Can you imagine what it would be like to have a limited edition Art of Myst or
Art of Riven book?! Unbelievable.

487.

Pranab about 1 hour ago
I was just curious , what kind of graphics resolutions will be supported in

obduction...you know where i am going... can i play with my kid on a big hdtv,
i need to wean him off sonic and mario.

488.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
last pinch on that Art Book .............. If you are thinking about going there and
having it, just do it now, time is getting short, we made the first stretch, so I'm
not trying to sell you something you don't need just to get to the goal, but it
won't be available after this KS, so don't have regrets later, just go get it now,
thanks for being patient with me

489.

Ron Gillot about 1 hour ago
Just logged in to watch the last stretch. Very pleased to see that the first
stretch goal has been archieved. Absolutely great! Congrats all!

490.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
386 thousand more 'til a new world,
386 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
386 thousand more 'til a new world.

491.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
@Jenny. Half Life 3! LOL

492.

Clark Davis about 1 hour ago
Evening Wayne ;)

493.

Chris Bobb about 1 hour ago
I want to see a nice even $1.325M I think that would do just fine.

494.

Griffin about 1 hour ago
about 20,000 in tiers $1-$75, and about 2000 above, wow 20% of this crowd
is dropping $120 or more, good show everybody we need you all!

495.

Jenny Sue Hane about 1 hour ago
@Winer it isn't open just yet. RAWA said it would be ready "soon," and
"soon" means "after tomorrow, but before Half Life 3 comes out."

496.

Clark Davis about 1 hour ago
I have to say, I was happy with base funding, obviously, and thought it would
be cool for Stretch Goal 1, but now that it's a reality, totally stoked to see how
far O.R. will go in the next two years. Might have to sell another kidney to
afford a new rig and new O.R. :D

497.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
*Clark*

498.

ericfromabeno about 1 hour ago
wow, nice jump!

499.

Clark Davis about 1 hour ago
76 minutes to go . . .Bring on Stretch Goal #2, baby!

500.

Wayne Schnitzer about 1 hour ago
Morning Clrk

501.

Winer Samplingperk about 1 hour ago
So, where is this backer forum?

502.

ericfromabeno about 1 hours ago
looks good, doesn't it?

503.

Clark Davis about 2 hours ago
Heyyyy! How about those numbers!? Good on y'all. Wasn't sure about the
first stretch goal, but bam! There it is!

504.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
heh

505.

David Boucher about 2 hours ago
I was going to go to work, but then I played Myst...
I was going to be the Office Jerk, but then I played Myst...
Now my Boss has fired me and I'm p-ssed...
Because I played Myst...
Because I played Myst...
Because I played Myst...

506.

Jonathan Venezian about 2 hours ago
woohoo! nice to see we broke 1.3 while I got coffee! Sadly, can't get a 2nd
mortgage in 79 minutes...

507.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
yay, Winer! I just did the same thing a few minutes ago.

508.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
387 thousand more 'til a new world,
387 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
387 thousand more 'til a new world.

509.

Jenny Sue Hane about 2 hours ago
I am very nearly falling asleep in my chair. Must ... get ... tea.

510.

Helena about 2 hours ago
Just watching the last hangout on Cyan's Google+ page. Poor Rand, he
looks like he's barely slept in days...

511.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
@Winer @samplingperk - THANK YOU for your pledge and Welcome

512.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Smart thing to do Winer, really

513.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Winer, great, you did the right thing

514.

Mark de Haan about 2 hours ago
@Matt Giuca, tnx. Will try that....again...I tried installing new version
etc...however I now also seem to have problems installing Silverlight
correctly...for Netflix...*sigh*....Might have to do with my 64bit machine, or
with Symantec....Dunno, thnx for telling me I was looking in the right
direction.

515.

Winer Samplingperk about 2 hours ago
Done. I guess I always wanted to be an Art Collector.

516.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
hmmm... I'd like to edit the verse, if i may ;)
388 thousand more 'til a new world,
388 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
Then happily give mo',
388 thousand more 'til a new world.

517.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
388 thousand more 'til a new world,
388 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
388 thousand more 'til a new world.

518.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
http://www.twitch.tv/cyan_inc ALERT GO THERE FAST

519.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@Tagh: Time to sing

520.

Redbearde77 about 2 hours ago
Hello Canoen! Welcome :)

521.

Keith Fink about 2 hours ago
Every time somebody uses /me, I always hear it in Cookie Monster's voice
(from Sesame Street, a kids show here in the US).

522.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
@Dimitrios -- As proud as any mother can be :)

523.

CANOEN about 2 hours ago
Hello word
I'm happy !!!! Very high dream

524.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
to the tune of 99 bottles of beer on the wall .............................sing it Tahg

525.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
yeah, i'm sure most people here are either chat-savvy, or intelligent enough
to get the /me reference ;)

526.

Leith Bade about 2 hours ago
in 30 mins: https://plus.google.com/u/0/events/cmj3umk25eij4usainqtho1r8v4

527.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
@ RAWA's mama thank you for your kind words and for your son. You have
to be very pround ( /me eating on front of PC ,with the plate in his hands)
AH for the new friends the : "/me" in Mystonline.com has the meaning that
you are doing something (showing a move) without doing it actually) i.e. /me
light a cigarette (my favorite lol)

528.

Helena about 2 hours ago
@ eric: the Divinity: Original Sin comment thread was just the same. That
was a great campaign.

529.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
doh.. I forgot about that... my laptop is like 5 years old now....

530.

Keith Fink about 2 hours ago
Now I have to start saving money for a Rift. Also probably a new system
capable of whatever crazy-high specs will be standard two years from
now. ;-)

531.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
Wayne, me too! I've spent almost all my free time in this comment section!!
it's more like a chat room than almost any comment section i've seen here in
kickstarter!

532.

Matt Giuca about 2 hours ago
Mark: I think you just want to delete PhysX and then let Uru install it again
(installing a much older version). This may screw up other games, but I
haven't noticed any problems so far. And you can always install the latest
version from Nvidia.

533.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
almost time for the next verse in the song ;)

534.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Have to say that this KS has been fun and a real exciting time for me

535.

Mark de Haan about 2 hours ago
Congratulations to all backers, but most of all to Cyan Worlds. I hope I will be
seeing you all in URU Myst Online soon...(as soon as I am able to get past
the freaking 'physx' problem).

536.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
*know*

537.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
HaHa, we all Dimitrios

538.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 2 hours ago
Have a nice meal, Dimitrios !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

539.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
I need coffee

540.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
double digit minutes now!

541.

Robe Stout about 2 hours ago
@Acorn, thanks but it was just a black an white outline of the sphere (second
'o' in obduction)?

542.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 2 hours ago
/me waves back to RAWAmama :)

543.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
FOOD! I knew i was forgetting something!!! >_<

544.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! OK !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

545.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 2 hours ago
Dir auch, Redbearde :)

546.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
@Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlager -- Hello "wave"

547.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
Kieth, you missed earlier, when i suggested they do what other games are
doing, and basically extend the "stretch goals" on their own website...

548.

Redbearde77 about 2 hours ago
@Rainer Guten tag!

549.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
now i can eat.......thank you all for the kind words we are a great team...now
to eat...be back soon

550.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
yes, Bryan, we did it, congrats to this effort

551.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
heh. yes, many happy non-english speakers and 3D enthusiasts, lemme tell
ya! :)

552.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Wayne, I completely agree. We love Cyan.

553.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
good afternoon, Tach!

554.

Keith Fink about 2 hours ago
@Eric That would be almost cruel, knowing that won't have it...

555.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Hey, Rainer

556.

Bryan Benting about 2 hours ago
I woke up and checked my e-mail hoping to see a "we made it" e-mail. So I
was bummed that it didn't make it to 1.3 last night. Then I came here and we
actually did make it! So awesome! Great job getting the word out. Congrats
to Cyan on their new and extended project.

557.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 2 hours ago
And g'day everybody

558.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 2 hours ago
Only less than $4,000 per minute to go ^^

559.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Sing it Tahg

560.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
we love Cyan and that's why we do it

561.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
389 thousand more 'til a new world,
389 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
389 thousand more 'til a new world.

562.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
they need to update the stretch goal graphic,,, curioius to see what their 2M
goal would be...

563.

Johnny O. Haarup about 2 hours ago
@David - or maybe it was the pink bathrobe that did it. ;-)

564.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
This has been a WILD and WONDERFUL experience. I am so glad that I
have met SO many great - hard working people here !!!

565.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
@Robe Not sure what you mean: do you mean the fundraising projections
that Mac made? They're here: http://www.mac-fife.me.uk/uru-blogs/19obduction

566.

Stephanye Carrier about 2 hours ago
Helena : Thanks!

567.

Pranab about 2 hours ago
Hi Wayne, happy to be here and great to be part of obduction kickstarter.

568.

Stephanye Carrier about 2 hours ago
I have the link to the hangout but I have no idea how to join the hangout itself
or if it's still going on.

569.

Helena about 2 hours ago
@ Stephanye: One has finished, the other hasn't started yet.

570.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Update 26 has a link to use

571.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
*toooo late*

572.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
@all last minute backers: it'll take more than a few seconds to manage yr
pledge/tier...! don't do it took late! :)

573.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Oh, the drama...HeHe

574.

Stephanye Carrier about 2 hours ago
Is the hangout still going on? I have no idea how to join.

575.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
i would not be surprised if it changes to seconds in the lat 5 minutes or
so... :P

576.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
welcome Pranab

577.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
LoL @David

578.

Pranab about 2 hours ago
My wife asked me about obduction, I said it is my new man cave destination.i
am going to ride something to those floating mountains.

579.

David Boucher about 2 hours ago
Atrus flipped the BIG IRON LEVER and the money rolled in, carried by dat
water feature!!!

580.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
We will still have this comment section, and the forums

581.

Robe Stout about 2 hours ago
can anyone repost that link to the obduction outline vector thing a few days
ago? cheers :)

582.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@Criswell: maybe says the eight ball

583.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
Lets hope that some day there will be a way for us all to link up again. Hint,
hint Cyan.

584.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
So, does it change to seconds in the last two minutes? And then fractions of
seconds? :)

585.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
We all belong to Obductedville now

586.

Jose Cardoso about 2 hours ago
Well done everyone! Beans on toast for me for a month or two but well worth
it for the outcome. :)

587.

Stephanye Carrier about 2 hours ago
I hope that the publishers who turned you down will be biting their fingers
now!

588.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 2 hours ago
@ Everyone you have all been amazing and have restored my faith in
humanity.
Thank you to all backers, we have given each other the finest gift imaginable.

589.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WOW

590.

Helena about 2 hours ago
Oh look, the counter just changed from hours to minutes!

591.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
GREAT WORK
Dimitrios !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! :)

592.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
URUite

593.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
Ladies and gentleman we are trending towards 1.318.124$!!!! well done!

594.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
shouldn't it be "D'nizen" or does that sound so close to denizen that you
couldn't tell it was being clever? ^^

595.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: HaHaHa..........They must have been surprised

596.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
@RAWA's mama Don't worry, it happens to us all! It doesn't hurt!

597.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
*Dimitrios*

598.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
RAWA Mama now a D'nitizen? And I missed it?

599.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
@Wayne Schnitzer - Thank you ! When I was practicing walking, I walked
right thru someone :( I am doing much better though :)

600.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
yay for Dimitrios!!!!!!!!

601.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@Tagh: Keep up the faith!

602.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Yes, Thank you Dimitrous

603.

Tiago Regueiras about 2 hours ago
Oh GOD!!! UNDER 2 HOURS!!!!

604.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
390 thousand more 'til a new world,
390 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
390 thousand more 'til a new world.

605.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago
Dimitrios: you've been my favorite backer this whole campaign. Thanks for
your enthusiasm and for being awesome.

606.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Yes, we could use the protection against anyone backing out

607.

Keith Fink about 2 hours ago
What a nice number to wake up to!
When I first signed up to back this project, it was only around $16,000.

608.

Dimitrios about 2 hours ago
we just made it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! we are safe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 and I just speak with
RYAN in phone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

609.

Helena about 2 hours ago
OK, we're now covered if a $10k backer pulls out, even without the Paypal
pledges.

610.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
Tahg, you're up!

611.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
1310k

612.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
@Helena: you're more than right! :)

613.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
we're into minutes now! 118!

614.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: you did real good last night in the cavern, congrats to you

615.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 2 hours ago
@Wayne
....
Please don't touch that taboo.

616.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago
Petition to rename the OR to "Obduction Reality!"

617.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
ooh minutes now

618.

Russell Deitch about 2 hours ago
I need food too. Lunchtime here. I'll be back before the end.

619.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@Wayne: lol

620.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
Thank you RAWA'S mama!!

621.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
2 hours left

622.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@Frank: Do we add them together? ............... HaHa

623.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
Criswell needs sustanance - must eat breakfast - then must get ready for
pottery wheel class - will make a SEED in pottery class today.

624.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
@Nila Mu'Hari - Hello and welcome!!

625.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
we are singing, YaY

626.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@wayne: 16670 over here :-)

627.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
We don't have NBN in America. Here we are still at the mercy of the big
cable/phone providers.

628.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
7:04 AM for me

629.

Russell Deitch about 2 hours ago
Good morning to you!

630.

Russell Deitch about 2 hours ago
@Wayne, good afternoon here (just).

631.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
16,660 comments

632.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Morning Russell

633.

Helena about 2 hours ago
@ John: I don't think the hangout has started yet.

634.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 2 hours ago
Cant find the hangout!

635.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
thank you, everyone!

636.

Russell Deitch about 2 hours ago
Woo hoo! First stretch goal met! Good show, everyone. :)

637.

Leanne Meyers about 2 hours ago
@Criswell NBN is the National Broadband Network (big thing for internet,
with big problems, in Australia). thus internet where I am is not brilliant, thus
no MystOnline :(. Common $1.31mill, we can do it!

638.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@ Jon: go to update 26 and use the link

639.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
HEELLLLOOO 'Art Collector' Backers!!! WOOOHOOOHOOO!!!!

640.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Acorn, SMART

641.

Jon Asquith about 2 hours ago
Hey guys, does anyone know how to access the hangout live stream?

642.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 2 hours ago
@ Acorn, Smiles for your gift well done

643.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago
Great decision Acorn!!

644.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Kelly, Do you have a brother George?

645.

Helena about 2 hours ago
@ Acorn: Happy Obduction Funding Day!

646.

Acorn about 2 hours ago
I finally went for the Art Collector! A present to me! I'm worth it!

647.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@Kelly: : ))

648.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
What is an NBN? And why should we not talk about it?

649.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 2 hours ago
@Wayne
Also hard to keep up with the comments section, even 2 hours from the goal.

650.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
@RAWA's mama, hard to keep up to the money pouring in now

651.

Helena about 2 hours ago
@ Nila: then you'll presumably be joining me on my tier... at least until the
final hour. ;-)

652.

Monty about 2 hours ago
He is on hang out now

653.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 2 hours ago
Do what you feel is right, Nila.

654.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago
Is Cyan hosting a Google Hangout in a few minutes?

655.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Go for it, Nila

656.

Leanne Meyers about 2 hours ago
@Leith Don't talk about NBN, I want the Road Trip goal so I can play with
some others in my area.

657.

Griffin about 2 hours ago
Sorry Nila--we love you anyway ;-)

658.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
typed too slow - there is the $9000

659.

Redbearde77 about 2 hours ago
Thank you Wayne! Awsome community we are! (that sounded like Yoda, but
ok :D)

660.

Nila Mu'Hari about 2 hours ago
i'm very say but i have to announce, that i am leaving the 'Show & Tell' tier... it
was awesome with you, 889 other 'S&T' backers but i really have to go... ;)

661.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Dimitrous, was that you?

662.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 2 hours ago
Well, the big thing is to hope for the After Kickstarter PayPals. That could add
up to a lot of cha-ching.

663.

RAWA's mama about 2 hours ago
Almost $9000 more already !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Fantastic

664.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago
Hooray for $4,500 backer #8!!

665.

Helena about 2 hours ago
Wow, just saw that total jump!
I'd really like to see what the Paypal total is right now. I know it's not going to
be nearly enough to get us to the next stretch goal, but every little helps.

666.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Was that a $4,500

667.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 2 hours ago
Ticking up nicely

668.

Geoff Lingham about 2 hours ago
Big thanks to the new $4.5K backer :D

669.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
someone just got a 4500 teir

670.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
391 thousand more 'til a new world,
391 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
391 thousand more 'til a new world.

671.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Great effort everyone, and I mean everyone

672.

Chris O about 2 hours ago
Whoa, big spender!

673.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
whoa

674.

Leith Bade about 2 hours ago
@Leanne - you will be gutted then if you don't get the NBN fibre i guess

675.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Wow, what a great feeling

676.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
ok, you had me worried Tahg!

677.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
we lost our singer??

678.

Tahg about 2 hours ago
396 thousand more 'til a new world,
396 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
396 thousand more 'til a new world.

679.

Chris O about 2 hours ago
We're already more than 1% of the way to the next stretch goal... Stay
focused, people!

680.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
PayPal maybe

681.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
I think wewill continue funding at Cyan's website

682.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
Pixelhunter, i think Kickstarter rules forbid that...

683.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Hey, we have 2 hours, we need a measly $400,000 .....................HaHa

684.

Joel about 2 hours ago
Criswell - Myst III and IV aren't available because of legal issues.

685.

Martin Smith about 2 hours ago
So... where in the Cavern are we going to be to celebrate when the
countdown finishes?

686.

ericfromabeno about 2 hours ago
get ready to sing again ;)

687.

Pixelhunter about 2 hours ago
Maybe Cyan can start another kickstarter for additional worlds? It would be
great to have several worlds to explore.

688.

Wayne Schnitzer about 2 hours ago
Now, just have that 2year wait,AAAAAAGGGGGHHHH

689.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
/me we need more 7000$ to be sure!

690.

Jason Chau about 3 hours ago
Woohoo to $1.3m! Congrats and thank you to everyone for achieving this!!!

691.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
OK, Thanks Redbearde

692.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago
Put on them big heavy funny goggles, D'nitizens. We gonna be OBducted.

693.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
Morning Nila

694.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Wayne, about half hour ago

695.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
wooohooo i am downloading skype

696.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
/me has a huge smile now

697.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
Morning, RAWA's mama

698.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
Morning Wayne!

699.

Lisa Zoet about 3 hours ago
Congratulations to everyone! We all did it! Thanks Cyan for the joy you've
give us all with Myst, Riven and especially the Cavern and D'ni.
Now to get to work ;)

700.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
What Time did it happen?

701.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago
OK - Someone said I should try Myst 5 even though I couldn't get past "Move
the slider to the left" on Myst 4. So, I bought it, along with RealMyst from
GOG.com. Interesting that Myst 4 isn't there. Sometimes silence speaks
volumes.

702.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
@Wayne -- Good Morning

703.

ChocStar about 3 hours ago
Wow what a thing to wake up to! :)

704.

Leanne Meyers about 3 hours ago
@Leith, Canberra......I am 2 hours away and my internet here in Wagga does
lag (never could play MystOnline, I just dropped out)

705.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
Party time

706.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
6:45 AM here

707.

Mark de Haan about 3 hours ago
Awesome!

708.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
I knew we would, hooray

709.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
We got there, I see

710.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
Good morning Wayne! :)

711.

Leith Bade about 3 hours ago
just in time

712.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
Good morning Mr Schnitzer, and a fine one!!

713.

Chris Bobb about 3 hours ago
Morning Wayne!

714.

Wayne Schnitzer about 3 hours ago
Good Morning friends

715.

Leith Bade about 3 hours ago
@Leanne i got a call from Ryan too here in Canberra and it didn;t lag or
anything, amazing

716.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
@Derek M. Walker - THANK YOU for the pledge and welcome

717.

Dennis van der Pool about 3 hours ago
@Jamie: I know, but even though we reached the 1.3M, the're always people
backing out the last moment, so when buying them as add-ons we increase
our funding here :)

718.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
@ David, what you said

719.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
Whoops, late
397 thousand more 'til a new world,
397 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
397 thousand more 'til a new world.

720.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
"The Cyan Funding Bill is passed. Obduction is released October, 2015.
Human intelligence becomes massively enhanced from cooperative puzzle
solving. Due to Cyan releasing the Editing Tools, the worlds of Obduction
begin to evolve at a geometric rate, eventually spilling out into real life.
Singularity happens at 2:14 a.m. Eastern time. In harmony, the world
rejoices..."

721.

Ricardo Esteves about 3 hours ago
Oculus Rift!! Uhuuu :)

722.

Jamie Wells about 3 hours ago
@Dennis It might not be a stretch goal here, but you can buy all the old
games on GoG.com for pretty good prices.

723.

Leanne Meyers about 3 hours ago
Woohoo to 1.3mill, now I just wait nervously till I know they got my money :)
Thanks Ryan for Skype (hope calling Australia was not to bad lag-wise for
you)!!

724.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
@ Talon, like that idea

725.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 3 hours ago
@Sean
Don't be looking at your phone, be looking at the road! Or you'll never live
long enough to play your Obduction game!

726.

Derek M. Walker about 3 hours ago
Got the pledge in just under the wire! Can't wait for this! Good luck guys and
congrats! Please check out our Kickstarter for Another Man's Gun directed by
Jon Gries ( Napoleon Dynamite, Taken 1&2, The Bridge on FX)!!!

727.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago
They should rename the OR "Obduction Reality!" Congratulations everyone!!

728.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 3 hours ago
Wooooot Congratulations everyone!Welcome to our none English obductees!
And hellllo rift. Well do e cyan, landmark. Sorry I missed the goal, had to look
before setting off home, On route home... So slow typing on phone

729.

Nila Mu'Hari about 3 hours ago
Woooohhhooooo!!!! :) I'm back from our morning walk to the farmers market.
You guys rock!!!

730.

Dennis van der Pool about 3 hours ago
@Fien: You want Chow from The Hangover? ;-)

731.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
@ Helena, I saw that, (cringe) after I sent a twitter to PCWorld

732.

Griffin about 3 hours ago
22,000! And Ryan just called me on Skype, so much fun! :-)

733.

Dennis van der Pool about 3 hours ago
What about an add-on to get all Cyan's Original games like Riven & Myst? I
would like to play them before playing Obduction :)

734.

Helena about 3 hours ago
In case anyone hasn't seen it, there's a 6,000-word interview with Rand up at
PC World: http://www.pcworld.com/article/2063396/deep-dive-with-myst-cocreator-rand-miller-the-full-interview.html

735.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Chow for me too. And some shopping.

736.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
@ Carol, thanks, we will all have to get the OR for definate

737.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
THANK YOU all new backers and welcome

738.

Seba about 3 hours ago
Time to get some chow and vacuum the place, so it's nice and tidy for the
hangout. See Ya folks at the finishing line!

739.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 3 hours ago
@ everyone, I knew it would happen if I went to the gym, well done everyone
and thank you to all the people who made this dream a reality.
@ James, I love the picture, I am going to get an OR somehow.

740.

brisingre about 3 hours ago
Thanks.

741.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago
REVEAL THE BLURRY GOAL IN CAPITAL LETTERS WITH FOUR
EXCLAMATION POINTS !!!!

742.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
Another world would be the icing on the cake!

743.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
@Brisingre -- hangout is 5 -6am (PST)

744.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Welcome, Tutamun.

745.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Great idea, Chris!

746.

Michael Schulz about 3 hours ago
Yeah. Just happy right now.

747.

Tutamun about 3 hours ago
Wow just saw Obduction mentioned in the latest Deathfire Kickstarter Update
and immediately backed it. Only 2 hours later and I would have missed out!
And grats for the 1.3M goal. This game must be awesome with the Oculus
Rift.

748.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
http://img853.imageshack.us/img853/8672/gvk3.png 1.301M enjoy!!!!!!!!1

749.

Chris McHugh about 3 hours ago
Now to get me some Eye Wear!!

750.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
@Fien, I agree. I sense potential for a bundling deal.

751.

Jim Higgitt about 3 hours ago
1 egg + 2 boxes + 1 t-shirt = /me maxed out.
Well done everyone, this is a proud moment for us all. All the hard work was
worth it.
Shorah!

752.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 3 hours ago
There's a Count Down Hangout? What's that?

753.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
I get the feeling the Oculus Rift people are also very happy with all those new
customers. :)

754.

Pixelhunter about 3 hours ago
Almost 22000 backers O_O

755.

Dennis van der Pool about 3 hours ago
Yeah! :-) Oculus Rift support, very happy with it :-D

756.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
8 more Obductees to 22K... ^_^

757.

brisingre about 3 hours ago
What time does the countdown hangout start?

758.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Dimitrios, I hear you. Net anonymity makes some people into jerks, but for
others it's very liberating and allows openness we don't feel able to risk
IRL. :)

759.

Aubrey Erickson about 3 hours ago
Mega congrats on Rift support!

760.

brisingre about 3 hours ago
Ding!

761.

Caroline Van Borm about 3 hours ago
Whooohooo! This is so awesome, a week ago I never thought we would get
here, but look at that number! Awesome beyond words <3

762.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
398 thousand more 'til a new world,
398 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
398 thousand more 'til a new world.

763.

Helena about 3 hours ago
And now we're 'officially' over the goal. Woohoo!

764.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
And the clock just ticked over. Made it with 3 hours to spare.

765.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
get... ready... to... sing! ;)

766.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
i am not that different in Real life but here i feel free to express what i feel!!
love you all

767.

Adam Morgan about 3 hours ago
Congrats, Cyantists!

768.

Monty about 3 hours ago
Congrats on 1.3 ... let's keep it rolling in !

769.

Lars Christensen about 3 hours ago
Woohoo! Oculus Rift - now I might actually want one of those for real :-P

770.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Dimitrios, you wanna go to the launch party?

771.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II about 3 hours ago
Yeah, paypal will be great once more paychecks come in (especially after the
holidays!)

772.

Tech, R. Sheep Curator/Last Cipher (EiT) about 3 hours ago
Nicely done :)

773.

W.G. about 3 hours ago
@Chris: let's do it.

774.

Sam Wilson about 3 hours ago
WOOT!!

775.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
hehe.. it would be funny if Dimitrios's online personality were very different
from his in-person personality :P

776.

Kate W about 3 hours ago
Yep I'd definitely be up for a Paypal donation in a couple of months, when I
actually have a job again!

777.

Tiago Regueiras about 3 hours ago
OR!!!!!! WOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!

778.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Chris O, I'm in. :D

779.

Acorn about 3 hours ago
And the paypal will be kept open so we can definitely make the next stretch
goal!

780.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Marcello, here here! ^_^ well said.

781.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
I almost want to take up a collection to send Dimitrios to the launch party,
provided someone there takes video of the ensuing freakout.

782.

Marcello Noto about 3 hours ago
Again... this is great news and shows the trust we all have in Obduction and
more importantly Cyan. I was afraid the first goal would be a close call, but
this shows how wrong I was! Happy camper here!! :-D

783.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Only 18 new backers to go before I nip down to the kitchen. All this
excitement is making me hungry again.

784.

Chris Bobb about 3 hours ago
Guys/Gals....all we need is one pledge of $399k and we're set!!!! Now let's go
find that someone!!!

785.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
That last slot has been coming and going for the last few hours

786.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
@ Geoff, thank you thought it was amusing, wooo cant wait for 2015!

787.

Grover about 3 hours ago
WOOT! Some days ago, I missedthe last $1.100 Slot and was a little bit
sad… Then a few minutes ago, I saw that someone left an empty slot and I

could get it, ME HAPPY!
And Congrats for the $1.3M !!!!

788.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
I am guessing there will be a few generations of Oculus Rift before this game
comes out. So, we all might want to wait on the purchase.

789.

Paskarl about 3 hours ago
! stretch goal ! stretch goal ! stretch goal ! stretch goal ! stretch goal ! stretch
goal !

790.

Joanna Robbins about 3 hours ago
Woop! How exciting. Well done everybody!

791.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
This a bit much?
399 thousand more 'til a new world,
399 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
399 thousand more 'til a new world.

792.

Dan Barger about 3 hours ago
Nice work all - Congrats and an early thank you to everyone at Cyan.

793.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Kelly, and I saw some other game sites where they essentially "continued"
the kickstarter on the website... after successfully getting funded, they offered
all the same tiers and such... that's easily something Cyan could look into...

794.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II about 3 hours ago
I got a few screenshots, but they're not exactly @ 1,300,000

795.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
CYAN IS BACK WE ARE BACK LOVE IS BACK HUMANITY IS BACK
FRIENDSHIP IS BACK WELL DONE

796.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Did someone take a screenshot?

797.

Geoff Lingham about 3 hours ago
@James love your Obductee wearing Oculus Rift headset congrats poster!!

798.

Heiko Harders about 3 hours ago
What a great achievement! Congratulations everybody!
I don't own an Oculus Rift, but I will definitely get own once Obducation
release gets close! I want to experience the worlds in VR :). Lets hope the
paypal option will still gather enoug funding to add that extra world as well in
the next (couple of?) month(s)!

799.

Chris Dearing about 3 hours ago
So excited.

800.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
heh.. uuuh, yeah, that next stretch goal is KIIIINDA tricky at this point ;)

801.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 3 hours ago
There is also Paypal. It's quite possible for Obduction to get 400K after the
Kickstarter ends.

802.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
Félicitations, felicitazioni, Glückwunsch and felicidades on reaching the
localization goal.

803.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
I love your way of thinking, Chris Bobb

804.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
lol

805.

Chris Bobb about 3 hours ago
OK...only $400k to go in 2 hours!!!

806.

Kate W about 3 hours ago
This is so amazing - I can't think of a better game for the Oculus Rift than
Obduction!

807.

Sumatria about 3 hours ago
It it not too late for a miracle to happen and we reach that 2nd stretch goal ( I
know wishful thinking)

808.

STARWATCHER about 3 hours ago
Fantastic... Thank you all, thank you CYAN :-)

809.

Kelly Costanza, OOoE's Faceless Lord about 3 hours ago
I'm highly tempted to just sit in here for the next two hours.

810.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
@David, lol

811.

Penny about 3 hours ago
Well done, everyone! Welcome all the newbies!

812.

Sharon Gall about 3 hours ago
Thats amazing. Well done to everyone. So happy

813.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
In the news tonight: At Cyan no work is actually being done. Sources inside
are reporting, "Rand Miller and crew can't pick their jaws up off the floor!"

814.

Dan Burns about 3 hours ago
&1.3k and still rising!

815.

Mattias Thorelli about 3 hours ago
This is so fantastic.

816.

Anarta about 3 hours ago
WhooHoo!!! We made it. Well Done Everyone!

817.

Christopher Dein about 3 hours ago
Oh wow, i cant wait for this. Not playing it until i get an OR :)

818.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
Doing moonwalk here on my room! hehehe

819.

Penny about 3 hours ago
Whoohoo, woot woot!

820.

W.G. about 3 hours ago
Great Congrats Cyan and all, and Dimitrios will be invited to the launch party,
I am sure of it!

821.

Byron Mallett about 3 hours ago
Upped my pledge just to see us pass the milestone! WE DID IT! :D

822.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
we made
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!

823.

Lyndah about 3 hours ago
FANTASTIC Wohba!!!

824.

Peter Wiegersma - SoSR 393 about 3 hours ago
yes i'm the 22,000 backer. yahoooooo

825.

Sumatria about 3 hours ago
Woke up just in time to watch it change...awesome

826.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II about 3 hours ago
I must be some kind of crazy, lol
Yay easter egg and YAAAY STRETCH GOAL!!

827.

SeanMc74 about 3 hours ago
Yay :)

828.

Logan Smith about 3 hours ago
!!!

829.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 3 hours ago
Well done everyone, guess this is how we will look come 2015!
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/320/a/d/obduction_oculus_by_wodehou
se1-d6uf67w.jpg

830.

Pixelhunter about 3 hours ago
Yay!!!!!!!!!!!

831.

McIlveen Troy about 3 hours ago
and still climbing...............

832.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
woot woot woot!!! We got it!!!

833.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
OCCULUS RIFT SUPPORT! AND I DON'T EVEN HAVE ONE!
WHARBLARGLE!!!!!!

834.

Juris Cielens about 3 hours ago
doubled my pledge :)

835.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
Wooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
H00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

836.

Geoff Lingham about 3 hours ago
Woohoo! $1.3M :D
Oculus Rift 3D support is a reality!!
Great work all!!! BIG congrats to CYAN!!!!

837.

Nicholas Molle about 3 hours ago
Dance!!!!!!! Dance!!!!!!!!!! Dance!!!!!!!!!!!!!

838.

Marein Könings about 3 hours ago
Hurray!

839.

Tanguy about 3 hours ago
WE HAVE THE LANGUAGES ! (sorry)

840.

Rolf Eichenberger about 3 hours ago
YEAH YEAH YEAH WE GOT IT

841.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Dimitrios Parakalo! Lad, you are my hero! Thank you very much!!!

842.

Sebastian Buks about 3 hours ago
Woohooo! Oculus support!

843.

Matt Giuca about 3 hours ago
BRB OFF TO THE OCULUS RIFT SHOP!

844.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
Thank you!

845.

Inga Schut about 3 hours ago
YES!

846.

Martin Zell about 3 hours ago
wow... that just worked o.O

847.

Sumatria about 3 hours ago
Yippee!!!!!

848.

Kate W about 3 hours ago
Yay!

849.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
1.3M!!!!!!!!

850.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
there it is !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

851.

Longtime Lurker about 3 hours ago
And THAT, Ladies and Gentlemen, is how we do THAT.
Done and Done :)

852.

Seba about 3 hours ago
Wohba!

853.

Gunda Albers about 3 hours ago
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)

854.

Mattias Thorelli about 3 hours ago
:D

855.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
@ Dimitrios, don't go broke. ;-)

856.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
YES! YES! YES! Happy dance!

857.

Martin Appenzeller about 3 hours ago
We'll get Rift! Amazing! Partyyyyy oooon!!!!!!!

858.

Jenny Sue Hane about 3 hours ago
There it goes!!

859.

Cameron Black about 3 hours ago
WOO HOO!

860.

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 3 hours ago
IT'S ALIVE….

861.

Allan Børgesen about 3 hours ago
Yeeeeaaahhoooouuuuuuuu....we got the OR - CONGRATIOLATION to all of
us

862.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Logan +1 :D It would be very cool!

863.

Martin Zell about 3 hours ago
can't just 328 backers increase by $1 NOW? :-D

864.

Eric Largé about 3 hours ago
In my case, my "place" is in bed, with my CPAP mask on, but staying awake
to see it cross the threshold.

865.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
DONE HIT MY MAX!!!!

866.

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 3 hours ago
Quiet on the set… and ACTION

867.

Mattias Thorelli about 3 hours ago
YAAAAY Rift!

868.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
*ericfromabeno* wonders if dimitrios is an egg backer by now, or if he just
jumped straight to the 10K tier... :P

869.

Marcello Noto about 3 hours ago
Wow... strechgoal within reach. This kickstarter is an amazing success!

870.

Geoff Lingham about 3 hours ago
Thanks Aaron and other pledge upgraders!! :D :D

871.

Logan Smith about 3 hours ago
YEAH! It is going to be amazing!
I hope they're going to continue taking donations on their website.
We can get that extra world!

872.

Matt Giuca about 3 hours ago
Come on, someone put in $500!

873.

Tanguy about 3 hours ago
it jumped !

874.

Johnny O. Haarup about 3 hours ago
updating...

875.

McIlveen Troy about 3 hours ago
Haha...no worries Red...

876.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
Places, everyone...

877.

Anarta about 3 hours ago
So near!!!!!!!!!!!!!

878.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Aaron, Thank you very much my friend!!! claps to you! :D

879.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
i update now

880.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
they probably mean a video of some sort, though ;)

881.

Griffin about 3 hours ago
Whoooosh! Thanks for saving this till I woke up guys!

882.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
we are comming hot

883.

Johnny O. Haarup about 3 hours ago
..so close

884.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
Darn! I'll have to update my pledge :D

885.

Seba about 3 hours ago
Lauren on the current Cyan Twitch stream (playing Minkata right now)
mentioned they have something 'extra special' planned for 1.3

886.

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 3 hours ago
Thank you Aaron…. Your GREAT...

887.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Clap Clap Clap!

888.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
ALERT CYAN SAYS THAT WE WILL HAVE SOMETHING BIG ALERT

889.

Leith Bade about 3 hours ago
wowowow

890.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Oh WOW! 299022

891.

Christoph Burschka about 3 hours ago
LAST THOUSAND! =D =D

892.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
oh! I think he did it!

893.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
1 thousand more 'til rift support,
1 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
1 thousand more 'til rift support.

894.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
Woot!

895.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
ALERT just now they announce that we will have smoethng very BIG at 1.3M
ALERT

896.

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 3 hours ago
@ Aaron: Please….. Thanks!!!

897.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Aaron, if you do it, we all will clap our hands in your honor!!!

898.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
LOL!

899.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
i am ready to update again i will do it i will do it ......................................

900.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
I was gonna help out Atrus, but then I got high...
I was gonna give him that white page, but I got high...
Now we're trapped in D'ni and I know why...
Because I got high...
Because I got high...
Because I got high...

901.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
@Longtime Lurker - He is still at Cyan for the duration of the campaign. It got
better (a little) with the moderator

902.

Joseph (mormyst) Garnsey about 3 hours ago
@ Aaron: DO IT… DO IT NOW…

903.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@McIlveen Sorry man, mispelled your name.

904.

Aaron Grieger | Quasar II about 3 hours ago
$2000 to go! I'm halfway considering that Egg-sibitionist tier now that we're
getting Oculus Rift support... XD where did that paycheck go??? <3

905.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 3 hours ago
Nyeah, nyeah, nyeah, we're gonna get a Rift. Nyeah, nyeah, nyeah.

906.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 3 hours ago
Yeah, I.3 will come first. :) Not long now, not long.

907.

Allan Børgesen about 3 hours ago
within 30 minutes

908.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@McIlven For sure! My friends did the same! :)

909.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
WE ARE GOING FAST LETS DO THE FINAL HIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

910.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Christian, 1.3 will come long before 22K supporters :)

911.

Longtime Lurker about 3 hours ago
Hi there RAWA's mama :) Was with you in the Cavern tonight. I felt a bit sorry
for RAWA being bombarded with so many questions. :) Did you made him
some cocoa and send him to bed? :)

912.

Allan Børgesen about 3 hours ago
@Christian maybe at the same time

913.

Frank den Blaauwen about 3 hours ago
2^14 comments

914.

Tahg about 3 hours ago
2 thousand more 'til rift support,
2 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
2 thousand more 'til rift support.

915.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
David Boucher, heh, just youtubed it. nice one :)

916.

Marcel Mulders about 3 hours ago
Played Myst and Riven. Now Obduction is comming. I can hardly wait until I
receive the boxed version! Go Cyan go.

917.

Christian McClelland about 3 hours ago
So, do we hit 22,000 backers or 1.3m first?

918.

Leith Bade about 3 hours ago
@David: love it now you got the tune stuck in my head

919.

McIlveen Troy about 3 hours ago
I say not a bad effort to pledge over 1 million in just 30 days guys !!!..goes to
show you how many loyal fans want to experience another fantastic
voyage .... I've told just about everybody I know about this venture, all don't
know what I'm talking about but when I mention the "Myst"
creators...YEEEHAAAH....of course they know Myst....we all grew up with
it...such a pleasure to be a part of a new production!!!

920.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
Well done David

921.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
@ Red i wont :)

922.

RAWA's mama about 3 hours ago
@Longtime Lurker-- THANK YOU for your pledge and welcome !!!

923.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
Chris O, that's the one!

924.

Geoff Lingham about 3 hours ago
welcome @Longtime Lurker
! thanks for your support!!

925.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
Christoph Burschka... DAT PONY AVATAR!

926.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Tahg, coming up! :)

927.

Chris O about 3 hours ago
The tune of "Because I Got High", I'm guessing

928.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
sung to what tune??

929.

Redbearde77 about 3 hours ago
@Dimitrios Advice: just don't tell your wife! :D

930.

David Boucher about 3 hours ago
I was going to go to the shop, but then I played Myst...
I was gonna buy my shopping list, but then I played Myst...
Now I've got no food, and I'm p--ssed!
Because I played Myst...
Because I played Myst...
Because I played Myst...

931.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
yup

932.

Christoph Burschka about 3 hours ago
If I'm calculating it right, the target is now at only $0.206 per second. And still
steadily dropping, which means we're exceeding it.

933.

Longtime Lurker about 3 hours ago
Ok. I'm in.....and if a "Longtime Lurker" like me is in this then surely there
must be others out there in the shadows. :) Time to step out into the light,
people. :)

934.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
Dimitrios, don't bankrupt yourself ;P

935.

ericfromabeno about 3 hours ago
RawaMama, as I say, it won't surprise me when it happens ;)

936.

Dimitrios about 3 hours ago
oh my god ...........where is my credit card? i will update again!!!!!!!!!!!!

937.

Geoff Lingham about 4 hours ago
I upped my Google Adwords daily budget to $20 today for my Obduction text
ad.
Been seeing a lot of interest on the keywords "3d games" => 54 clicks from
1,966 impressions, 2.75% Click-Through-Rate, $0.26 per click, cost $14.12
just today.
Having Oculus Rift 3D support is going to make Obduction really popular for
gamers :)
Definitely a great feature and a great move for backers!

938.

RAWA's mama about 4 hours ago
@ericfromabeno --I like your thinking!! WE CAN DO IT !!!

939.

Tanguy about 4 hours ago
I would be happy to get the languages... (Meeting just now in watcher's pub
by the way)

940.

Redbearde77 about 4 hours ago
If at least 3000 guys upgrade their pledge about a.. one dollar, we would hit
the stretch goal.
Come on guys, please, do it!

941.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
almost time for the 2K song ;)

942.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
it would not really surprise me if we do hit 1.4, actually... 1.5 is probably out of
the question, but 1.4 is possible :)

943.

Redbearde77 about 4 hours ago
Wow! We're very close! Localization yeah!

944.

Dan Burns about 4 hours ago
Looks like we will hit 1.3k. But if in the event that we were to fall slightly shy, I
certainly hope you would still go for the ORift!

945.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
now we are talking lets become hot like lets hit this 1.3M hard very
hard!!!!!!!!!!

946.

Sean Concannon about 4 hours ago
3 thousand more 'til rift support,
3 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
3 thousand more 'til rift support.
LOL

947.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
That 425 made it jump quickly

948.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
3 thousand more 'til rift support,
3 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
3 thousand more 'til rift support.

949.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
OH MY... we are getting slow i will update now!!!!!!

950.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
get ready to sing, Tahg ;)

951.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
hmm, I just took a look at the MOUL forums, were they reset in say like the
last 5 years?

952.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
no worries, we;ll make that 1K back in like 3 minutes ;)

953.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
I suppose we might have lost one "egg" backer though...

954.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
maybe we miss the 3K song, and go directly to 2K

955.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
almost time for the 3K song ;) ... whoops! right, someone is upping their
pledge. it goes down before it goes up 9_9

956.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
Hey 1,000 lost!!!

957.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
and now we waiting for the 3K song

958.

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 4 hours ago
Anyways, thank you guys for all your support, and thank you CYAN for giving
us another adventure game.
Now it's time to dream about OBDUCTION . . . and the Doctor Who 50th
Anniversary episode. Good night, everyone.!

959.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
/think 22,000 backers!!!!!

960.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
come on we are so close need to hit hard!!!!11

961.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
Noooo way! I'll just go down to the kitchen for a snack or lunch.

962.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Christian thank you!

963.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Fien dont turned it off!

964.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
We've made $4358 in the hour since I turned on my computer. Nice going!

965.

Christian McClelland about 4 hours ago
Do I have something else I could do with $462? Absolutely. Am I going to
back out after this hits 1.3m? Absolutely not.

966.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ eric thank you they deserve it (Cyan)

967.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Nick !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

968.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
actually, Dimitrios, to be truly "safe" from people backing out (and thus losing
rift support/ localization) we would need to be at 1.4M.... if all the big-ticket
people suddenly got buyers' remorse, we'd lose about 100K or so... Not that
I'm expecting anyone in this community to back out ;) I've never seen such a
committed kickstarter support base. ^_^

969.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Geoff thank you !

970.

Nick Roberts (the Ranting Thespian) about 4 hours ago
It's very late here, and I needed to go back to bed.
But, I wanted to say one thing . . .
YAHHOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

971.

Pixelhunter about 4 hours ago
@ Leith
You can chat with everyone in the same area.

972.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
6am makes for 9am EST, 2pm GMT, and 11pm ACST, pretty good overall

973.

Geoff Lingham about 4 hours ago
@John @Penny @Dimitrios & @Carol thanks, yes Myst & Riven and other
games have been a great bonding experience for my kids and continues on
now with Obduction :)
By the way, just for fun I downloaded and installed the Unreal 3 Development
Kit (UDK) which is free.

I started up the game editor and was able to fly-through some beautiful maps
created as examples by Epic.
Amazing olde castles, foliage, leaves floating in the breeze, trees blowing in
the wind, beautiful waterfalls, cool vehicles, old rusted factories - all photorealistic and rendered at amazing speed as you zoom around.
If Unreal 3 Engine can do that then with Cyan using the new Unreal 4 Engine
the game will be stunning :D
And now with Oculus Rift 3D headset support then Obduction is going to be
totally awesome!
This is sooo worth backing - don't hold back - pledge now!! :D

974.

Michael Kathke about 4 hours ago
Everyone could rise its pledge by $1. Now! ;-)

975.

Leith Bade about 4 hours ago
why is it 6 minutes past the hour?

976.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
Heh, yeah, but you'd think they'd cater to the needs of North-Americans.

977.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
@Fien, yay 6:06am seemed like an odd time to start for me too

978.

Anthony Johns about 4 hours ago
@Fien - Because they knew I'd be relaxing after my lunch, watching the final
few minutes :)

979.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
I think it changes to minutes in the last hour.

980.

Leith Bade about 4 hours ago
how do i turn global chat back on in uru? i am stuck on neighbours?

981.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
Makes me wonder why Cyan picked this particular time to start and end their
KS.

982.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
hmm, will it switch to showing "minutes left" at some point?

983.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
4 hours 4 hours we need to take this number 1.310.000$ to be safe! ALERT

984.

Leith Bade about 4 hours ago
@Helena you have it too easy then ;-)

985.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
Tahg... will you switch to the next goal when we pass rift support level? :)

986.

Helena about 4 hours ago
@ Leith: it's mid-morning here actually!

987.

Pixelhunter about 4 hours ago
Only 3 hours left ppl.
Please pledge pledge pledge !!! (more exclamation marks are Dimitrios'
trademark)

988.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
that answers that ;)

989.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
It's 11:11 in the morning here, Leith. I'm wide awake.

990.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
It's been several of us over the night, but I said I'd carry it through to the end

991.

Chris Bobb about 4 hours ago
Less than $4k!!!

992.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
4 thousand more 'til rift support,
4 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
4 thousand more 'til rift support.

993.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
is that one guy getting ready to sing about 4K left to go? ;)

994.

Leith Bade about 4 hours ago
what music are you guys using to stay awake, i am thumping some loud
ministry of sound tunes here

995.

Helena about 4 hours ago
@ Fien: I probably will as well. Let's get my credit card company worried ;-D

996.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
Heh, you guys are going for a final hour pledge increase, huh? count me in ;)

997.

Chris Bobb about 4 hours ago
Can we add on the Art Book with, let's say, $100?? PLEASE!!!

998.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Fien +10 me tooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

999.

Chris O about 4 hours ago
If every backer had another 18 bucks and change, we'd have our additional
world + roadtrip mode...

1000.

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago
wow... it'd be cool to get to 22K backers before we end this ^_^ ...

1001.

RAWA's mama about 4 hours ago
@Belinda - thanks sweetie _ I had a great time in the cavern

1002.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
I'm not sure if they can change the post after or not

1003.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
Dimitrios, yes, that's why I will up my pledge in the last hour.

1004.

Branko,Miskovic about 4 hours ago
I hope the game would be a lot longer :D

1005.

Justin Esparza about 4 hours ago
A plane in the dark sky. A shooting star. We see what we want to see right
before we’re taken. #Obduction

1006.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Helena you can not be sure because at the very last moment someone
can pull back!!! we need to keep the momentum! Also CYAN need every
single dollar to use it and return it to us!

1007.

Aubrey Erickson about 4 hours ago
Didn't see Helena's post! That's awesome! :D

1008.

Christian Gårdebrink about 4 hours ago
@Helena true but I'd like to see the graphics change here before the ks is
over, more satisfying. Hope there will be time for an update ;)

1009.

Aubrey Erickson about 4 hours ago
Rift support is so close I can taste it! So excited, and excited for everyone at
Cyan!

1010.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ David Cyan will give usTHE best game!

1011.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
will be nice to see it frozen in time here

1012.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
We will almost certainly "officially" reach it on KS though, we are so close

1013.

Helena about 4 hours ago
Just to point out: PayPal was at $7k last time the total was mentioned (and is
almost certainly more now). So technically, we've already reached the stretch
goal. :-)

1014.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
night RAWA's mama we will keep the rhythm we will hit hard 1.3M

1015.

David Boucher about 4 hours ago
Oh, I hope Cyan doesn't waste this; I hope they use all our cash to make an
amazing, amazing game!

1016.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Pixel WOOOOWWWWW!!!!! you rock friend!!

1017.

RAWA's mama about 4 hours ago
People in the cavern are saying such nice things, but I am having trouble with
my computer so I will answer them here and hope thry see it. I had a great
time in the cavern and everyone was so helpful
good night everyone. going to get a little sleep before the 5am session

1018.

Pixelhunter about 4 hours ago
OK folks I just upped my pledge once again to above $300. We simply MUST
succeed with this rift stretch goal!

1019.

Belinda Leighton about 4 hours ago
You are so cute, Mom. Wish I was there with you so we could watch the 1.3
together. I'll call you when we get close.

1020.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Fien also at mystonline.com its free

1021.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
ooh, twitch in ~2 minutes I think, brb

1022.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
please i want to convince you about TEX MURPHY AND ATRUS LIVE
VIDEO CHAT!!!!!!!!!!!

1023.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
Right, the Obduction forums! I forgot.

1024.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
no Mat stay!!!!

1025.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ ALL we will be in MYSTONLINE for the next 2 years!!

1026.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 4 hours ago
Night folks, wish I could stick around for 1.3m but alas it's very late here, and
I look forward to waking up to see the words SUCCESSFULLY FUNDED,
and the new journey that begins! Cheers!

1027.

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago
les than 5K

1028.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
5 thousand more 'til rift support,
5 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
5 thousand more 'til rift support.

1029.

Rachel Williams about 4 hours ago
@Fien Isn't that what the Obduction forums will be for? Who says we need to
wait 2 years for a reunion?

1030.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago
I hope we will have an online reunion in two years time and talk about our
experience in Obduction.

1031.

Jeffrey Butterfield about 4 hours ago
What an awesome conclusion this will be to an incredible KS! I've been
watching this campaign ever since I found out about Obduction (14 days left).
I need to sleep, so I won't catch the last 4 hours, but CONGRATULATION TO

BOTH CYAN AND THIS COMMUNITY!! Cannot wait to play :)

1032.

Kyle Miller about 4 hours ago
So close. Rift! Rift! Rift!

1033.

John Cosgrove about 4 hours ago
@geoff my bro and I were just talking about that - well done on pulling the
trigger :-) the signed copy will be awesome!

1034.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
so exciting, brb hopefully for the 5k mark (but if not I won't complain)

1035.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
Yep, I posted the 6k verse a few minutes ago, coming in quickly now

1036.

Christian Gårdebrink about 4 hours ago
less than 6k left..

1037.

RAWA's mama about 4 hours ago
Went thru the last catalog - found another item I won't buy -- so that went into
my "catalog savings plan" and I increased my pledge by that amount.
We are ALMOST there.
Got to get back to the cavern

1038.

Rachel Williams about 4 hours ago
Just upgraded to the Boxed Edition. I get to keep the Digital Collectors stuff,
and I'm giving the boxed version to my Dad, seeing as we played Myst and
Riven together many years ago. It'll be a Christmas present 2015!

1039.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 4 hours ago
@ Geoff, wow I wish I could do that for my family.

1040.

Penny about 4 hours ago
And starwatcher. :)

1041.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Geoff +10000000!!!!!

1042.

Tahg about 4 hours ago
less than $1337/h needed now

1043.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
@ Emilie we will make it next moths! no worries!!!!!!!!! i am sure of that!!!!!!!!!

1044.

Penny about 4 hours ago
That's great Leigh and Geoff.

1045.

Abraham Bob about 5 hours ago
we gonna make it!! i can feel it in my VEINNNSSSS

1046.

Geoff Lingham about 5 hours ago
I just upped my pledge to Art Collector and paid an extra $50 to get 2 extra
copies of the games for my grown-up kids, to help get us all over the Rift
line :)
One of my daughters is studying Computer Arts and will love the Art of
Obduction book, and so will one of my sons who is a game developer who
has pledged some funds for the Obduction KS also.
The extra copies of the game are for all my gaming kids to enjoy - we loved
playing Myst & Riven together many years ago :D

1047.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
A recent egg pledge

1048.

Leith Bade about 5 hours ago
Well I can now truthfully say I have squeezed every last cent that I have at
the moment. I am really close to the art book now so I will be topping it up
with PayPal on my pay day. If the paypal goes for a fortnight I will see if I can
get to the double disc. After the new year I may even go for the easter egg
one.

1049.

Emilie Nouveau about 5 hours ago
I just upped my pledge! Although, I was really optimistic and hoping for the
extra world and roadtrip mode.

1050.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
6 thousand more 'til rift support,
6 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
6 thousand more 'til rift support.

1051.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
@ Starwatcher proud to have known you too, this has been such a journey,
can't wait to try it on the Rift.

1052.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Chris no :) but i love CYAN !!!! i want them to RISE up for our children and
us!!
no offence no worries :)

1053.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
We are cooking along nicely now.

1054.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
7 thousand more 'til rift support,
7 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
7 thousand more 'til rift support.

1055.

Rick Warzecha about 5 hours ago
@Ryan...watching you live. yes shave

1056.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
Well, we could use more than that ofc, but that was the amount needed to
reach 1.3m by the deadline

1057.

STARWATCHER about 5 hours ago
Hello from France, have added 50$ to my 250$ ....
Thank you all for that great journey i am proud to share it with you.

1058.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 5 hours ago
Eh... why do we need $28.3/m?

1059.

Anton Mårtensson about 5 hours ago
What do we want? Rift support!
When do we want it? Now!

1060.

Chris O about 5 hours ago
Dimitrios, are you a personal trainer in real life by any chance?

1061.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
Thank you all backers, for ensuring more generations will be inspired by
Cyan.

1062.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
Thanks Thomas!

1063.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
Ah, live streaming in a few minutes more, cool

1064.

Thomas Samdal about 5 hours ago
Upped my pledge. Would be so nice to experience the game with rift!

1065.

Belinda Leighton about 5 hours ago
@Nila. RAWA does have some similar aspects to Dr. watson. He always
wears a baseball cap and often wears the vest coat. What isn't similar is him
standing up and speaking to large group of people.

1066.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
ALERT!! 1.3M is not safe!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1067.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
We need $28.3/m right now

1068.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
Alert trending towards 1.308.223$$ not quit safe ALERT!! we need to hit
hard!!!!!!!!!!!!!11

1069.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
There's no question we'll make it now

1070.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 5 hours ago
Dimitrios, don't tell me you have doubts! YOU of all people. We will make it!
I'll up my pledge in the last hour, like I said. Some other people will too.

1071.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
I was about 12 as well, when it came out, don't remember much back then
either

1072.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
@Leith Have you tried pulse?

1073.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
With 4.5 hours to go, I hope I can stay awake, As much as I would like to stay
around, may crash sometime after getting the goal

1074.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
I don't remember much about the clothes I wore and the food I ate when I
was 8-12 years old. I remember Myst and Riven though. :)

1075.

David Boucher about 5 hours ago
Better make sure to bring our walking shoes and camping supplies when
we're all Obducted... :)

1076.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Leith , bank account? do you still have money in the bank
account????????????????!!!!!!!!!:)

1077.

Leith Bade about 5 hours ago
well i just purchased enough food till pay day next week... so I can now put
every last cent of my bank account into rift support. I hope I don't get too sick
of baked beans for the next few days.

1078.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Fien we need to push more not sure about the goal go go go

1079.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
8 thousand more 'til rift support,
8 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
8 thousand more 'til rift support.

1080.

Chris O about 5 hours ago
Two years from now, as you're donning your Rift and booting up Obduction
for the first time, you won't even remember that couple of months where you
ate nothing but ramen and wore shoes with holes in them. Just give, give,
give!

1081.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Julie well done!!!!!!!!!!1

1082.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
All income would have to stop right now (and even then we may have already
made it)

1083.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 5 hours ago
Of course we'll make it to the stretch goal. :)

1084.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
I'm not sure, but I think it was part of Zandi's puzzle trail.

1085.

Julie BdC about 5 hours ago
Just updated my pledge to get two more digital downloads of the game, for
my sister and my dad. I really hope we can make it to the stretch goal !

1086.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
Also, I need to be filled in on this search for the PreAfter spiral. Is there a
forum thread about it?

1087.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
In my case,I don't care about all the stuff in the middle, but I'm going to be
able to visit Cyan HQ, that all that really matters for me (the game is an
added benefit)

1088.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 5 hours ago
WOW! I just turned on the computer and we are almost there! Oculus Rift,
here we come!

1089.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
@ Jenny amen!!!!

1090.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
done!!!!!!!!!! darn i am quick!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1091.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
Look at those beautiful dollars rolling in. They are going to make food for my
soul. My holey shoes and my few pairs of pants will hold up a while longer. I
don't need replacements for those. Just give me this.

1092.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
you will give it to your kids ....or to whoever you love IT will be precious!!
I will give one to the child i Baptiste!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! when he grow up!!!

1093.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
9 thousand more 'til rift support,
9 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
9 thousand more 'til rift support.

1094.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
Darn, I really don't know what I'm going to do with even one boxed copy

1095.

Christian McClelland about 5 hours ago
Alright guys, I am out of here to watch game 6 of the World Chess
Championship, so if ya'll could just go ahead and get to 1.3m while I am
gone, that would be great.

1096.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
running to update!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1097.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
i definitely need a third EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL EDTION BOX!!!!
Rand said that they will TRY to put as many goodies as they can
inside!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I am going to update my ADD ons for another (3rd) BOX oh my GOD and i
need that ART BOOK HARDCOVER! darn..............where is my credit
card??????

1098.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 5 hours ago
Welcome and good morning to all of our new backers, so many new names.

Anyone still sitting on the fence? Cyan not only deliver on promises, they do
it whilst inspiring generations of people of all ages, lots more to come yet.

1099.

Allan Børgesen about 5 hours ago
we only need a last 10,000 backer!!!!!!

1100.

Jenny Sue Hane about 5 hours ago
Welcome Basem and all new backers. Glad you made it, you're just in time!

1101.

Basem Fahmy about 5 hours ago
I remember when I first played Myst when I was a kid with my brother Tarek.
It was the most beautiful and thought inspiring game I had ever played. It was
the only game at that time that made me cry when it was over.
Now that there is chance to play this game in Virtual Reality with the Oculus
RIft!!!! It was a complete no brainer to back this project. I am so excited for
the future!!

1102.

Daniel about 5 hours ago
If we count the paypal donations, we should have around 1298000. At this
point they will surely include Oculus and localization even if they miss the
target by a couple (or even more) thousand dollars.

1103.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
He also said that it's not near the cleft. He said that it's west after he was
asked for a hint.

1104.

k'febi about 5 hours ago
RAWA just said that the missing preafter spiral is west of the cleft.

1105.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
rending towards 1307000$ come on people don't leave the pressure we are
hot and we will make it!!!!!!!!!! just update by 1-2-3-4-5$$$$ just do it now !

1106.

Anarta about 5 hours ago
No Inga, I'm old hand in the cavern. Just having difficulty logging in. I got in
once but the hood appeared to be empty so I'm trying to relog

1107.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
http://img200.imageshack.us/img200/9220/p1u.bmp RAWA!!!

1108.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 5 hours ago
@Dustin Lemme go upstairs and rifle around a few drawers! ;)

1109.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
1993 was also a good year =P

1110.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
$1989/h -- A good year, The Manhole, the first CD ROM computer game was
shipped

1111.

Dustin O / Tesla / 7th Guest / Obduction about 5 hours ago
@Mat -- Time to slap down that 10k ;-)

1112.

Chris Bobb about 5 hours ago
Good morning( 4am) everyone!

1113.

tom raworth about 5 hours ago
10k left!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1114.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
10 thousand more 'til rift support,
10 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
10 thousand more 'til rift support.

1115.

Penny about 5 hours ago
I don't think so. :)

1116.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
wonder if RAWA is answering anything that isn't known already

1117.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
chances we can get another 154 backers in 5 hours? I'm guessing decent

1118.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
heh, ya

1119.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 5 hours ago
Now all we need is one more 10k backer and will will be sweet!

1120.

Penny about 5 hours ago
@Tahg - maybe they're all in moula?

1121.

Nila Mu'Hari about 5 hours ago
Does RAWA look like Dr. Watson? ;)

1122.

Inga Schut about 5 hours ago
Is it your first time in cavern Anarta? If so
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… have a look at this. Click
reveal spoilers and it will help you get to us as soon as possible (and not
really gameplay spoilers involved anyway)

1123.

Penny about 5 hours ago
Thank you Marein, Leighana and Inga. :)

1124.

Tahg about 5 hours ago
Pledges seem to have died down a bit, or some people are backing out

1125.

Marein Könings about 5 hours ago
Penny: The chat logs are saved on your computer, you won't lose them if you
log out.

1126.

Leighana about 5 hours ago
my documents>uru live>log

1127.

Inga Schut about 5 hours ago
I seem to remember it saves somewhere in your my documents/uru live
folder but not sure has been a few years since I tried it myself.

1128.

Penny about 5 hours ago
Will I lose the chat if I just log out?

1129.

Anarta about 5 hours ago
Trying me best to get in to Moula

1130.

Anarta about 5 hours ago
I wish I were with you guys right now

1131.

Penny about 5 hours ago
I'm logging the chat. Where can I find it afterwards?

1132.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
We are plying RAWA with endless questions.

1133.

Penny about 6 hours ago
I,m in obductees hood. There.s over 100 people there.

1134.

Inga Schut about 6 hours ago
We are all sitting down and chatting to RAWA in the auditorium in the
obduction hood. Loads of lag but interesting talk. Some people are logging
the chat I believe for later publication

1135.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Anyone who is in cavern, what's going on in there?

1136.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Soon it's going to be more and more meaningless to report $/h, think we're
on target to reach the goal with around 3 hours left

1137.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
That would be nice. Someday it may still happen.

1138.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
@Christian The book of Marrim :) ps im from 2025 ;)

1139.

Dimitrios about 6 hours ago
NOW UPDATE >>>Trending towards 1.310.000$+

1140.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
The book of Atrus for me too. I have always liked the descriptions of life in the
cleft.

1141.

Robe Stout about 6 hours ago
...incredible site in the hood :)

1142.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
Sadly I haven't read The Book of D'ni yet. :(
I think I like Book of Atrus better than Book of Ti'anna; partly because the
story in BoT is just so depressing, being about the Fall and everything. Partly
because I like reading about Atrus' inventive tendencies as a kid. I think he's
a more relatable character for me than either of his grandparents.

1143.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
;-)

1144.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
Your full book report is due tomorrow.

1145.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Man, sounds like an English class, I have 3 of the books, but can't remember
if I've read them all or not, been many years since I have if I did

1146.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
So, I am assuming most of you guys (and gals) read all the Myst books.
Which was your favorite, and why?

1147.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Only one more k to go before single k's

1148.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
11 thousand more 'til rift support,
11 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
11 thousand more 'til rift support.

1149.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
18mins for last $1000

1150.

Goossens Kathleen about 6 hours ago
Good morning everyone!!... Have been travelling the last days. So great to
see that the entousiasm is still here:) Another great day is yet to start:-)

1151.

Dimitrios about 6 hours ago
now where is my card????? i NEED to update NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1152.

Leith Bade about 6 hours ago
i made it to the obductees hood but boy my laptop is going to melt!

1153.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
I see... apparently I wasn't thinking fourth dimensionally. I always have a
problem with that.

1154.

Dimitrios about 6 hours ago
we are going up fast prepare the champagnes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! we will make
it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1155.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
@Christian, 2013 ofc =P The amount has been steadily decreasing

1156.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
Guessing I don't understand what you mean. Haha.

1157.

Penny about 6 hours ago
Brilliant! Thank you, Jenny. I thought it was somewhere in the ki.

1158.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
What year do you think it is Tahg? We may need to have a talk.

1159.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
@Penny move your mouse to the lower right of the screen and click the
wrench that pops up. Then choose "audio settings" and uncheck the enable
voice chat check box.

1160.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
$2009/h, we've passed the current year =D

1161.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
You say that now, but with an immersive game, I think I'd rather see it
finished without marring my experience with a Beta, Here's my take on how it
might go: First half of next year, Alpha versions are worked out, navigation
and other technical elements are decided and implemented. Concurrently,
maybe for the fist 18 months of production, assets are planned on paper, and
in 2D and 3D, The last few months will be Beta testing to ensure the story
works well together, all puzzles are solvable, and such. Unlike if their were
implementing the engine as they go, I don't really see a huge amount of
playtesting halfway through < /gross speculation>

1162.

Penny about 6 hours ago
Good morning evrryone! I,m in the obductees hood - how do you turn off the
voice? It will reduce lag, but I can't find it.

1163.

Henk about 6 hours ago
Great! Almost 1,3M. Now go and support The 7th Guest 3 .....................:-)
please .......

1164.

Nichelle Hammer about 6 hours ago
I'd love to stay up to see how this ends, but unfortunately the day I've got
ahead of me doesn't allow it. So best wishes and good luck to us all,
welcome to any new backers we get, and it's been such an honor and so
much fun to be part of this!

1165.

David Höfle about 6 hours ago
What a shame that there isnt a alpha/beta access for about 50-60$ tier (date:
when the oculus rift HD Kit arrives ~Fall2014)..... ;)

1166.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Only $2039/h needed, and we're averaging closer to $4k/h right now

1167.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
13 mins for last $1000. if we keep going at under 20mins we will hit $1.3m

1168.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
12 thousand more 'til rift support,
12 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
12 thousand more 'til rift support.

1169.

Inga Schut about 6 hours ago
@Leith http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… click reveal
spoilers and follow steps. Sounds more time consuming and more dounting
then it is so don't be put off

1170.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
@Matt, Kicktraq seems to handle its graphs kinda "weird" and it seems like it
thinks the event is over, at any rate we're so close to the end we don't really
need it for projections anymore

1171.

Inga Schut about 6 hours ago
@ al Edwards Not sure if thats helpfull if its your first time in the cavern.

@Leith... you have to go into the shack and then take te book on the left to
the hoods... next step is to get your KI and then link to the nexus and
obduction hood... there is a how to somehere I'll see if I can find it

1172.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
@Nila we're all in the auditorium in the Obductees' hood.

1173.

Bibi4ever about 6 hours ago
@Nil a: I was there for awhile. There were 118 when I got in and more were
coming. I didn't have too much trouble. Just walking a little shaky.

1174.

Al Edwards about 6 hours ago
@Leith go to the Obduction Neighborhood via your Nexus

1175.

Matt Giuca about 6 hours ago
Uh, Kicktraq has just given up? It says the trending is the exact same as the
current amount.
Tahg: Given how hard it was to set up the previous hangout, I think they will
save up the celebrations for the final hour hangout.

1176.

Dennis van der Pool about 6 hours ago
@Tahg. I said it to be sure we have Oculus Rift support. If we don't reach

1.3M, we don't have Oculus Rift support and localization. From development
point of view these have nothing to do with each other, so if we split them, we
will have at least one of them. :-)
+1 for Oculus Rift support

1177.

Leith Bade about 6 hours ago
i just logged into uru live for the first time, how do I get to the chat area?

1178.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
I wonder if Cyan will be around for some live celebration at stretch goal
acheivent. My ETA is 3 hours from now

1179.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
Good, because my bank account can't take much more of this. lol.

1180.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
:)

1181.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
$2125/h needed, we're closing in fast

1182.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
Love the timeframe updates Tom. Thank you.

1183.

Chris O about 6 hours ago
@Lisa, my understanding is that people can un-pledge until the very end as
long as it doesn't cause the campaign to become underfunded. And of
course, someone could always change reward selections for various reasons
(to upgrade, or to replace tier rewards with add-ons).

1184.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
@Lisa, not a glitch, but it did just get taken again

1185.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
thanks, jenny! i'm not even getting to the login right now... say 'hi' to everyone
for me! :) where you guys hang?

1186.

Jenny Sue Hane about 6 hours ago
@Nila I'm in there now, but there are a TON of people and it is laggy.

1187.

Lisa C about 6 hours ago
Never mind. Must've been a glitch... LoL

1188.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
7 mins for last $1000 :D

1189.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
13 thousand more 'til rift support,
13 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
13 thousand more 'til rift support.

1190.

Lisa C about 6 hours ago
Strange. How'd that 1 "Artist" package come available again? (Didn't think
that could happen in the last 24 hours...)

1191.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
I don't think so on the extra world Paolo. I think they want to make sure all
the world work together more holistically than an add on later will allow.

1192.

Al Edwards about 6 hours ago
I am curious as to how much has been pledged via PayPal??

1193.

Paolo C. about 6 hours ago
About the "Explore new world" stretch, even if we cannot get it now, I'm sure
Cyan will find a way to put as addon or expansion after the game is out.
It could be a great way to expand the game and create a flow of money for
further development

1194.

Dimitrios about 6 hours ago
@ Tahg nox version will have a lot of goodies !!!!!!!!!! i assure you!!!!
Game is 10000000% inside
but keep in mind the special edition.....................................................

1195.

AC about 6 hours ago
I meant the soundtrack CD, yes. I'm so used to GAMES coming on DVD or
bluray disc that I hardly ever thing of game "CDs" anymore.

1196.

Leith Bade about 6 hours ago
@Paolo C check out http://www.strata.com/ - 25% discount on any Strate
software if you pledge $25+

1197.

Nila Mu'Hari about 6 hours ago
anyone tried going in cavern? nu luck here. the patcher is hanging ... ...

1198.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
@Dennis, Why split? We're getting the goal for both

1199.

Leith Bade about 6 hours ago
@Tahg i think he was talking about the soundtrack cd

1200.

Dennis van der Pool about 6 hours ago
Can the combined stretch goal of 1.3M for Oculus Rift support and
localization be split? Can you do survey to see what's more popular? Oculus
Rift support or localization? So e.g. 1.2M for Oculus Rift support and 1.3M for
localization? Or the other way around depending on most votes :-)
+1 for Oculus Rift support

1201.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Surely the box copy will include a *game* disc? maybe we can find that out

1202.

Paolo C. about 6 hours ago
strata gone

1203.

Leith Bade about 6 hours ago
@AC don't despair if you ask nicely (esp when the paypal keeps going) they
might be able to stick a cd in the box if you add more! (i am sort of in the
same position, i will see how close I can get to the double disc over the next
few weeks)

1204.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
14 thousand more 'til rift support,
14 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
14 thousand more 'til rift support.

1205.

tom raworth about 6 hours ago
10 mins for the last $1000 :) woah!

1206.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
The really is the most I can do my friends. ;-)

1207.

Christian McClelland about 6 hours ago
OK, I thought my limit was the 425 tier, but I added on an extra $37 for
another t-shirt.

1208.

AC about 6 hours ago
Late to the party, and I have to say, if there were an add-on for a physical
copy of the CD I would upgrade my pledge so far. But sadly much as I want it
I can't make $350 leap to the tier that actually includes it, especially after
having to replace my car. :(

1209.

adixor about 6 hours ago
+5$, second upgrade. maybe helps

1210.

Tahg about 6 hours ago
Maybe someone dropped from the $1100 level to the $425 level

1211.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
STRATA AND ARTIST SLOT
OPEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1212.

Eric VC about 7 hours ago
Nice to see Tony's torch being passed on. Nice singing Tagh!

1213.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
We should just get there with 22,000 backers.

1214.

Bibi4ever about 7 hours ago
LOL *Obductees

1215.

tom raworth about 7 hours ago
25mins for last $1000 (but we did have a $500 takeback) Still just on
target :D

1216.

Tahg about 7 hours ago
16 thousand more 'til rift support,
16 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
16 thousand more 'til rift support.

1217.

Tahg about 7 hours ago
16k

1218.

Inga Schut about 7 hours ago
omg the lag in cavern is horrendous! I guess I'll just stare at the $ counter
here ;)

1219.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
Have fun in the remaining hours, I need to get some sleep. Bye all! (Only one
!) ;-)

1220.

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago
@Dorothee I'm with you. It's been great fun but it's also exhausting. It has to
stop somewhere so I can remember that I work for SEAKR engineering and
not Cyan, LOL.

1221.

Tahg about 7 hours ago
$2550/h and ever closer to 22k backers

1222.

Bibi4ever about 7 hours ago
Wow' 118 in Inductees Hood!

1223.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
@Andrew: I'm in the same place.

1224.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
yes now its the time to update our pledges as much as we
can!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lets hit and hit hard 1.3M

1225.

Andrew R Figueroa about 7 hours ago
Just upped my backing again ^-^ pushing for that oculus localization. Wish i
could do more but i am currently unemployed so 75 is the best i can do sorry.
Would love to see this game get oculus support.

1226.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
Somehow I'm glad, that the Kickstarter funding phase ends in 6 hours. This
project has mesmerized me completely for the last two weeks. Instead of
working heavily for an intensive art camp, that has started nine days ago, I've
watched this comments section. But nonetheless, yes, thank you Cyan for
this Kickstarter and thank you, all loyal Cyan fans and family members (Hello,
RAWA's mama!) for your community spirit. I'm looking forward to explore

Myst online and to hopefully meet some of you there. :-) By the way, are the
MOULa forums still active? When I browsed them some days ago, they
seemed to be quite dead.

1227.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
or THE 10,000???

1228.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
maybe he is going for 850 lol (i hope)

1229.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
We will still get there.

1230.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
Happens.

1231.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
damn, someone stepped back with 500$

1232.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
anyway it's amazing how a "Become an artist" spot is still free after having
had people almost killing to get it

1233.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
1.7K in the last 30mins

1234.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
and the box mystery continues........................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1235.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch… go there Maarten hangout live

1236.

Maarten Dijkstra about 7 hours ago
Hello all. Just checking in after a very long day which started at 3.30am. It's
now almost 8.30pm local time (new zealand). Travelling to a wedding with a 3
month old baby boy is very very tiring.. why am I telling you all this? Because
in the short time this kickstarter has been running I feel like I'm part of a
community again. To visit here several times a day to catch up on comments
and chat with people has been a lot of fun.
I've backed a number of games on kickstarter but none have had this
wonderful mix of new and old fans, crazy ones, smart and funny ones.

We had a bit of a rough patch our second week, with a few doubters. But
people stood up and spoke out. They spread the word. And now here we are.
Thanks to Cyan and thanks to all of you.
So I want to say thanks. I'm going to miss this. It's been a helluva ride. Thank
you Rand and the Cyan team for their vision. Personal thanks to Ryan and
Lauren for inviting me to help spread the word. I wish I could have done
more. I hope it's made a difference.
And thank YOU all for sharing the vision and the fun. I liked this from the
beginning and I grew to love it.

1237.

Stewart Bradford about 7 hours ago
When you include the PayPal donations of AT LEAST $7000 it means we
have less than 10K to go to reach the first stretch goal! :-)

1238.

tom raworth about 7 hours ago
As long as we average $1000 every 20 mins or better we are good for £1.3m

1239.

tom raworth about 7 hours ago
19 mins for last $1000 Still on track :D

1240.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
17 thousand more 'til rift support,
17 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
17 thousand more 'til rift support.

1241.

Nichelle Hammer about 7 hours ago
Did anyone else lose connection to the MOUL server when RAWA showed
up? :(

1242.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
@Dimitrios your last days forecasts were "a bit" wrong :-)
I wonder if you are the greek Minister of Finance ;-)

1243.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
we need to push a little bit more my yesterdays prediction are sowing as
finish at 1.291.627$
now we are trending towards 1.307.069$
http://imageshack.usa/img585/8387/d9ww.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img443/3717/8fz6.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img703/7841/xji4.png
come on its time for all to take a EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL
BOXED EDITION!!!!!!!!!!!!
and BECOME AN ARTIST !!!!!!!!

1244.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
Wow amazing what you can learn here. I discovered that Germany and
Denmark have the same timezone as me :-D

1245.

Ian Nyhus about 7 hours ago
The think the bums me out the most about this is that I will not be able to play
this game tomorrow . . .the agony of waiting will be unbearable.

1246.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
C'mon wealthy people! We know you can afford a 10K pledge like you get a
Chateau Margaux bottle for your dinner...
Time to bring the Bordeaux bottle for your dinner with Rand!

1247.

Nila Mu'Hari about 7 hours ago
morning everyone! germany here 08:11 a.m.

1248.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
@Alahmnat Thanks for the hint. I will do it.

1249.

Tom van der Spek about 7 hours ago
Less than 18K to go... That can't be a problem??? Grap that book, that box,
that soundtrack, that T-shirt... (I get it all already) Remember... Last chance!
Some items are ONLY available during this campain.
I am not able to see the end, So good luck all! We make it to that $1.3M!
Shorah!

1250.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
it think we all have OR in Christmas presents NeXT year

1251.

Cat about 7 hours ago
It's fun to see everyone there in Cyan having so much FUN :)

1252.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
ok needed rate now is 2.6K/hour

1253.

Broc Davies about 7 hours ago
Adding $5 to help towards OR support. Every little bit helps. :)

1254.

Alahmnat about 7 hours ago
@Dorothee: I would suggest contacting Cyan directly using the "Contact me"
link on the right side of the page next to the Cyan logo if you have a question
on PayPal backer rewards.

1255.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Paolo--yes! Someone get it, quick!!

1256.

Allan Børgesen about 7 hours ago
gooooodmooorning.......denmark here....8:05 AM

1257.

Paolo C. about 7 hours ago
Oh 1 free "Become an artist"

1258.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Wes--Yay! :)

1259.

Wes Wasson about 7 hours ago
Just upped my pledge for the second time. Final stretch!

1260.

Cat about 7 hours ago
I remember that Cyan Cam!

1261.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@John--welcome back, and hope you're doing okie over there!

1262.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Dorothee--I'm trying to remember what they said about the PayPal
campaign following re: the box set. I only remember them saying that the box
orders would all be prepaid during the funding portion of the project--so they
wouldn't have to have warehouses of 'unordered' boxes.

1263.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
Night. I am here until the world chess match resumes here in a few hours.

1264.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
hey john....yes at least there are meds

1265.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Tony--g'night!

1266.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
Love those duets. But seriously, these toothpicks under my eyelids are
starting to hurt. I'm out of here. Good night and good luck. Keep singing!
Sorry I won't be able to join the party in cavern.

1267.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Christian--LOL

1268.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
I'm far too overtired to join the hangout. It's morning again in Germany and I
haven't slept yet.
@Cyan: Can we upgrade our reward levels, if we pledge more money in the
PayPal donation phase? Maybe I'm able to find a job within the next weeks
and can afford to pay for the Art Collector level.

1269.

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago
18 thousand more 'til rift support,
18 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
18 thousand more 'til rift support.

1270.

Christian McClelland about 7 hours ago
18 thousand more 'til rift support,
18 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
18 thousand more 'til rift support.

1271.

tom raworth about 7 hours ago
19mins for last $1000 :D Still on for $1.3m

1272.

Chris O about 7 hours ago
Listen to Dimitrios. The Greeks know a thing or two about achieving artistic
immortality, and the last coveted "Become the Artist" slot is a small way of
doing that, no? This has turned out to be such a creatively gifted group of
backers that it would be a shame for a slot to go unclaimed. Put your mark on
the world of Obduction!

1273.

Bibi4ever about 7 hours ago
I should've allowed myself that full caffeine coffee this afternoon. If there was
ever a night to be unable to sleep, it's this one. Been in Uru, watching
Hangout and here too. This is so great!

1274.

John Cosgrove about 7 hours ago
@NomadMolly I hear ya mate... at least there are meds tho...

1275.

Martin Smith about 7 hours ago
@Dorothee, I missed whether you can do it via paypal, but others here say
that you might be able to.

1276.

Dorothee Rudolph about 7 hours ago
@Martin: So there's no way to upgrade my reward level during the PayPal
donation period after Kickstarter closes this project?

1277.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@NomadMolly: sorry to hear that :(

1278.

Tahg about 7 hours ago
He mentioned the associated paypal in the context of boxed sets too, so
maybe they'll offer it there.

1279.

NomadMolly about 7 hours ago
the pain meds are keeping me awake

1280.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@Dimitrios--watch the Hangout: https://www.youtube.com/watch…

1281.

Jenny Sue Hane about 7 hours ago
@Martin Well ... KS or PayPal.
Good morning Dimitrios!

1282.

Cat about 7 hours ago
@NomadMolly: you're supposed to be resting! Hope you're feeling better :)

1283.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
woooooohooooooooooooooooooooo goodmorning from Greece!!!!!!!!!!
we are trending towards >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 1.306.960$
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
and Backers towards >>>>>>>>>>22.155 new friends!!!!!!!
you did great job over (Europe) night!!!
feel the rythm ,enjoy the ride and lets go hit 1.3M hard!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
PS: A slot at BECOME an ARTIST is OPEN! run run run

1284.

Martin Smith about 7 hours ago
Rand just said KS is the only way to get a boxed game so if you want a
boxed copy now's the time to up your pledge :).

1285.

NomadMolly about 8 hours ago
@cat..woman I Hope you took a nap

1286.

Niki ES about 8 hours ago
@Dorothee Rounding up is always a good thing! :)

1287.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
I've rounded up my pledge to $100 (international box), when reason told me
to only pledge $25 or $45. But, yes, thanks Michael. I hope, Cyan will meet
the first stretch goal.

1288.

tom raworth about 8 hours ago
17 mins for last $1000 still on for $1.3 in 5 and a bit hours

1289.

Niki ES about 8 hours ago
Rift support is so close. I am just so freaking excited we are getting this
game!!! I would love a new world, but I will be happy no matter what happens
with this project. Either way, we made it!!! Whoot!!!

1290.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
oh hey =P

1291.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
19 thousand more 'til rift support,
19 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
19 thousand more 'til rift support.

1292.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
19 thousand more 'til rift support,
19 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
19 thousand more 'til rift support.

1293.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
Oh, Michael, as somebody who's striving to become a better and hopefully
professional artist, I envy you for getting the artbook.

1294.

Mark Scheiffley about 8 hours ago
@Leith. Thanks. my link is broken. Sorry

1295.

Leith Bade about 8 hours ago
Live: https://www.youtube.com/watch…

1296.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
Ty Michael.

1297.

Michael Arnovitz about 8 hours ago
In for a penny, in for a pound. I just upped to "art collector". Looking forward
to the extra goodies as well as Rift support.

1298.

Mark Scheiffley about 8 hours ago
Google+ hang out has started. here is the youtube link if you just want to
watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1299.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
Hangout started!

1300.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
Didn't Rand say around 7k so far?

1301.

Paolo C. about 8 hours ago
Do hou know how much money is in paypal donations, and if it will sum to
total here for the stretch (if needed)?

1302.

Cat about 8 hours ago
Yes it would!! Fingers crossed :)

1303.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago
@Cat haha fair enough. Well, at least hitting a stretch goal would be nice!

1304.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
Good night, William. I've started with an artwork related to some of your
comments, but I've got stuck and wasn't able to finish it while this Kickstarter
is running.

1305.

Cat about 8 hours ago
@Mat--That it is. I'm supposed to be getting up early to hit the trails, though.
We'll see, LOL

1306.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 8 hours ago
it's like that car accident on the other side of the highway. You want to look
away, but you just can't, and neither can anyone else ...

1307.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
Nite, William. When you wake tomorrow there will be a new game (with OR
support) in your future.

1308.

Cat about 8 hours ago
@William--g'night!

1309.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
Good ZZZs peeps.

1310.

Leith Bade about 8 hours ago
You can also watch on the Event page with lots of comments scrolling past:
https://plus.google.com/u/0/events/cmj3umk25eij4usainqtho1r8v4

1311.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 8 hours ago
Have...got...to...shut...down...reserves...exhausted...we...will....hit...1.3....b.e.f
.o.r.e...eeend...good...night...allllll......zzzzzzzzzzz

1312.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
@ Tom: I'm not going to make it. Forget the Wahrk, my wife will kill me if I
stay up that long.

1313.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
And thanks Cat. :-)

1314.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago
@Cat Cold, late night in Utah eh? You plan on staying up?

1315.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
You're welcome, Jenny. I don't mind, if anybody else links directly to that
forumthread, it's just that I don't want to do it. You can show put images into a
reply to that thread by using the thumbcode of your deviation.

1316.

Leith Bade about 8 hours ago
Hangout starting soon: http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1317.

tom raworth about 8 hours ago
16mins for the last $1000. so £20k at current run rate should take 5h20mins.
Keep it going people :D

1318.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
$2573/h needed now

1319.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
Or a terzet to be more exact.

1320.

Cat about 8 hours ago
@Dorothee--welcome! :)

1321.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
A trio.

1322.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
And we are down to only 2,500 needed per hour. Woohoo!
Thanks Dorothee, I'll take a look at that.

1323.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
20 thousand more 'til rift support,
20 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
20 thousand more 'til rift support.

1324.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
Yes, it's a duet!

1325.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
20 thousand more 'til rift support,
20 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
20 thousand more 'til rift support.

1326.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
20 thousand more 'til rift support,
20 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
20 thousand more 'til rift support.

1327.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
you're off by a bit, it's 20,156 and counting

1328.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 8 hours ago
21,257 bottles of beer on the wall, 21,257 bottles of beer, take one down,

pass it around, 21,266 bottles of beer on the wall ...

1329.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
As soon as they stop singing they get to meet the Wahrk remember? They
may want to keep going...

1330.

Dorothee Rudolph about 8 hours ago
Hi all, I've lurked on this Kickstarter project for about two weeks, since I heard
about it in the journal of http://cassiopeiaart.deviantart.com/ who has created
some beautiful Myst inspired artworks in her gallery. I'm glad, that you've
managed the nay sayers from a while ago to step back and I've got more and
more amazed by the community spirit of the Cyan games fans. You are really
a crazy, creative and lovely bunch of people. :D
I've got to confess, that even though Myst is one of the games besides Fable,
that I've always wanted to play, I somehow never got around to actually play
it. Though I will do. I hope, you will continue to keep Myst Online alive after
the Kickstarter project officially closes, because I'd like to explore that world
of Myst.
@Jenny and other members of DeviantART: Even if you haven't got that
many watchers, there's another part of dA - the forums. I've created a thread
in the "Deviation ThumbShare Forum", where you can show off your Myst,
Riven, Obduction inspired artworks. You should be able to easily find it in this
Forum: http://forum.deviantart.com/showcase/thumbs/ (for personal reasons,
I don't want to link my real name to my dA account). Though, please, only
show off your original artworks, not photomanipulations, that you've created
for promotion and that include official images from Cyan or random images
from Google. Respect the rules of DeviantART. :-)
As much as I would have loved to get the hardcover artbook, the amount for
that level is too high. And I guess, I can't bribe any of you who would be
eligible for that reward with a pair of handpainted and handsewn potholders
showing Myst / Riven or Obduction motifs on one or both sides, right?

1331.

Jenny Sue Hane about 8 hours ago
@Matt Next you'll be saying that Horatio is allowed to stop eating lunch.

1332.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
I'd kick in more, but I am already at the Double Disk tier, what is more than I
really should be. ;-)
The rest is up to you guys. So close to OC support and EFIGS. I know the
community can make it happen.

1333.

Matt Giuca about 8 hours ago
You know, you don't *have* to sing every thousand dollars. I'm pretty sure
we'll still get there.

1334.

Kevin MacFarland about 8 hours ago
The Hangout appears to be having technical difficulties

1335.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Or wait, there's this cool thing called "multiple monitors" *rearranges tabs*

1336.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
I'll be watching the Hangout, so I may be slightly late, but I'll try to check in
every few minutes

1337.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 8 hours ago
OK, D'nitizens, it's almost time to sing the Oculus Rift song. If you don't know
the words, sing the lyrics instead!

1338.

Christian McClelland about 8 hours ago
Or a Wahrk. They work great for human sacrifices. ;-)

1339.

Niki ES about 8 hours ago
I'm back! 20k to go woot! Let's do it to it Lars!

1340.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 8 hours ago
Two sacrifices, Tony+Tahg. Now all we need is an active volcano. :)

1341.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 8 hours ago
@Tony Lorfino: You know now the power of your verses. So, you simply can't
leave. You must continue. Sacrifices must be made. It seems, per the posts I
am reading, you are the sacrifice. Sing! Sing Tony! Sing! :)

I strangely hear music from the Phantom of the Opera, now.

1342.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
oops, my bad already happened =p

1343.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
I guess do this one, and then I'll try to take over Tony

1344.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
21 thousand more 'til rift support,
21 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
21 thousand more 'til rift support.

1345.

Ari Borhanian about 8 hours ago
@Rob: Oh, wait, no I see what you mean. Apologies!

1346.

Ari Borhanian about 8 hours ago
@Rob: you'd still get all of those, plus the box set.

1347.

Mark Scheiffley about 8 hours ago
@Rob.. That's cool. You can go above the next tier in you donation as long
as you keep it at the $25 dollar pledge.. you could technically donate $1000
at the $25 dollar pledge and get $975 dollars worth of add-ons. Just make
sure you keep the $25 pledge level

1348.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
But, by my calculations that won't be until half an hour before I need to get
up. That's not going to work. I'm going to end up leaving the singing to
someone who's just getting up. Australia, Asia, Europe, any takers?

1349.

Rob van Oostveen about 8 hours ago
@Mark, i want the game and t-shirt, 25+47+2, so thats why i don't want to
reach 75

1350.

Cat about 8 hours ago
Tony wins the 'verse'atility award :)

1351.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Nope, can't go to bed until you get to 0

1352.

Tony Iorfino about 8 hours ago
I'm afraid to stop. If I stop will the money stop coming in? Can I go to bed
yet?

1353.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 8 hours ago
@Tony You have been singing for ages... LOVE IT!

1354.

Mark Scheiffley about 8 hours ago
@rob. If you go one more dollar you can go up a pledge level and get the box
and the digital download

1355.

Rob van Oostveen about 8 hours ago
I added $2 to my pledge, now on $74, come on everyone, do the same and
we reache 1.3M!!!

1356.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
Down to $2623/h tho, so we're getting closer and closer

1357.

Ari Borhanian about 8 hours ago
I wonder if the next tier could be added in the future, as a later development?
Not a big fan of DLC but I would love for them to release more worlds. Heck,
if only they could have added the ones they had to cut from Riven back in the
day.

1358.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 8 hours ago
@Tahg: lol ya, sadly so.

1359.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 8 hours ago
@Tahq: I am confident you have that right.

1360.

Tahg about 8 hours ago
@William, lol It'd take a miracle for that to happen I think, even more than
wishful thinking at this point

1361.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
It's not a bad thing necessarily, but anyone wanting a model in the game still
has another chance. If I'm reading this right, as one of the top teirs of
backers, I get both the 850 teir rewards as well as the 1100 teir reward. And I
am not artistic at all, so no idea what I'll be doing with any of those :(

1362.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
22,000 for the 1.3 OR and FIGS goal. Now, if you have another 400.000 that
has fallen into the crevices of the sofa, under the seats of the car, that would
be most welcome. :)

1363.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 9 hours ago
Jenny the only publically commented "backer" who has been outed as
banned by kickstarter was Encik Farhan, bilked over 100 projects filing
"chargebacks" on his card.
Kickstarter has a policy of non involvement for projects "if you don't like it
don't back it" being the mantra allowing them to keep 5% of all successful
(even with dropped pledges going below the goal) projects.
William, I think you're over tired

1364.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
8 hours to go, only 22,000 more needed. We are soooooooo close!

1365.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
22 thousand more 'til rift support,
22 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
22 thousand more 'til rift support.

1366.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
Ta-da! Go Tony!

1367.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
No, I am not, sleeping. I should be sleeping. But no, I am not.

1368.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
Oopps! @Chris O: Perhaps they moved up to a higher tier.

1369.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
z

1370.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Lorna, isn't it all in the update? All I did was click on the links from there.

1371.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s about 9 hours ago
OK folks I'll catch ya all later. Keep smiling (& pledging) aye. ;)

1372.

Lorna Hartman about 9 hours ago
Would someone please re-post the links to the Google+ Hangout and the
other get-together? Thank you!!
We *are* getting closer!

1373.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s about 9 hours ago
@Tahg good stuff.
@bryan also good stuff. ;)

1374.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
If we make 1,300,000 here then the Paypal fund will be available to cover
pledges that don't go through. Nice and comfortable. We can do eet.

1375.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s about 9 hours ago
Sadly I'm tapped out after increasing my pledge earlier. However that last
update encouraging the support of other devs has me putting in another $5
as a tip. Its so great when devs support each other and helps foster the
Kickstarter community. I encourage anyone with a dollar spare to check out
those other mentioned games. Even if you don't have a dollar spare check
them out and spread the news. ;)
For now let's see how far we can take Obduction! Every little bit helps. :)

1376.

Bryan Powell about 9 hours ago
Just bumped up my last $25 bump. That's all I got. I'm an adult large, Cyan!
Booyah!

1377.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Well, gonna get a late night snack I think, < 30 minutes to the Hangout, and
we'll likely have an other couple 1k milestones by then.

1378.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Ya, I already went to my bank. Didn't leave their with much confedence tho.
Fraud is handled by a 3rd party company, and the bank/branch doesn't have
any direct control over the card. Unfortunately, Amazon only processes cards
too afaict, and not direct withdrawal

1379.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s about 9 hours ago
@Tahg You may perhaps be able to call your bank and pre-authorise the
transaction. In any case if your payment fails to go through you've got 7 days
to address the issue. So don't worry too much at this stage. ;)

1380.

Ari Borhanian about 9 hours ago
Added another dollar to my pledge for good measure. If everyone did that
we'd make it! So close!

1381.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Ya, I'm confident Cyan has exceeded their goal enough that it won't be a
problem, was just curious hypothetically

1382.

Chris O about 9 hours ago
Not sure if this was already remarked on, or exactly when this happened, but
one of the $850 "Become the Artist" slots has opened up again. Dig deep,
artists - you can't put a price on immortality!

1383.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
I'm actually slightly worried for myself. As a $4500 pledger, I have the money,
but I'm hoping my bank company won't declare the transaction fraud

1384.

Matt Giuca about 9 hours ago
@Tahg: No, once a project is declared funded, KS does not revoke it. The
company would receive all of the funds (which would be less than the amount
they asked for), and then they can decide what to do with it. They can either
choose to press ahead with the reduced amount of money, or refund all the
money (and either way cannot be held liable).
Of course, this is only a question of what happens if the base funding isn't
reached. The stretch goals aren't a feature of Kickstarter at all, just
something the project owners say they'll do.

1385.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Tahg, you're good.

1386.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
Naughty people who renege on their pledges can be banned from KS. Other
than that, I don't know.

1387.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
23 thousand more 'til rift support,
23 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
23 thousand more 'til rift support.

1388.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Now Tony =P

1389.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
I'm not sure what recourse KS can take if there's a significant amount of
failed pledges. Does either KS have recourse/policy for what happens if they
are unable to actually collect enough pledges to fund the project, after
declaring it funded?

1390.

Christoph Burschka about 9 hours ago
Just realized: Since Kickstarter doesn't care about the stretch goals (it just
releases the entire funds, afaik), I guess the Paypal donations can be
counted towards them. Rand said those were about 7k at the time of the live
interview.

1391.

Dustin Ryman about 9 hours ago
@ Jito463. True, but if say we were 10,000 shy of the next stretch goal,
wouldn't be the ethical thing to do to go ahead and add the stretch goal
instead of keeping the 190,000 and not using it for the stretch goal ?

1392.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
KS has 14 days to collect all pledges. I'd say around December 1st, Cyan will
have a much better idea of total income. I'd suspect Paypal would be open till
at least then anyway.

1393.

jweir about 9 hours ago
Alright, I'm as high as I can realistically go now, up to art collector now. I
really want to see OR happen!

1394.

Jito463 - WoOS about 9 hours ago
@Dustin
While Tahg is likely correct, keep in mind that many KS's must deal with
failed pledges after the campaign ends. Due to CC transaction failures, for
any number of reasons. So the final tally isn't always the actual total.

1395.

Christoph Burschka about 9 hours ago
Ah, right, closer to 8.85 hours. Then it's ~2600/h, ~43/m and .73/s right now...

1396.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
I'm sure at that point they'd do the stretch goal anyway. Even now,
considering paypal and any epxected income after the KS, I'm sure it's all but
guaranteed

1397.

Dustin Ryman about 9 hours ago
If 1,200,000 was to fund game and 1,299,500 was raised falling 500 shy of
the 1,300,000 goal than what would they do with the 299,500 that was
supposed to be for the stretch goal??

1398.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Well, we still have 8h + 52m, this display is deceiving when it gets down to
hours

1399.

Christoph Burschka about 9 hours ago
24,000/8h... wow, keeping it interesting right to the last second.

1400.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
I don't see a place for Full Name or Skype Name, I just see a generic search
everywhere box above contacts. It works tho, so it's fine either way I guess

1401.

Jason Chau about 9 hours ago
Woohoo almost there! Add $1 more from each backer and we'll have OR
support!!!

1402.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
400-500 more backers at the average backing, we will be there.

1403.

Leith Bade about 9 hours ago
tip for the cyan skpe chat later on put "cyan_inc" in Full Name not Skype
Name when searching!

1404.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Still at $2660/h so it's pretty steady

1405.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
That jumped a bit

1406.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Thanks for the cue, Tahg.

1407.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
oh, it happened, lol, silly refreshes

1408.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
24 thousand more 'til rift support,
24 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
24 thousand more 'til rift support.

1409.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Get ready Tony

1410.

Alexander Kindel about 9 hours ago
Finally! Finished transcribing another track:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94032756/Myst/Sirrus%20C.pdf

1411.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
@Molly: Goodnight. Hope the healing of the hand is very quick. Surprisingly

quick.

1412.

Alexander Kindel about 9 hours ago
Night Molly.

1413.

Horatio about 9 hours ago
Thank you, Jenny!

1414.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Nite, Molly. DItto Debra's comments.

1415.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
@Horatio You have to open up the separate hangout window by going to the
Google sidebar (on the left of the browser screen) and selecting "hangouts
on air."

1416.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
night all

1417.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
me too....things are wearing off now

1418.

Branko,Miskovic about 9 hours ago
Does the Classic Myst CD even work on Windows 7, 64 bit? i want replay it
later this weekend.

1419.

Horatio about 9 hours ago
@Molly: Goodnight, and hope your hand doesn't give you too much pain
overnight!

1420.

Debra Johnson about 9 hours ago
Night NomadMolly - thanks for all you've done for this to happen! Sleep well
and heal quickly.

1421.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
I sort of didn't ask them...lol

1422.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
@Chris O: Just caught up with your post. So true! It has been an incredible
drama that has played out here. And, love the quote a the end by Sir
Churchill. :)

1423.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
You know, it feels like the milestones are coming quicker now, but every time
I look back at the log to see the elapsed time, it's always about 15
minutes/thousand. At this rate, we'll break through at around 6:00 AM (EST),
3:00 AM (PST).

1424.

Horatio about 9 hours ago
Can someone answer a question for me about the Google+ Hangout? Where
is the chat window to ask questions? I couldn't find it on the last Cyan
hangout...

1425.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
Will just be me in my family, the rest of the family isn't interested in this kind
of game.

1426.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
ok folks uhmm long day here surgery and all...i'm hitting the hay

1427.

Branko,Miskovic about 9 hours ago
Whats up everyone :D

1428.

Jenny Sue Hane about 9 hours ago
Yep, I think the money faucet has gotten unclogged a bit.
Trying to listen to Horatio now, but this player doesn't seem to be working for
me.

1429.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
2015 that is

1430.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
my entire family is getting obduction for christmas

1431.

Tahg about 9 hours ago
We seem to be pickng up some speed with backers now. Either that or time
is flying faster than I think it is. $2646/h needed

1432.

JDL | Stranger | http://kck.st/16fNM7k about 9 hours ago
Hah, yeah. That's what I meant.

1433.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Well, he won't be getting it until the following Christmas. Hope he's OK with
that.

1434.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
I directed it for a tiny bit after domahreh left, but it is a boatload of editing and
I couldn't keep doing it

1435.

JDL | Stranger | http://kck.st/16fNM7k about 9 hours ago
In for the collector's edition box for my father-in-law's Christmas gift next
year.

1436.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
Goodnight Cat: Keep singing, keep making music.

1437.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 9 hours ago
@NomadMolly: I think I did hear something of it, yes. I have not been in in
well over a year. I am one of those folks now, was not always this way, that
the combination of the movement, textures, resolution, stuff, makes me dizzy
to go into the cavern now. And, it can get severe so that even Dramamine
can't dampen it. With Obduction, it is probably only the point and click mode
that is going to allow me to play, at all.

1438.

NomadMolly about 9 hours ago
night cat

1439.

Tony Iorfino about 9 hours ago
Later, Cat.

1440.

Cat about 9 hours ago
Okay. Out for a while, then back to the Hangout. 9 hours...we can do this! :)

1441.

Matt Giuca about 10 hours ago
@Jason: Please don't post off-topic links in here.

1442.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Alexander--that second song has some serious playing! Well done

1443.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Tony-LOL . Glad you're on top of things :)

1444.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Don't worry Tradley. It's in the bag.

1445.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
you know there was a cavern choir

1446.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
What? Where did all that stuff on top of my verse come from? Fat fingers I
guess.

1447.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
The first one here has no divisis:
http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/b/b2/IMSLP37901-PMLP81775Debussy_-_3_Chansons_de_Charles_d_Orl__ans__SATB_.pdf

1448.

Tradley Sasser about 10 hours ago
Come on, everyone!
Only 9 hours left and we still need $25k more!

1449.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Cat 2 minutes ago
Yay! :)
14189744.small
Tony Iorfino 3 minutes ago
25 thousand more 'til rift support,
25 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
25 thousand more 'til rift support.

1450.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
@Tony, lol

1451.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
i can sing in French i bet cat has done so also

1452.

Jason Chau about 10 hours ago
Sorry for dropping in like this, but I have to show you guys this - it's just too
awesome! >
http://fstoppers.com/hands-down-this-is-the-most-successful-commercial-of2013

1453.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Hey, who took back their pledge? Now I'm going to have to sing the 25
thousand verse over again.

1454.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
You could download it using right-click and open in Media Player, perhaps?

1455.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
waaaaa I don't have quicktime on this puter...I cant hear Aexander

1456.

Cat about 10 hours ago
Yay! :)

1457.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
25 thousand more 'til rift support,
25 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
25 thousand more 'til rift support.

1458.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
It's like a video conference, Tahg. You can attend.

1459.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
Is the Google Hangout thing just text, or is there some stream thing they're
doing?

1460.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
And THIS is why, I am going to have to spend some well spent time going
back through this log. There are some jewels and wonders not to be missed.

1461.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@William--thank you :)

1462.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
I should figure out how to get to the Hangout thing I guess before it starts

1463.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
If we can all sing in French, Debussy wrote some lovely little quartets.

1464.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@Horatio Thank you, thank you!

1465.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
I don't know if you could meet, but perhaps, you could lay down a track to
share with the others that they can add their parts to. Myst, Riven stories
were about the infinite possibilities. Perhaps there is a wave of possibility
here that needs to be explored. :) Besides, music was intended, to be
shared, as are talents. Otherwise, there would be far less point in either to
exist.
@Cat: Seriously beautiful rendition of "Amazing."

1466.

Nelson Guedes about 10 hours ago
Just increased to Show and Tell... my wallet is crying and begging me to not
log into Steam during the holidays.... :p

1467.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
I wonder how close we'll be when the Q&A session starts

1468.

Horatio about 10 hours ago
@Alexander: That is excellent, sir!

1469.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Horatio--thank you :)
@Laura--LOL. Funny how biting nails to reach the backing turns into 'ack...2
more years!' hehehee

1470.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
Just need $2660/h now

1471.

Laura Epstein about 10 hours ago
As an original Myst player, I have to say "Gimme MOAR" ;-p
2015 can't come too soon!

1472.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
It's not done yet, but this one's been really awful that way:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94032756/2-4.mp3 Like being driven
forward by a whip or something.

1473.

Horatio about 10 hours ago
@Cat @Rainer @William: Thank you!
@Cat re: Shenandoah - That was lovely!

1474.

Cat about 10 hours ago
I'll stay until 1,275,000.....

1475.

Cat about 10 hours ago
I have such an aversion to metronomes....

1476.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Won't be too many left now.

1477.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@William--thank you. It would be fun to do a collaboration online--yes!

1478.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@Cat Played with a metronome out of necessity, I'm afraid. Some of the
other ones I've done have been much more...troublesome on the precision
front, though. ^^;

1479.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Tony--keep the verses coming!

1480.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Oops, you beat me to it J.B. Thanks.

1481.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Alexander--really marvelous! And so precise.

1482.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Goodnight Joan: I think you could very well see this at or over 1.3 when you
next look in.

1483.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
26 thousand more 'til rift support,
26 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
26 thousand more 'til rift support.

1484.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Cat: You also have a wonderful voice. You, @Molly and @Horatio I think
could really meld and blend. Somehow, perhaps you might want to see if you
could session together.

1485.

J.B. Lewis about 10 hours ago
I'll do the honors this time!
26 thousand more 'til rift support,
26 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
26 thousand more 'til rift support!

1486.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@Cat Glad you think so! One of the reasons I like recorders is that I can
afford enough sizes to record things like that.

1487.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Rainer--LOL. Thank you :)

1488.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Alexander--this is lovely!!

1489.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Jenny--thank you
@Chris--and thank you!!

1490.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
At the very least, I think you, @Cat, @Molly, and @Horatio, could blend as a
trio for some wonderful inspiring melody.

1491.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
Whoa, this is beautiful, Cat !
Or as Dimitrious would say:
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1492.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Joan--Thanks for that :) One of my favorite quotes from the games...

1493.

Jenny Sue Hane about 10 hours ago
Very pretty, Cat.

1494.

Chris O about 10 hours ago
Hello, all – longtime listener, first-time caller, as they say on radio.
Hasn't it been fun watching this all unfold? I know I’m not the only one who
has surprised themselves - and possibly friends and loved ones - with the
personal investment (both emotional and, er, financial) that Cyan's
Kickstarter campaign has inspired. The next available tier is, regrettably,

miles beyond what’s feasible for me at the moment. But I’m keeping one
small bump in reserve just in case, and I’ve poured a couple of hundred into
some Google ads (I hope to good net effect, since I agonized a bit over
whether to commit those funds directly to the project instead).
According to Demetrios’ compatriot Aristotle, the trick of a good ending to any
drama is to be surprising and inevitable at the same time. I feel as though
that’s where this drama – and it has been a drama, hasn’t it? - is shortly to
arrive. Bravissimo, one and all! On to October 2015!
"Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is,
perhaps, the end of the beginning." – Sir Winston Churchill

1495.

Joan Zalot about 10 hours ago
Goodnight all - I fully expect good news in the morning!! Until then, I leave
you with this:
"I realized the moment I fell into the fissure, that the book would not be
destroyed as I had planned. It continued falling into that starry expanse, of
which I had only a fleeting glimpse. I have tried to speculate where it might
have landed, and I must admit however, such conjecture is futile. Still,
questions about whose hands might one day hold my Myst book are
unsettling to me. I know my apprehensions might never be allayed... and so I
close, realizing that perhaps the ending has not yet been written."

1496.

Michael Winter about 10 hours ago
Things seem to be picking up again. We're hitting another thousand every
12-14 minutes or so.

1497.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 10 hours ago
It must be all those lunches!

1498.

Cat about 10 hours ago
Leaving you with one more song--need to go get some writing done.
This is the kind of music I most love to sing/arrange:
https://soundcloud.com/mystified-music/shenandoah-traditional

1499.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
hehe told you horatio was good

1500.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Alexander: And, that includes the flute.

1501.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
27 thousand more 'til rift support,
27 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
27 thousand more 'til rift support.

1502.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
Here, this is something I'm better suited to:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94032756/3-3.aiff Brahms...

1503.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
WOW, In my head, I can hear an incredible and wonderful ensemble group
comprised of the so incredible and wonderful talents that are represented
here.

1504.

Michael Winter about 10 hours ago
Alright Tony, that last uptick was your cue. Next rousing round, please.

1505.

Mark Scheiffley about 10 hours ago
http://www.twitch.tv/cyan_inc/profile/pastBroadcasts

1506.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Horatio: Listening now... You have a beautiful voice! Keep Singing!!

1507.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
Thanks Cat and Rarified!

1508.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@rarified--thank you!

1509.

Isaac James Leavitt about 10 hours ago
I'll be checking back in 5 hours and 44 minutes... : )

1510.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Isaac--goodnight!

1511.

rarified about 10 hours ago
@Cat: They put a link on their facebook page: http://buff.ly/I5alW5

1512.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
Have a good... umm... work, Isaac. And keep singing too :)

1513.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 10 hours ago
It's there, just click on videos

1514.

Christopher Burce about 10 hours ago
The recording should be on their TwitchTV channel.

1515.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
Good night, Isaac.

1516.

Isaac James Leavitt about 10 hours ago
Well, this has been a great discussion. I enjoyed it all, but it is that time...
Goodnight everyone! Keep pledging! (and singing : ) )

1517.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Adam--I think something was said in chat about it being available on
Twitch/archived?
Anyone else know?

1518.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
Wow, Horatio, I love it...

1519.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
Nice going Bryan!

1520.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Horatio--this is delightful!

1521.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
Anyone know if Cyan's TwitchTV stream from earlier this evening will be
available for those who missed it live?

1522.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Bryan--hooray!! :)

1523.

Bryan Powell about 10 hours ago
just recruited a new donor in world of warcraft general chat!

1524.

Mark Scheiffley about 10 hours ago
alright.. installing MOUL now.

1525.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@William--I couldn't agree more! :)
@Horatio--going to listen right now

1526.

Horatio about 10 hours ago
I dug this one out of the SingSnap basement if anyone wants to have a listen:
http://www.singsnap.com/karaoke/r/ae1082f10

1527.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
Just a sidenode: THANK YOU for making music on a livestream during this
"event".
Made me really happy, much better than simply staring to this &$&/ counter
^^

1528.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Cat: To live in a world, where no voice breaks out with song, would be an
incredibly sad and joyless place. imho, the first and primary use of the vocal
chords, the lungs, the diaphragm is not to speak. It is to sing.

1529.

Tony Iorfino about 10 hours ago
Darn, it! I missed another one! Sorry, I won't let it happen again. Thanks for
getting that one Tahg.
28 thousand more 'til rift support,
28 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
28 thousand more 'til rift support.

1530.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@Molly I've never sung in a quartet before!

1531.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@William--agree so much with what you said about singing and the voice.
If you love to sing--sing :) It's good for you ;)
My voice ain't what it used to be, but I'll sing for as long as I can :)

1532.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@William Heh, well, I'm no stranger to training on flute. :)

1533.

Isaac James Leavitt about 10 hours ago
@Cat, thank you! Yes, I have realized that (hehe)... I have no idea what I
am...

1534.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
@alexander, just scrolled down and saw you are a bass. now we have a
quartet

1535.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Alexander: Good to hear(pun intended) Then you already possess the
requisite basics for the next course. Talent is polished with training.

1536.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
Less than 28k now

1537.

Cat about 10 hours ago
I've never been in URU--sorry I'm not much help there. Mac user here :/

1538.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Isaac--vibrato will come when you get the breath supported correctly. Good
pitch is a gift--that can be the hard part :)

1539.

Leith Bade about 10 hours ago
anyone have success finding them on skype?

1540.

Horatio about 10 hours ago
@Rainer: Yep.

1541.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
UCT = UTC ?

1542.

Alexander Kindel about 10 hours ago
@William Well, I have no vocal training, so I guess I've got 10% down. ^^;

1543.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
It's doubtful I will attempt joining in the cavern, It's been at least 3 years since
I've joined there, and it was my least favorite game of the series

1544.

Isaac James Leavitt about 10 hours ago
@Cat, maybe I should sing more... I sing all the time in the coolers at work,
hehe. I have absolutely no problem with pitch, I just wish I had vibrato...

1545.

Jenny Sue Hane about 10 hours ago
@Paul RAWA's mom just told us he is going to come to where the crowds
are. So find a group of people to hang out with somewhere in Uru and he
might find you.

1546.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@NomadMolly--aint it the truth?

1547.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
By the way, most people also have a fixed time to split their days.
Well, I don't - at least not today XD

1548.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 10 hours ago
@Cat: Ok, WHERE is Uru? It's a big place.

1549.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
uhmm that me was my. lol

1550.

NomadMolly about 10 hours ago
lovely cat....always wanted to be a lyric me lyric friends always say they wish
their voice was darker...guess we always want what we can't have hehe

1551.

Horatio about 10 hours ago
@Rainer: I believe Kicktraq goes from 4am UCT to 4am UCT.

1552.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 10 hours ago
@Alexander Kindel,
Who wrote"
"Perhaps I don't compare well, but it was fun to sing, anyway."
There is no reason why someone who has a song in their heart, should not
sing. Unless perhaps, unless some of the gifted,talented, trained are around.
Besides, as my voice instructor stated many, many, gargoyle ages ago,
singing is 10% gift/talent and 90% training/technique. Well, unless you are
tone deaf, perhaps.
But sing! No joy in ones heart should be contained, when it wants to break
forth, in song. Besides, the more you sing, the more the ear is trained, the
better and stronger your voice comes. just remember, it starts at the
diaphragm.

1553.

Cat about 10 hours ago
RAWA in attendance, too :)

1554.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Paul : yes, meetup is in URU

1555.

Cat about 10 hours ago
@Isaac--I'm not much for performing, either. Would rather record and mix
and post, lol

1556.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
@Tahg that would explain it :)

1557.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 10 hours ago
Where is the meetup tonight is in Uru?

1558.

Tahg about 10 hours ago
@Rainer someone mentioned it has a fixed time it splits days

1559.

Isaac James Leavitt about 10 hours ago
I sang once in public in my lifetime... That was kind of scary, haha

1560.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 10 hours ago
The Kicktraq timeline seems not to match the campaign's timeline.
Kicktraq began to count with the last day many hours before Obduction's last
24 hours.

1561.

Cat about 10 hours ago
Oh...listen with headphones if you have them--I don't have monitor speaker
and mix with headphones :P

1562.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Alexander--I'm a firm believer in singing for everyone! No
comparisons...just join the choir! :)

1563.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@NomadMolly: https://soundcloud.com/mystified-music/vaht-kenen-gor
It's got a lot effects on it, lol, but there are other songs there on that page as
well.

1564.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
I'm a bass!

1565.

Horatio about 11 hours ago
Looks like we'll break $70,000 for the Kicktraq day total in about 15 minutes.
That's about $10,000 better than yesterday's Kicktraq day. /thumbsup

1566.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
Perhaps I don't compare well, but it was fun to sing, anyway.

1567.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
cat lyric sop, me mezzo, horatio tenor...where is our baritone

1568.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
Everyone's talking about singing, so here's a song, I guess:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/94032756/Le%20Balcon.aiff

1569.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
Now I feel like I should learn how to sing better, haha!

1570.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
can you send it again scrolling is hard for me

1571.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Horatio--ooh. Tenor? Lovely :)

1572.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
i have ordered pizza for us all...ah...food i can eat with my left hand

1573.

Cat about 11 hours ago
That was to NomadMolly

1574.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Lyric soprano, here.
But my voice is changing with age :)
(Did you see the link I sent? That was about 4 years ago)

1575.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
actually when it comes to voices... i am just honest..lol

1576.

Horatio about 11 hours ago
@Molly: You are too kind. Thanks, muchly.

1577.

Stewart Bradford about 11 hours ago
I wonder what the "real" number it's that we have to reach here on Kickstarter
too make that first stretch goal. How much is in the PayPal account???? MIN.
7K, possibly more. 10K, 20K? 1.29M on here should be enough.

We're close than you think! :-)

1578.

Horatio about 11 hours ago
@Fien: I agree, and I'll be doing the same thing over the last hour. /thumbsup

1579.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
i am not sure horatio knows just how good he is...i was with an opera co for
10 years and he can sing with the best of them

1580.

Rachel Laughman about 11 hours ago
@Tony, It's people like you that make this comment board so entertaining.

1581.

Horatio about 11 hours ago
@Tony: I'm humming the bottles-of-beer song everytime I read your posts. :)

1582.

Tony Iorfino about 11 hours ago
Trying

1583.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 11 hours ago
Horatio, we'll make it. :) I was pessimistic before, not anymore. I'll up my
pledge in the last hour.

1584.

Tony Iorfino about 11 hours ago
Sorry, I missed one. Tried to put my kids to bed.
29 thousand more 'til rift support,
29 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
29 thousand more 'til rift support!

1585.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
cat...what voice type are you...horatio is a GREAT tenor

1586.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
@horatio..yeppers

1587.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 11 hours ago
Holy crap! There's like 40 people in the DMR hood right now!!

1588.

Tahg about 11 hours ago
Well, the $/h needed is slowly going down, so I think we're on target to make
it. It's going to be close tho.

1589.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@William, I hope you get some sleep!

1590.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@TrueStoryGuy--Go Team Cyan, indeed! :D

1591.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Ryan Warzecha: Are you up? Or trying to get ready for the last six hours?
Of course, if you are asleep, unless you hear and talk in your sleep, which
would be kinda creepy, you can't answer that.

1592.

Horatio about 11 hours ago
Last night, the overnight totals for the same upcoming 10 hours was about
$23,000. It'll have to be as good or better tonight.
I do think there will be other down-the-stretch activity going on tonight that
wasn't happening last night overnight. I'm sure there are others like myself
who will be bumping tiers before the end. So I think we have a really good
shot at attaining the 1.3M mark even without the PayPal funds.

1593.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Sorry to hear that @Isaac. But I probably(hopefully) will too. "Hoping to miss
the end", you ask?" Being an insomniac, anytime my body and mind say,
okay, lets sleep, I try to listen.

1594.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
@Cat Riven's going to be the hard one. I can already tell the first track is
going to require a chorus, a cimbalom, some kind of drum[s] I haven't
identified yet, and at least one musical saw, among other things. XD

1595.

TrueStoryGuy about 11 hours ago
Hey guys, I upped my pledge like I promised right when it counts!
Go Team Cyan!

1596.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
If what has been collected via PayPal is still the 7,000(hopefully far more),
which would bring us to 1,277,694, 1.3 is within reach but yes, we have seen
some strong support from Euro friends, but not quite what I thought we would
see with the promise of EFIGS at the 1.3 level. Still, 10 hours to go and only
very early birds and insomniacs are up in Europe at this time. And those who
have vision, and are here with us now. :)

1597.

Cat about 11 hours ago
...garageband has marimbas :P

1598.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Alexander--holy cow! I can't believe you've transcribed all of those. I get a
headache just thinking of doing that! Fantastic :)

1599.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
I'm going to miss the ending... I'll be at work. : (

1600.

Dustin Ryman about 11 hours ago
The fate of the Oculus integration and the final 10 hours is in Europe's and
beyond da hands.

1601.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
Speaking of combining skills, does anyone here happen to play the congas?
I'm having are hard time working which tones are most appropriate in parts of
the Channelwood tracks. ^^;

1602.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
I Mean, really, Bill. Untold PC's were upgraded, running your OS, in order for
Myst, Riven and more to run. I am not saying you necessarily OWE, cyan, or
Cyan supporters, but, yes, maybe you do. Without Myst, Riven, URU, where
do you think you would actually be? imho.

1603.

Bibi4ever about 11 hours ago
Hi all. I am totally OB-sessed! Gonna be an all nighter. Refresh, refresh,
doze...repeat.

1604.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Or, Gates! Yes! Bill Gates! Where are you when your pocket changes is really
needed!

1605.

Tahg about 11 hours ago
Less than 2800/h needed to make it to the goal

1606.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 11 hours ago
Nice crowds in the Cavern - city and in the DMR hood. I won't make it for the
all night parties, but I will be up to see the clock tick down to the end. I'll
celebrate with strong coffee in the morning!

1607.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
I guess it is the proverbial, the old "will dream, dreams"

1608.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Alex, that would be great!

1609.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
I am anticipating, it seems. 1,7xx..eventually. I meant, 1,27x,xxx

1610.

Tahg about 11 hours ago
He ofc meant 1.27x,xxx apparently

1611.

Adam Cygman about 11 hours ago
Quick! Everyone bump their pledge by $2 and we'll be done the agony!

1612.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@William: Aww...if only...!!

1613.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Ah, okay, there it is. All is good. upward!

1614.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Somebody kick that boost gage to 1,7x.xxx, please.

1615.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
u poor thing... that will make typing hard! I only have one ear (and a lot of
vertigo...)

1616.

Nichelle Hammer about 11 hours ago
@Jenny Thanks, I'll try that!

1617.

Cat about 11 hours ago
(I still need to add something to the thank-you page)

1618.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
How did you go? All good?

1619.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
hey john, i'm here but only have 1 hand

1620.

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago
@Nichelle hey, I had that problem earlier. Try the DMR hood instead for now.
I had no problem getting in there.

1621.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
I managed to get discharged just in time for the broadcast :-) My whole family
was with me to watch it :-) You got a special mention! That photo of your car
window is magic :-)

1622.

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago
@NomadMolly yes! He got on in time to catch the end of the video in which
Lauren was reading the thank you notes.

1623.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
@Isaac James Leavitt It would be amazing if you could! I can play violin and
viola and some other things, so perhaps it would be possible to combine our
skills on one of them.

1624.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
Hey Molly! I was just asking after you :-)

1625.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@NomadMolly--he just checked in and asked about you! :)

1626.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
hey folks, have we had an update from john since he went back to hospital?

1627.

Nichelle Hammer about 11 hours ago
Hey, perhaps this isn't the best place for this question, but I'm new to MOUL
and I'm trying to hop into the Obductee's Hood. Found it in the list and used
the linking book, but now I can't seem to get past the black loading screen.
Anyone else have this issue?

1628.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Alex, thanks for doing that! I want to go make something of that now... : )

1629.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Cat, Yes! They did a more acoustic album... Hey, I get to be on iTunes! : )

1630.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Listening to Remyxt--this is great, with all the different themes. (Ended too
soon :)

1631.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
In a few hours, Europe will be waking up. We are making progress. But looks
like Europe may be that which takes us to or over, the 1.3. Though, the night
is still young on the states side and support continues to come in. I really
think, before the next 11 hours are over, we will see the 1.3 mark fall, to the
Obductees. Nice!

1632.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Isaac--that is a blessing! Cello--in a band? :)

1633.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
@Owen Carson Thank you! I should have Myst done and move on to Riven
soon. :)
(Just finishing up Sirrus's Theme - Channelwood Age at the moment.)

1634.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Cat, : ) I play every week at my church, so that is where I mainly play,
though I do weddings and other such events from time to time. I was even
fortunate enough to record for a local band! : ) Always blessed...

1635.

Michael Banks about 11 hours ago
What the FUN !!! only 30,000 to go.... easy peasy :)

1636.

Owen Carson about 11 hours ago
@Alex Just looking at the sheet music of the Myst soundtrack is really
making me want to play Myst.. Great job with it

1637.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Isaac--wow. That is wonderful :)

1638.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@NomadMolly--love all your classical art songs/lieder on your page :)

1639.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Ryan: Aye. I will be joining you. On a different, credit card. :)

1640.

BigD-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 11 hours ago
@Ryan: Too late! Already there!

1641.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Cat, it is a great instrument! I enjoy playing it so much... been playing since
third grade, so that'd be fourteen years now! : )

1642.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Okay. Here is one of 'those' songs: https://soundcloud.com/mystifiedmusic/vaht-kenen-gor
I mix with headphones--so best listened to through headphones.
(Apologies to RAWA for my D'ni translation :P)

1643.

Ryan S. Davis about 11 hours ago
Who's with me to go support 7th guest 3 next?

1644.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
Yeah, NomadMolly weren't you going in for surgery at the same time? All
good now?

1645.

Cat about 11 hours ago
@Isaac--Love the cello...

1646.

Tony Iorfino about 11 hours ago
31 thousand more 'til rift support,
31 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
31 thousand more 'til rift support!

1647.

Jason Chau about 11 hours ago
@Riggo: Yes I agree it's so good to see the developers being plugged. Rob
Landeros certainly needs it for his new 7th Guest game... :)

1648.

Paul "Magic88889" Melampy about 11 hours ago
@NomadMolly: How's your hand?

1649.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
I love all the Myst soundtracks... I play the cello, so naturally, I mimicked the
cello part in Myst Revelation on Serenia... : )

1650.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
And for all those who have submitted, thanks for your patience as I work my
way through them all!

1651.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 11 hours ago
All, if you like supporting indie game development, check out the last update
and support a couple of other indie developers... Kickstarter is not about
supporting a single developer, but about a revolution!!! We are here to tell the
publishers what WE want!!!!

1652.

Alexander Kindel about 11 hours ago
@Cat Heh, I wish I had actual recordings to offer, but I've not had the means
to have those performed...

1653.

John Cosgrove about 11 hours ago
Thank you all SOOO MUCH for your well wishes and support over the last
two days - great to be out of hospital and GREAT to come back to an intray
full of thank you notes and an amazing session with Lauren @ Cyan :-) Let's
get that localisation and Occulus Rift goal!!

1654.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
hehe

1655.

Cat about 11 hours ago
About a decade ago, I got GarageBand and started writing my own music.
Naturally, I took some D'ni lyrics, slaughtered the pronunciation, and did a
few fan songs, lol

1656.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 11 hours ago
Just listened Molly. . .Lovely!

1657.

Bryan Powell about 11 hours ago
I have one more $25 bump holstered for when we hit 1,275,000, let's do it!

1658.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 11 hours ago
wahoo! I liked that interview

1659.

Isaac James Leavitt about 11 hours ago
@Goodnight Sean! I'll see where we are when I awake in seven hours...

1660.

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago
Hm, loading must have just gotten stuck. Restarted Uru and got into the DMR
hood (which has more people) no problem.

1661.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
Sleep well, @Laughingpineapple

1662.

Cat about 11 hours ago
Back...I'm having a great time looking at these links (trying to keep up!)

1663.

laughingpineapple about 11 hours ago
I've just switched back from Gimme the box to Digital collector, but getting
two add-on copies of the game instead, one for boyfriend and one we'll see.
$5 more in total, less expenses for Cyan, less anxiety for me with the
international shipping, costs and whatnot. Sigh. Now sleep.

1664.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Riggo: nite. :)

1665.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Sean, goodnight: The pleasantest of, dreams.

1666.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
yes doing all the parts, i use a looper

1667.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 11 hours ago
OK...Time to go to bed... You guys are left to drive this to the 1.7 mark... Get
to it!!!! ;-)

1668.

NomadMolly about 11 hours ago
@William, aren't you sweet

1669.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 11 hours ago
OK 10 to 3am I need togo shower and sleep... and hot Choc See you on the
other side of $1,300,000, Good Night All

1670.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 11 hours ago
@Molly: If music is in your heart, as it obviously is, and a cd is in your mind,
and they are wrapped in you dream. Follow it! You have already sold a copy
of your first CD, to me. No, I am not, kidding!
On the "Down in the River," you are doing all the parts, right? Sweet!

1671.

Jenny Sue Hane about 11 hours ago
Trying to get into the Obductees' hood now, and I'm stuck on the loading
screen. Are we clogging the server?

1672.

Leith Bade about 11 hours ago
anyone have problems finding cyan_inc on skype?

1673.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
So many nights in Myst. . . wait, the OBSERVATORY!!!

1674.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
I can't believe it's been 20 years. seriously.
:D Nite Chris

1675.

Chris Bobb about 12 hours ago
Off to bed...I fully expect to see $1.3M when I wake up! Keep it going
obducties!

1676.

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago
Thanks Sean! There are two more in the series, but I'm waiting to upload
them to maximize my time on the "new deviations" page.

1677.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Cerity: I remember the BBSes as well. And, that "ink" is indelible.

1678.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
ok, we are knocking at the door now. we will have or by the deadline

1679.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Cerity, I know! I want to go paint now... wish I had more time. I have From
Myst to Riven!

1680.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Jenny Hey I like the design!!

1681.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
@William even some of the kids get it. Zuckerberg made the line "everything
is written in ink on the internet" famous.
I remember when people used to hang out on BBSes ;)

1682.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
We are so close! 11 hours to go. So....close!

1683.

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago
@Criswell we're trying! I just posted some loosely Myst-inspired art to
DeviantArt and mentioned this Kickstarter:
http://kyrysyntyn.deviantart.com/art/Red-Book-413831138 I don't know if it
will gain any traction since I don't have a following on DeviantArt, but we'll
see.

1684.

Robert Mackey about 12 hours ago
Just heard a segment on Northwest Public Radio on Cyan and the kickstarter
a few minutes ago.

1685.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
@Isaac amazing. Yeah now I wish I could find my Myst art book :/ I swore I
had from Myst to Riven too.

1686.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 12 hours ago
Thanks, Isaac :)

1687.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
@William, am thinking about a cd

1688.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Molly, depth,tone, pitch, vibrato, very, very nice! And, you have a CD out?
Considering it?

1689.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 12 hours ago
C'mon, denizens of D'ni. If we score 1.3, they unblur the third stretch goal,
which we still could get with PayPal. I want to see it. I want to have it.

1690.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
OMG it must be getting late, i only just put a tune to Tony's Chorus. LOL Nice!

1691.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
I know. I find that just as disturbing as probably, many of you do. :) The bright
side is, who would ever want what is happening here, to disappear! :)

1692.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Molly, I love your voice! : )

1693.

Tony Iorfino about 12 hours ago
32 thousand more 'til rift support,
32 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
32 thousand more 'til rift support!

1694.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Daniel, having worked the last 15 years for companies that provide the
"clouds," where all this goes, nothing ever truly, disappears.

1695.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@Rainer Cheers, and I like the photoshopping, Nicely done

1696.

Cat about 12 hours ago
Wow...this is cool :) Checking out both links, Alexander and Daniel

1697.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Thank you Rainer! Hey, that still takes skill... Nice! : )

1698.

Daniel Furst about 12 hours ago
@Cat: This is something I did about a hundred years ago... Very surprised it's
still on the Internet!
http://www.angelfire.com/music5/dpfsoundtrack/Remyxt.html

1699.

Alexander Kindel about 12 hours ago
@Cat It's probably not what you meant, but I am working on transcribing the
Myst soundtrack: http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

1700.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
It's part of the RealMYST masterpiece edition i think a couple of media
people have already been given prototype builds. or so they told me

1701.

Cat about 12 hours ago
I know domahreh, i think

1702.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Molly, there now. And you do have a wonderful and incredibly rich voice!
Beautiful!

1703.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 12 hours ago
Great work, Sean & Isaac !
Sadly, I'm not good in painting. I prefer it more technically, sometimes called
"Photoshopping":
http://klopfer.gmxhome.de/myst/Reaction.jpg

1704.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
the cavern choir has a song in d'ni written by
domahreh

1705.

Michael Arnovitz about 12 hours ago
Very interesting PCWorld interview with Rand in case you haven't seen it.
Mentions a few things I hadn't heard before, like the fact that they've been
working with Oculus for a while now. They even have an in-house working
version for RealMyst. And Rand made a point of saying that it did not make
him queasy, even though he is prone to that.
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2063396/deep-dive-with-myst-co-creatorrand-miller-the-full-interview.html

1706.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Got it. Thanks Molly. :)

1707.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
:( but understand. :)

1708.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
but...i have a web page...nomadmolly.com password @ListenToMolly@

1709.

Cat about 12 hours ago
Has anyone done any Myst/Riven themed songs here?

1710.

Cat about 12 hours ago
It'd be such fun to sing with you :)

1711.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
@willim, stopping for the night...pretty worn out...lol

1712.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 12 hours ago
+1

1713.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
On DMR, I don't suppose there is a way to "play back" what has already
passed"

1714.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
would love toi hear you cat

1715.

Cat about 12 hours ago
I studied classical voice, too.
Beautiful singing, NomadMolly!!

1716.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@William, yes, every dollar helps. Three seems little, but with 21,450
backers...

1717.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 12 hours ago
@Cyan... Thanks for the shout out to the struggling indies out there!!! We
love you!!!

1718.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
*missed (sorry it's getting late)

1719.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@NomadMolly sorry issec you :(

1720.

Sumatria about 12 hours ago
@NomadMolly, been a long time since I heard you sing, still wonderful as
ever.

1721.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 12 hours ago
@Cat: Hal C wrote: We're live in the DMR now! http://184.82.87.122:6042/

1722.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@Isaac Cheers

1723.

Cat about 12 hours ago
Aha...I found it :)

1724.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Ya. no fair holding out. And though I don't speak German, I did make out the
word, Fantastic. So now, is there more from you Molly?

1725.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Sean, I see! Very nice...

1726.

Cat about 12 hours ago
where were we hearing NomadMolly singing?

1727.

Tony Iorfino about 12 hours ago
33 thousand more 'til rift support,
33 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
33 thousand more 'til rift support!

1728.

Cat about 12 hours ago
Love all of the creative talent here :)

1729.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
@rainer, i'm glad you liked it

1730.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Thanks Isaac: On brick at a time, or should I say, board, helps the house on
Obduction get built. Helps us walk right into in a very cool way with OR and,
makes it a whole lot immersive for all due to FIGS. Thank you!

1731.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@Issac How do you mean The cyan one?
http://eyede.co.uk/img/DSC00177.JPG
http://eyede.co.uk/img/DSC00192.JPG
http://eyede.co.uk/img/DSC00198.JPG

1732.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
Just gave three more dollars... : )

1733.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
I think there may have been a 10k and a 4.5k.

1734.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Joan: You Are Right! I missed seeing that. Thanks for pointing it out.
Thank-you to our newest 10ker. Generosity like that motivates. And, though I
know the rest of us, like myself, can't do that much, every single penny, of
every single dollar helps and has allowed us to be in this position. Within

climbing distance and reach of the 1.3 goal. Adding, OR and EFIGS,
BEFORE, this KS ends in eleven hours. Thank-you! Or as Tiny Tim might
say, "Bless us each and every one!"

1735.

k'febi about 12 hours ago
@Joan Zalot I don't think so. I think it was a couple $4,500s.

1736.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 12 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Just heard you singing in german.
That was... einfach fantastich und sehr schön ^^

1737.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
On the Jungle Island one, it is so hard to tell what's happening back in the
trees! The res is too low to tell sky from tree to whatever, haha

1738.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@ Cerity, I painted them with Acrylics... 18x24 canvas...

1739.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
True, I am planning of grabbing a copy so I can read it through without the
added joints(comments, frames, etc)

1740.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
Gnight.......... James............. Snores ...

1741.

Joan Zalot about 12 hours ago
Just checking in...we got another $10,000 backer?

1742.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
Isaac... those are your PAINTINGS!

1743.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 12 hours ago
@ Gnight Carol

1744.

rarified about 12 hours ago
@William, @Sean, I think Janaba is already creating an archive of the
comments at http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

1745.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ James, mine has just cut off so I'm not sure if they are taking a break, I am
getting too tired to keep up now so I think I will get a few hours sleep, hope to
catch you at the end of ages. goodnight James. Goodnight everyone.

1746.

Jenny Sue Hane about 12 hours ago
Current song on the DMR feed is "The Future's So Bright I Gotta Wear
Shades." I think the sentiment is appropriate.

1747.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@William Your a star!

1748.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
Night Griffin

1749.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Sean, could you explain some more about the drawing you speak of? : )
Thanks... The hardest part about painting Riven is, the resolution is so low

1750.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 12 hours ago
Carol was trying to get into twitch but skype was causing some kind of
problem :-(

1751.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
@Sean: I think that will be very doable. No Worries.

1752.

Nicholas Molle about 12 hours ago
The live video just ended.
I was logged in with my username, but it was always saying login or signup to
chat, and re-signing in would not show anything confirming I was logged in.

1753.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
I seem to have lost James again, anyone seen him in here?

1754.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
If nothing else, reading it, and following the links, I will chew up some of the
two year wait for the release of Obduction. ;)

1755.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@William I'd love a copy

1756.

Griffin about 12 hours ago
@Nicholas I think you need to have a twitch account? Anyway the show is
over, just some folks hanging out to talk some more now.
And it's past my bedtime, so goodnight all, see you in about 9 hours if you'll
be around for the end

1757.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ Riggo, to infinity and beyond.
@ Robbie Hi and thank you.

1758.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 12 hours ago
When this KS ends, I think I really am going to try to capture a copy of the
log, from it. I imagine I missed reading tons of nuggets and links to neat sites.

1759.

Robbie Trammell about 12 hours ago
So glad to see we are almost to the $1,300,00 goal.
Let us keep pledging.
This is fantastic and fabulous.

1760.

Tony Iorfino about 12 hours ago
34 thousand more 'til rift support,
34 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
34 thousand more 'til rift support!

1761.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ Nicholas, I am not sure if you need an account to comment.

1762.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 12 hours ago
@Carol... I am hoping so and that they run us to 1.7!!!

1763.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Isaac @ Carol :) Cheers only did a couple, did one of Cyan building but it
is with cyan in a book with a crest on, got a nice letter form Rand and RAWA.

1764.

Nicholas Molle about 12 hours ago
Trying to comment on the Twitch chat, but it will not let me hit the submit chat
text button.

1765.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ Riggo, lets hope the rest of the people have just found the emails, and are
now rushing to the pc.

1766.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Sean, that's awesome! I love the shadowing... Thank you Nicky and Carol!
These are some of my first paintings, so we'll see where it goes. : )

1767.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 12 hours ago
35k to the Rift!!!

1768.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ Isaac and Sean, so much talent they are fabulous.

1769.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Isaac http://eyede.co.uk/images/Kadish.jpg

1770.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Sean Thank you! It's greatly appreciated... I hope to get to the Whark room
someday. : )

1771.

Nicky Godwin about 12 hours ago
@Isaac...that is amazingly beautiful...I've just walked through there while
playing Riven. Great work!!

1772.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@Isaac Hey keep at it love the work so far, great use of light. Love to see the
Whark Room 'Hint'

1773.

NomadMolly about 12 hours ago
hi all sorry to ignore..i'm being featured and interviewed over at the Dmr in
uru and only have the one hand

1774.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 12 hours ago
Welcome Abraham. OMG been ages since I used ShoutCast

1775.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
@ John hope you are on the mend.

1776.

Griffin about 12 hours ago
John Cosgrove is loading up our thank you notes onto
www.thankyoucyan.com, send him some more to distract him from the postop haze!

1777.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 12 hours ago
I still have a really good feeling about this. For all the pleasure Cyan have
given to the world they must have all we can give.

1778.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
And that's great to hear!

1779.

Isaac James Leavitt about 12 hours ago
@Sean. Thank you! I'm working on Jungle Island now... : )
http://www.viewbug.com/photo/3984398

1780.

Tony Iorfino about 12 hours ago
35 thousand more 'til rift support,
35 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
35 thousand more 'til rift support!

1781.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 12 hours ago
@ Issac That fantastic, I know how you feel Riven/myst Uru inspired me to
Draw (pencil) and more

1782.

Hal C about 12 hours ago
We're live in the DMR now! http://184.82.87.122:6042/
Join Us!

1783.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Isaac I am going to take a look, welcome and thank you.

1784.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 13 hours ago
Oh Man! 4500 backer, Thank You!

1785.

ChrisD about 13 hours ago
Speedy :s

1786.

Isaac James Leavitt about 13 hours ago
I can't wait to see the new worlds! Riven inspired me to paint...
http://www.viewbug.com/photo/2063984

1787.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Talon it's old but does the job, my pc is an antique.

1788.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, oh no not the dad dance. Lol

1789.

Eric VC about 13 hours ago
Whooping the lama...

1790.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
3 cheers for winamp.

1791.

k'febi about 13 hours ago
Twitch feed twitches too much for me. Is there an audio-only feed?

1792.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Except for the occasional 4500 pledge.

1793.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
Hey @ Molly, hope you are not in too much pain.
@ Talon mine is smooth in winamp too.

1794.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
Holy smokes -- THANK YOU $4,500 backer #7!!

1795.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Still about 4K per hour.

1796.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
Pledge momentum shift status: favorable.

1797.

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 13 hours ago
Watching the twitch feed. We are so close to the stretch goal! Thank you new
$4500 backer!!

1798.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
Hey, John Cosgrove made it to the chat and is having a great time hearing
Lauren read the messages on www.thankyoucyan.com!

1799.

Joshua Sauer about 13 hours ago
@Michael Arnovitz- Well, we recently got a $4500 backer, so maybe that's
what you are seeing.

1800.

k'febi about 13 hours ago
@NomadMolly How are you doing?

1801.

k'febi about 13 hours ago
Molly's here!

1802.

Michael Arnovitz about 13 hours ago
Is it just me, or have the pledges picked up speed?

1803.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
ok getting there

1804.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
Opera: the gentleman's browser. *smug grin*

1805.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 13 hours ago
Twitch feed running smoothly on Opera.

1806.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
#Griffin byte9?? @ everyone try this code for twitch.

1807.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
Welcome to the fold and our eternal gratitude to all new friends.

1808.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@ Carol, A lot makes me 'Dad Dance' :/

1809.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, but a lot makes me fall over.
@ James, I couldn't drink whisky neat, I water it down with a cup of tea.

1810.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
36 thousand more 'til rift support,
36 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
36 thousand more 'til rift support!

1811.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Aw, that messes up my whole song. Oh, well we'll take it.

1812.

Michael Arnovitz about 13 hours ago
@Matt: OK thanks.

1813.

Matt Giuca about 13 hours ago
@Michael: I believe they're going to announce the Paypal amount in the
Hangout at 10PM PST tonight.

1814.

Abraham Bob about 13 hours ago
This is the first project i have ever backed.. Very excited about the game!!
And especially native rift support! Cant wait :)

1815.

Michael Arnovitz about 13 hours ago
Does anyone know where we stand with Paypal? Just curious. I looked, but I
didn't see any totals.

1816.

Inga Schut about 13 hours ago
whoohooo thanks $4500 backer!... and all the other backers ofcourse

1817.

Daniel Furst about 13 hours ago
Just got a $4500 backer!

1818.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
Kicktraq Wooot!

1819.

Joshua Sauer about 13 hours ago
@Tony- yeah, assuming the current rate remains constant. If it picks up,
sooner, if it slows down much, not at all. Though I think it is safe to say that
we will at least be close enough that PayPal funds already pledged WILL
make up any difference.

1820.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, went to the pub, Grimsby with wee aunt an all her friends, was
horrified they all drunk whisky lol myshame haha

1821.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@Carol A little bit of what you fancy never does you any harm ;)

1822.

James Dearing about 13 hours ago
Kicktraq has us trending towards $1,301,163!!

1823.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Cerity, I didn't know that, useful to know as I have very high cholesterol
and blood pressure, you probably save my life there.

1824.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
James AAAAAaaagh, Nooooo, Actually that's a good thing, I'm on the
Scottish border (Carlisle) and the amount of jip i get for liking blended
Whiskey adversed to single Malt is unreal. Nice to meet a Scotsman that
wont preach the virtue of single malt.

1825.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Do the math. We'll get the in 10 hours.

1826.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Do the math. We'll get the in 10 hours.

1827.

Honelith about 13 hours ago
Just put my money down for Gimme the box! :D
Looking forward to following the game development, nice to have you back
Cyan!

1828.

Joshua Sauer about 13 hours ago
Well, the Kicktraq trend just broke $1.3 million. Of course all that means is
that we need to make a bit under the daily average again in roughly the next
12 and a half hours. Certainly doable, but I wish things would pick up a bit.

1829.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 13 hours ago
As i understand it "cooking" wines have too much sodium. Anything you want
to drink, you can add to food. Reductions are great, how you think the great
ham "glazes" work :D
Oculus Rift eh?

1830.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
Yeah, we're getting about 4K per hour.

1831.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, Whisky would do nicely too, I am starting to sound like a drunk
when the last bottle of anything I had, lasted me over a year, mainly due to
my daughter raising the quizzical eyebrow if I touched the bottle.

1832.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@ Not shy of a vodka though

1833.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
Toast should be with PROPER butter only, maybe a poached egg, hate jam.

1834.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@Sean, ashamed to say i'm a Scotsman who doesnt like whisky, the shame
of it!

1835.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ James, I forgot to eat earlier so I am still nibbling between the mould, don't
want to go out for fresh. Lazy to the last.

1836.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
I'm having a night cap of a finger of whiskey, so sorry james my wits are not
with me lol.

1837.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
@Tony didn't you just sing that like 15 minutes ago? Go tony!

1838.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, yea meant the bread lol

1839.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
Hi @ Cerity, welcome.

1840.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@ Carol, Nothing better at this time with toast and jam mm

1841.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
41 thousand more 'til rift support,
41 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
41 thousand more 'til rift support!

1842.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, I think James meant my mouldy bread. lol

1843.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk about 13 hours ago
940 comments, HAHAHA no thanks.
Hi Obductees. http://thankyoucyan.com

1844.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ James, I only wish I had some right now, I have some cooking sherry and
a little amaretto which I use in cooking also. I am having a good cup of
English tea. lol

1845.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@James Nonono don't knock it until you try it, Xmas morning tradition in out
house. Not that drinking at 9AM is politicly correct nowadays lol

1846.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@Carol, Sounds nasty Port or brandy for you right enough

1847.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, I am a lightweight, the first one will send me to sleep.

1848.

Matt Giuca about 13 hours ago
Wow guys, on Kicktraq we are now trending towards $1,299,583! I think we
are on track to make the stretch goal (and in any case, I'm sure once we
throw in the Paypal donations we'll be fine). So hyped for Oculus Rift right
now :)

1849.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ James, atm she is reading out messages of thanks from backers. I really
shouldn't have tried to eat a sandwich in the dark, bread mouldy, horrible
taste in my mouth, that's the last time I try gluten free bread. Yuk

1850.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@ Carol I can Beat you, 2 for me Time has told me 1 to relax, 2 to celebrate,
and three when Cyan gets $1.7M.... Of course I never stray .......

1851.

Ken about 13 hours ago
ok I was on right channel but very jerky

1852.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
@Carol, *waves* is she saying anything of interest, or the weather lol

1853.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
@Carol that's it, she's reading the notes from thankyoucyan.com

1854.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Sean, I can only manage one. lol
@ James hey, welcome back, I am not sure I am on the right twitch, I have a
woman reading out messages.

1855.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
Not even going to try, My Computer, Firefox, Neh, Crashes trying to use
YouTube

1856.

James Andrew Wodehouse (Bewley) about 13 hours ago
Hi Obductees @Horatio, me too twitch just keeps freezing up

1857.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@Carol Good Taste.. With a whiskey on the side :|

1858.

k'febi about 13 hours ago
It's working in Firefox, but my computer isn't keeping up.

1859.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
42 thousand more 'til rift support,
42 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
42 thousand more 'til rift support!

1860.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
Oh, the hashtag is for twitter!

1861.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
Have a good time anyway, mines a Port and Brandy please.

1862.

Niki ES about 13 hours ago
@Carol I have people coming over any minute (bad planning bah) but I am
holding out until the last second haha!

1863.

NomadMolly about 13 hours ago
go go go we can do this

1864.

Jenny Sue Hane about 13 hours ago
I am using FireFox.

1865.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Niki, I don't think I am going to be able to stay awake much longer anyway,
if I don't go to bed soon I will sleep through the end.

1866.

Jenny Sue Hane about 13 hours ago
Twitch seems to be working for me.

1867.

k'febi about 13 hours ago
Flash keeps on crashing for me.

1868.

Leighana about 13 hours ago
finally got in

1869.

Griffin about 13 hours ago
Cyan says "go ahead and refresh the page, we should be set to go"

1870.

Niki ES about 13 hours ago
@Carol I will be sad when I miss it...but I will be excited to watch it in
playback later! So it could be worse ;)

1871.

Leighana about 13 hours ago
I was in, but page wouldn't quit loading, so refreshed and now am getting the
same channel is private message

1872.

Jason Bowerman about 13 hours ago
Now ObductionParty on TWITCH is opened

1873.

Jason Bowerman about 13 hours ago
Why can't I get into the ObductionParty I am a backer #ObductionParty not
working #RageQuit

1874.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 13 hours ago
@ Johnny, thank you for the link, people seem to be waking up to this at last,
there are going to be a lot of very sad people when they realise what they
have missed.

1875.

Inga Schut about 13 hours ago
@Sean... you or me? Oh well probably the both of us ;)

1876.

Niki ES about 13 hours ago
@Horatio Did you allow scripts like William said? That might do it...

1877.

Horatio about 13 hours ago
I can't get Twitch to work. Tried multiple browsers, keep getting the "this
channel is private" page.

1878.

Em about 13 hours ago
That joystiq article credits "Cyanide Studios". ??

1879.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 13 hours ago
@Inga LOL Can't spell in english either :D

1880.

Tony Iorfino about 13 hours ago
43 thousand more 'til rift support,
43 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
43 thousand more 'til rift support!

1881.

Inga Schut about 13 hours ago
http://www.twitch.tv/cyan_inc

1882.

Johnny O. Haarup about 13 hours ago
Did you guys see this one? http://www.joystiq.com/2013/11/15/myst-creatorsreach-1-2-million-funding-goal-for-obduction/

1883.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago
What's the link again?

1884.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
Be sure if you are using something like "No Scripts" you "Allow"

1885.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
ah my browser logged my out... now I am logged in again it seems to work
allright. At least it looks like it

1886.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
I just retried the linky, and this time, it worked. I am in and chat is streaming.
Give it another try folks.

1887.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 14 hours ago
Still looking pretty sweet, and congrats to the Rift fans...

1888.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 14 hours ago
Too bad the 1st 2 stretch goals weren't swapped... Finish may have been a
little stronger...

1889.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
@Sean Natuurlijk (ofcourse) I will forgive you. And you are allmost correct
that would be alsjeblieft :D I am impressed ;)

1890.

Niki ES about 14 hours ago
I just clicked the link and it opened up on my twitch....wonder why it's not
working for you guys? Are you guys already signed up with Twitch? If not,
you might have to do that first.

1891.

Griffin about 14 hours ago
@Jason Nevermind, I saw byte9 in the cyan_inc chatroom type in the
hashtag, thought that might have been you. I don't know what I'm doing
either.

1892.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Mat: Nice! Very! Two thumbs up! You support of this KS, well, incredible!

1893.

Sumatria about 14 hours ago
I wish I could up my pledge, the t- shirt would be nice. However my only
disposable income is a 2 days a week babysitting job.

1894.

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon about 14 hours ago
Things are heating up here at Big Finish Games, in fact we have our own
international meeting starting soon, and we might just hang around and join
the countdown party too!

1895.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
I also would like to know how to ask questions in the Google Hangout chats.
Can anyone explain it to me, please?

1896.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 14 hours ago
@ Inga I lerned a few bits, I am ashamed to say most has fallen through the
holes that make up the sieve of memory i have. ??alsjebliaft?? forgive me

1897.

Jason Bowerman about 14 hours ago
#Griffin byte9??

1898.

J.B. Lewis about 14 hours ago
I think things are picking up, everyone!

1899.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
yeah the link used to show you the chat and stuf but now I pushed F5 and
can't get in either. The #ObductionParty doesn't seem to word

1900.

Griffin about 14 hours ago
@Jason are you byte9? I agree the instructions for joining this party leave
something to be desired.

1901.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
used the linky in the updated, but for me, Twitch/cyan seems to be password
protected. So, locked out. ah well.

1902.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
I did a search for #ObductionParty at Twitch and that also yielded nothing.

1903.

Jason Bowerman about 14 hours ago
@Jenny I tried that doesn't work

1904.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
@Sean I can imagine feeling special then yeah though I would probably just
have switched to English I am lazy like that. Still picked up some Dutch
then ;)

1905.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
A Gargoyle on some building far, far away ,waves a wing at Jenny, as she
wooooooosssshheees by.

1906.

Jenny Sue Hane about 14 hours ago
@Jason I'm guessing that's what you use the mysterious #ObductionParty
hashtag for.

1907.

Jason Bowerman about 14 hours ago
Whats the password for the TWICH Obduction party?

1908.

Jenny Sue Hane about 14 hours ago
TMIF (Thank the Maker It's Friday). I'm free! I'm going home! But first, a
song:
I'll be seeing you
In all the abstract virtual spaces
That this heart of mine has been
Obducted tooooooo ....
*Whoosh*

1909.

Darren Smith about 14 hours ago
Thanks Mark - I have upgraded to the box!

1910.

Griffin about 14 hours ago
I'm still planning to throw in some more Horatio, haven't quite decided when
or exactly how much yet, I just do it when I feel like it or start running out of
time

1911.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 14 hours ago
@Inga Thanks I good to get a take on it from your side of the fence. I have to
say in Uru it was great i hung out with a lot of Duch and they ALL spoke in
Dutch then repeated everything to me, Felt special lol.

1912.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
That is not DMR free, which may be desirable, but meant, DRM free in the
box.

1913.

Tony Iorfino about 14 hours ago
44 thousand more 'til rift support,
44 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',

44 thousand more 'til rift support!

1914.

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago
@darren - only at the $25 dollar (with the $50 add on), or the $75 dollar
pledge levels (or above) will you get a digital AND a box

1915.

Darren Smith about 14 hours ago
Thanks William. A bargain then!

1916.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Niki ES: What you said. So, true!

1917.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
@ Sean, I took a course in Business level Spanish but haven't managed a
holiday there since so I am feeling a bit rusty, I think I know enough to get by,
my daughter speaks Japanese and Korean, she is trying to teach me a bit
but keeps laughing at me when I drop a clanger.

1918.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Darren Smith: Correct. One digital download, via STEAM or other game
download site, and a DMR free version in the box. To gift, keep, make a
fortune on EBAY, with. Your call.

1919.

Niki ES about 14 hours ago
Before I retire from the boards for the evening I just wanna say one more
thing...I know we are all pushing for the stretch goals (I want them too!) but
no matter what happens, let's remember one thing: No matter what we are
GETTING THIS GAME!!! And that, in itself, is pretty freaking amazing :).

1920.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
@Sean We get thought English at quite a young age in school nowadays.
Used to be early on in secondary school but today its often primary. Having
your films with subtitles in stead of dubbed also helps a lot and ofcourse
pc/pcgames (I actually learned English party from Myst and other adventure
games). The Netherlands is such a small country we can't really afford to just
speak Dutch I guess. Don't feel to guilty because you can actually get away
with speaking only English ;)

1921.

Darren Smith about 14 hours ago
So if you go for the box do you get a digital copy and you'll have another
copy in the box? So two copies of the game?

1922.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Niki ES: You Rock!

1923.

Zeanith about 14 hours ago
@Owen you're right! haha I got all confused because my computer clock is
an hour ahead.

1924.

Niki ES about 14 hours ago
@Shawn I will definitely be talking this thing up that is for sure. We'll see
what happens ;). But either way I just threw in another $25 in the kitty
because I know I am going to need multiple copies of this game.

1925.

Owen Carson about 14 hours ago
isn't there still a half hour before the twitch thing starts?

1926.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
I would not purchase and "eff", not sure what that is. I meant an, egg.

1927.

Zeanith about 14 hours ago
hey anyone know the access code to watch the twitch tv thing? I figured it
would be obductionparty or something like that but it didn't work :(

1928.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Talon: I love Raman noodles. Am I the only one. Since I have been sick
this entire month and am just now getting back to feeling myself, that was

one of the few things I could keep down or tasted good. @CYAN. I would
purchase and eff if I could, can't. But, perhaps a bowl of noodles in
Obduction? There surely must be food. We will all be immersed. We must
have sustenance. What do you mean it is, "Virtual" and can't really be eaten.
O.o :)

1929.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 14 hours ago
@Carol, I know, I just feel so many people learn our language, and when i go
abroad I almost expect the locals to speak English, I just feel guilty i never
bothered to learn another language (I always try to know at least please,
thank you, hello, and goodbye in the local language where ever i go)
@Inga - That sounds promising. I have noticed most dutch know English, I
have a step-aunt who is dutch, her grasp of English is better than mine at
times.

1930.

Rachel Laughman about 14 hours ago
@Niki That's quite devious... I like the way you think! haha.

1931.

Shawn Henshaw about 14 hours ago
I have gotten many people to pledge for starbound while they were drunk.
They were pleasantly surprised when the remembered. So I think it's a good
thing.

1932.

Niki ES about 14 hours ago
I unfortunately will not be able to attend any of the celebration tonight
because I planned a party before I even knew Obduction existed :(...bah!
However, I will be passing around the liquor and once everyone is intoxicated
I will have them all sign up for Kickstarter and make them pledge...they won't

know any different right? Obviously, I won't really do this, but I have to admit
my dark (or would it be my light?) side is tempted...

1933.

Clark about 14 hours ago
Done.

1934.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Horatio: I did earlier today for an up of 50 total. I don't want to sleep in the
doghouse. It''s is cold here at night. Plus, I want to stay with my wife. :) I
forgot there was another bump planned closer to the end. Sorry.

1935.

Shawn Henshaw about 14 hours ago
Ill see your 5 sir and raise you 10!

1936.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
@Sean I don't think most Dutch will need a Dutch version... band won't be
supported by the stretchgoal anyway. But If I've gotten the right info we will
be able to make a Dutch language version anyway as a community

1937.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
@ Horatio, I dropped a bit extra in the kitty earlier.
@Sean I know some have said it is a good aid to learning English but not

everyone wants to learn, I think Cyan will put it on the very important pile with
paypal pledges after all they want as many fans as possible.

1938.

Clark about 14 hours ago
I figure if half the backers could just put in $5 (cost of Starbucks Vente
something) more.. we're there!! Here, I'll go put mine in..

1939.

Nelson Guedes about 14 hours ago
I'm pretty broke too, so I'm stretching quite a bit.... (thank you, Christmas)....

1940.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
I will at the end, and only if needed (for 1.3). I've already committed to quite a
bit more than I should (already cutting well into grocery money).

1941.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
@Horatio I was supposed to get word about receiving some money
yesterday but didn't Should hear in the morning and if I get money I will
indeed up my pledge before the end. No plan as of yet

1942.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
Just think, in 22 years, a five year old or a seven, or a 12, could be recalling
how they watched their parent, playing Obduction. "Yes, I recall, my (Mom,

Dat, or both) with these monster goggle like things on their face! And I got to
wear them also. Plus I helped my parent, solve all the puzzles! Which of
course, the could never have done, without me! So glad they had me."
Or, a teenager now recalling, "I remember playing Obduction when I was a
teenager. I am in (graphics design, animation, CGI or other) because of that
experience. It really did, shape the future course, of my life."
Or someone 30 to 40 to 50 perhaps beyond looking back and recalling this
event and the experience of playing Obduction. "I recall so vividly, the
community, the folks I met from all over the world, and then met them, for my
first time in URU, in the cavern! What an experience. I will never forget it. I
am in touch with some of them, even now, 22 years later!"
Sweet!

1943.

Tony Iorfino about 14 hours ago
45 thousand more 'til rift support,
45 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
45 thousand more 'til rift support!

1944.

Nelson Guedes about 14 hours ago
@Horatio, I'm planning to raise it from $75 to $120 later tonight, once the
kids are in bed and I can finally stop for a sec... for now, I gotta run... hope it
makes it I would love to play this with Oculus!

1945.

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago
If it's a matter of dollars near the end, I might do a little, but I'm really tapped
out at this point.

1946.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 14 hours ago
@ Carol Mee to, I resigned myself to fact 1.7 is not going to happen but I
want the localisation so much; I only speak English (feel lazy i never learned
another language) but This should be accessible to more than just English.
Wish they were make a Dutch translation as we have always had so many
Dutch fans

1947.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
I asked this last night, but I'm repeating it: Are there any other backers left besides me - planning to up their pledges at some point in the last 13 hours?
If so, are you planning to do it at the last minute? Are you just going to do it
quietly? Are you going to organize a "group bump"? What's your plan?

1948.

Clark about 14 hours ago
@Carol: lol, no worries, I know just how you feel!

1949.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
Thank you backer who just raised your pledge by $5, don't think I didn't see
that!

1950.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
XD

1951.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
Sorry for the spelling @ Clark, I am so tired but I can't stop watching the
numbers, I want all the stretch goals for everyone, not for me.

1952.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
@Talon: Thank you for the disclaimer - it might keep some backers out of jail.

1953.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
whatever it takes, while staying in bounds of the law :P

1954.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
Also, I don't think we can count on this stretch being funded mostly from new
backers (this late in the campaign, most people already know about it.) We
may need to have a ramen noodle month, Obductees! I, for one, am willing to
do whatever it takes!

1955.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
@ Clark, wow I like that interpretation even more, I dream one day of visiting
the Islands, furthest I gave been so far is Egypt.

1956.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 14 hours ago
Thank you so much Diana! Also, I love barn owls!

1957.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Diana: Diana! WOW! Thank you so very much!

1958.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
@ Nathan I did the same set up ages ago and backed out slowly when I saw
other people, I am back playing solo for a bit until I remember how to do
everything. May see you in passing.

1959.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
@Diana: Thank you for your wallet-emptying pledge!

1960.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
@Dimitrous!? Sleep?! How can you sleep at a time like this? :)
I'll sleep or nap, and we'll credit it to you. Deal?
But, if you must, and believe me, nobody values sleep more than I, sleep
well. I expect we will see you back here in 5-8 hours? Yes?

1961.

Clark about 14 hours ago
@Carol: It's a great place. Love Maui! Also like this interpretation of the
name, "mist of heaven"

1962.

Diana M. McCabe about 14 hours ago
Raised my pledge $11 - it's not much of a raise, but I emptied my savings to
come up with the first $1,100 - and $1111 is just a cool number. :D Thank you
SO MUCH to everyone else who helped this get funded. Yaaaayyy!!! You all
are AWESOME!!!! I really hope the stretch goal get done!

1963.

Inga Schut about 14 hours ago
sleep tight Dimitrios

1964.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 14 hours ago
And, it keeps moving up. Folks who worked Friday in the states are ending
their day.
No you North Americans, South Americans, Canadians, Central Americans,
etc. This is is NOT the time to go leave your computer and go out splurging
on dancing, drinks, movies and meals. This, is time, your time, to give all
your monies, to us! The Obducted. In return, we will obduct you, as well.
That's fair. Right? Ah, so glad you agree. Now come on. This won't hurt much
at all. :)

1965.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
Thank you @ Clark, bit of a deep meaning, Noel because my name is carol,
Noelani because it means misty rain and the name is Hawaiian, the one
place I would love to see.

1966.

Mark Scheiffley about 14 hours ago
@dimitrios. You were going to bed!!!

1967.

Griffin about 14 hours ago
Goodnight Dimitrios, don't sleep through the last few hours of the campaign!

1968.

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago
Continue to trend towards 1.297.000$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
feel the rhythm we are going up , steadily but up!!!!!!!!!!!
i am exhausted goodnight!!!!

1969.

Ryan S. Davis about 14 hours ago
Just a reminder of my bribes:
If you upgrade your pledge by $100, I'll give you and a guest a tour of the
Warner Bros. studio in Hollywood (no limit)
If you upgrade your tier to double disc and don't want the disc golf disc, I will
buy it for $25.
If you don't mind used clothes, I have a vintage Myst t-shirt (worn but clean)
that I will mail anywhere in the US to someone who increases their pledge by
$50.

1970.

Clark about 14 hours ago
@Horatio, Carol: Thanks!
@Carol: Love the name in () =)

1971.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
Welcome new backers, great to see you here.

1972.

Tony Iorfino about 14 hours ago
46 thousand more 'til rift support,
46 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
46 thousand more 'til rift support!

1973.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 14 hours ago
@ Clark they are on steam at the moment, if not you may find them on gog.

1974.

Horatio about 14 hours ago
@Clark: I believe the version available on GOG.com should work

1975.

Clark about 14 hours ago
Would like to play Riven again (been a while). Anyone know where to get
version to play well on XP or Win 7?

1976.

Nathan Flowers about 15 hours ago
I've increased my pledge in support of Oculus Rift integration.
I tried setting up an account on Myst Online: Uru Live a few years ago, and I
never received a confirmation. Sad face. I have plans tonight, anyway.

1977.

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago
(Totals referenced in Kicktraq)

1978.

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago
http://www.roadtovr.com/obduction-kickstarter-enters-final-hours-oculus-riftstretch-goal-within-reach/

1979.

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago
We need to push harder , i will update first thing in the morning, and i will try
to convince a friend of mine to pledge .......
need to go to sleep ......i will be back tomorrow morning!!!!
meanwhile Cyan just post this http://www.roadtovr.com/obduction-kickstarterenters-final-hours-oculus-rift-stretch-goal-within-reach/ share it
everywhere!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1980.

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago
One $10K backer would put us past yesterday's total. That'd be so great!!

1981.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
rawas mom are you here

1982.

Natalie Manahan about 15 hours ago
Looks like we'll get the first stretch goal at least.

1983.

Bryan Powell about 15 hours ago
Check cleared! Time to kick it up a $25 notch! Bam!

1984.

Mark Scheiffley about 15 hours ago
Kicktraq has us only $5620 from 1.3!!!! We can do it!

1985.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
Hey, if nobody has done it yet--somebody tweet Amanda Palmer

1986.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 15 hours ago
Sorry Guys and Galls, I did not win the Euro Lotto, No $450,000 Pledge
tonight :(

1987.

Tony Iorfino about 15 hours ago
Better late than never.

1988.

Aran Versco about 15 hours ago
Hey guys! I've been following for most of the campaign. I'm really happy to be
able to support Cyan and am very excited about this. It couldn't have
happened without all of you guys. Cyan has built an amazing community and
I'm glad for the opportunity to join in and help. You guys are awesome!!!!

1989.

Dimitrios about 15 hours ago
Back! we are trending towards >>>>>>>>>>1.298.345
$<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
we are going better than before 3 hours but we are behind...from what we
can do!
Now every single cent is counting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
lets continue increasing our speed lets go higher to faster ans faster We can
do it We are Cyan's community!!!!!!

1990.

Tony Iorfino about 15 hours ago
47 thousand more 'til rift support,
47 thousand more bucks,
You give some dough,
They ask you for mo',
47 thousand more 'til rift support!

1991.

Tony Iorfino about 15 hours ago
Oh, I missed it again! Oh well.

1992.

Tony Iorfino about 15 hours ago
Sorry guys, I missed the last few. I'm on for the next one. Don't be afraid to
join in.

1993.

Peggy Youell about 15 hours ago
Sorry, slowly catching up on comments (work would choose today to be
crazy!), so I don't know if someone else has already said this--Pacific
Standard Time is UTC -8. Most of the North American people can figure their
relative time from there, but for our international friends, here's a link
comparing all the current time zones: http://www.worldtimezone.com/ Hope
that's useful!

1994.

Alahmnat about 15 hours ago
I would heavily recommend playing at LEAST Myst before jumping into Myst
Online. Also I may be a little biased, but you should DEFINITELY play Riven
first, too.

1995.

Gary C. backed Obduction about 15 hours ago
Yea the Myst games are pretty cheap over at GOG.com too.

1996.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
Vanessa--FIRST Cyan experience??! You should try Mystonline right away-it's free!

1997.

Vanessa B Baylen about 15 hours ago
I'm between jobs - wish I could upgrade to something higher. Cant wait for
my first Cyan experience!

1998.

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago
Good!

1999.

Shawn Henshaw about 15 hours ago
I am very excited to announce there will be a new explorer in "the cavern"
tonight!

2000.

Michael Winter about 15 hours ago
Excellent...

2001.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
Michael, it will continue forever, or until Kickstarter goes out of business...

2002.

Helena about 15 hours ago
@ Michal: the main page will be locked but we can keep posting comments.

2003.

Michael Winter about 15 hours ago
Does anyone know what will happen to this thread after the campaign is
over? Will it be locked at 9:07? Will we be able to continue posting for a
while? Or will it just continue...forever?

2004.

Griffin about 15 hours ago
Thanks Inge! I did follow the link and I'm logged into my account, so I
assume I can just type something into the box and it will show up on the chat.
I'm still wondering what the hashtag is for though.

2005.

Inga Schut about 15 hours ago
ok just bear with me if I start to type nonsense and give me a nudge... I didn't
get much sleep and am still ill so all the multitasking following audio stream,
chat in the cavern etc is getting to me. My English is deteriorating rapidly I'm
affraid :p

2006.

Jenny Sue Hane about 15 hours ago
@Griffin I think the chat is right next to the video, on the right.

2007.

Inga Schut about 15 hours ago
just follow the link Griffin you should be able to see chat en chat and video
without an account. There were some people there earlier. To follow you
need an account ...easy to get one

2008.

Griffin about 15 hours ago
Speaking of chatting, does anyone know how this twitch tv thing works? I
figured out I would probably need an account, and I managed to make one.
When the chat starts how do I find it? What is the hashtag for? (figured I'd
need a head start on this)

2009.

Frank den Blaauwen about 15 hours ago
@rawa's mama: in which hood are you all?

2010.

Anthony Johns about 15 hours ago
Fantastic work everyone - home stretch now. If we are having singing and
rhyme, it's never to later for a limerick, so..
An Obduction supporter from Maine
Upped his pledge to the KS campaign
Said he, "If they gave, as a gift
an Oculus Rift
I'd up it a grand once again"

2011.

Michelle Ti'chelle Ahlfinger about 15 hours ago
RAWA's mama - That would be wonderful! Thanks.

2012.

Jenny Sue Hane about 15 hours ago
Hey, where's Tony? He needs to sing again.

2013.

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago
im at dmr now...ill be at obductees in a bit

2014.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
Can we get 270 more backers? I think so!

2015.

RAWA's mama about 15 hours ago
@Tai'lahr _ That is good to know because it looked VERY complicated. At
first I just want to be able to get to where everyone is chatting
I'm going to go to the mailbox to see if I got any catalogs.

2016.

MfGlisson about 15 hours ago
Even if we don't get the Rift, we will still have 150+K for Cyan to use for
Obduction.

2017.

Tai'lahr about 15 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: You're starting off with instant friends in the cavern, so
you'll have plenty of help learning how to navigate. : )

2018.

RAWA's mama about 15 hours ago
@Wayne Schnitzer - Hello"wave"
@Carol WoodWard - lol
@Michell Ti'chelle Ahlfinger - How about some chocolate chip ones?

2019.

narniaozmasar about 15 hours ago
only 50k more to go!! Let's do it!!

2020.

Ryan S. Davis about 15 hours ago
We know we still have that guy from NY who promised a $4500 pledge today,
right? So that's something. :)

2021.

Inga Schut about 15 hours ago
Good to hear your surgery went ok Molly hope you will recover quickly

2022.

Frank den Blaauwen about 15 hours ago
@molly. I wish you a quick recovery

2023.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Handyman Henry - HI - Haven't had enough training yet to navigate. I'd
have no idea how to get there. I want to be there as soon as I can :)

2024.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
surgery went well, but typing is very hard atm. full use of hand expected in 2
weeks

2025.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
heyb handyman. is Christine in the DMR? please tell her i gave her a
notecard with my bio in second life

2026.

Michelle Ti'chelle Ahlfinger about 16 hours ago
Hi RAWA's momma. Will you bring cookies? Pretty Please.

2027.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr - My K1 number is 23555830. I will still be RAWA's mama there
also.
@nomadMolly - how did surgery go.?

2028.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@ rawas mama hi

2029.

Handyman Henry about 16 hours ago
Shorah from the cavern Rawa's Mom..we are in the DMR join us!!

2030.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
Oh AND the mail hasn't come yet today to see if there are any catalogs for
me to "NOT" buy from so that I can make one more increase to my pledge.

Come on mail person - bring me my catalogs !!

2031.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@Lorna: Tony's lyrics are a little different, but yours will do fine :-)

2032.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
I don't suppose you know your KI #, do you, RAWA's mama?

2033.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
easy mistake to make. sound engineering is one of the last bastions of male
domination, lol

2034.

Helena about 16 hours ago
Only $50k left over 15 1/2 hours... and that's without Paypal. Come on, we
can do it!

2035.

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago
Oh come on come on come on ...

2036.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Okay, NOW I'm super-duper excited to go into the cavern tonight. RAWA &
RAWA's mama, too! w00t!

2037.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
hehe

2038.

Horatio about 16 hours ago
$3,333 per hour to get 1.3M. Doable?

2039.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
Oh, oh we've gotta sing :-)

2040.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
OK, Dinnertime for me, bye for now

2041.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago
@ RAWA's mama, this old lady is (In her own words) blundering around like
a chimp with a lollipop, but I am loving it.

2042.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
AHH, there you are $50,000 to go, WooT WooT

2043.

Acorn about 16 hours ago
$1.25m - woo hoo!

2044.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
ask Cubase but if he needs a female vocal, that i can do

2045.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@Tai'lahr: Yes. I press 'post comment' and I think, is @molly a he? Sorry
@molly. I was misled by the 'Nomad' part

2046.

Acorn about 16 hours ago
If I can work out when that will be, Tai'! All these time zones....

2047.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Hello RAWA's mama

2048.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr, or perhaps they did the wrong surgeryl

2049.

RAWA's mama about 16 hours ago
I'm home. Great #26 update!!!!!!!! I'd better take a nap so I can be up ALL
night -It's going to be such fun :)..RAWA put URU on my computer last night
and gave me a bit of a lesson on how to get around. Oh my goodness - you
guys are soooooooooooooooooooooo SMART !! I don't know if this "OLD
LADY" is going to be able to learn this :) :) But I am going to try ! Fingers are
still crossed for a fantastic ending to this campaign.

2050.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
I'm hoping to see you in the cavern when RAWA comes in, Acorn.

2051.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Frank, I'm pretty sure Molly is a she. : )

2052.

Valerie A about 16 hours ago
Oh man, 1.25m so close... COME ON

2053.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
I might. I'm Betablocker in cavern.

2054.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
They will video tape the google hangout like they did before, so I might get
some sleep so I can be there at the end

2055.

Acorn about 16 hours ago
Have fun tonight everyone, maybe see you early (in my) tomorrow morning!
Will just stay up to see $1.25m.....

2056.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
OR here we come

2057.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
We could ask @cubase to create a sound track. @Molly might, but he's a
little disabled(right idiom?) now.

2058.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
I think so

2059.

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago
Will Tony be performing in the cavern this evening? ; )

2060.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@Tony: sing somewhere about every 12 minutes and we'll be fine :-)

2061.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
ok, Tony

2062.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
That's 1 AM for me

2063.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
I've got to go pick up dinner or the wife will... well I don't want to think about
what she'll do to me if I'm late with dinner. See you all at the festivities.

2064.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
HaHAHAHA, singing

2065.

Griffin about 16 hours ago
In case anybody will be up then (middle of the night for me) the Google
Hangout at 10PM PST is supposed to focus on "what happens next"
including answering our Paypal questions. :-)

2066.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
All to gether now sing @Tony's song:
"51 thousand more 'til rift support,
51 thousand more bucks,
You pledge some dough,
They ask you for mo',
51 thousand more 'til rift support!"

2067.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
when everyone gets home from work, you'll see .............. Big jumps

2068.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
Chin up guys. We will have Oculus Rift support and localization!

2069.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
See it is faster. That was only 9 minutes for that thousand!

2070.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
$51,000 and on we go

2071.

Zeanith about 16 hours ago
Don't forget we need to add the paypall numbers to see the final amount, so I
think with that we'll 100% make the first stretch goal

2072.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
51 thousand more 'til rift support,
51 thousand more bucks,
You pledge some dough,
They ask you for mo',
51 thousand more 'til rift support!

2073.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
Has someone opened a can with backers? They're coming in fast

2074.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
we can raise the money for the other world after the KS, it's only $400,000

2075.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
yes, we will be fine

2076.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
after 5 now us est

2077.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
$250 and Tony sings again.

2078.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
Or someone's rich uncle steps in.

2079.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
It won't be much over (unless there's a surge), but we will make it.

2080.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
West coast is still in work, might be some cause

2081.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
We just did a thousand in 15 minutes. That's 4K/hour. That's 60K! We made
it!

2082.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago
Hi to all new backers and thank you, join us in the comments section.

2083.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
See, it's going faster now!

2084.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
$51,500

2085.

Dustin Ryman about 16 hours ago
@ Michael. No worries. I just hope they continue funding after kickstarter.

2086.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
find a rich guy, and adopt HIM

2087.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@Tony: I know, but i thought some encouragement might be welcome? :-)

2088.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
No. I wish I did. Do you know something I don't?

2089.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
@Dustin: Sorry, I didn't intend to be intense or anything. I thought you were
serious. I've seen some people suggest these things already, and it's not
always easy to tell who's joking around and who isn't.

2090.

Dustin Ryman about 16 hours ago
@ tony. Don't you have a rich uncle ?

2091.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
I have been since 99K.

2092.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@tony: Keep singing!

2093.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
I think there are a number of factors involved in the slowdown. First, we have
to remember that this project will take two years to produce the game, and
maybe more. Many of us are obviously fine with that, but I think a lot of
people probably have a problem pledging for a game that they won't see for
so long. And I think that once the project was funded, a lot of people sitting
on the fence decided that now that there was no risk of failure they would just
wait until the game came out rather than part with money and then wait so
long. I don't know that there's anything you can really do about that.
That having been said, I don't think the stretch goals were executed as well
as they might have been. Rift support and localization should have been
separate stretch goals, each at maybe $100k. Also, the new world stretch
goal should have been revealed much sooner in the campaign. By the time it

was revealed, it was nearly pointless because it was so much more than
could reasonably be attained in such a short period of time. My 2¢.

2094.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Tony: LOL

2095.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
52 thousand more 'til rift support,
52 thousand more bucks.
You pledge some dough,
They ask you for mo'
52 thousand more 'til rift support!

2096.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
$52,000 now, it's going up up up

2097.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
We've got 16 hours left and only 52K to make up. It will happen. Fret not.

2098.

Tony Iorfino about 16 hours ago
Hi all. Molly, hope you're OK.
My hunch is we'll just get over the line and maybe a few more thousand. KT,

as poor as it might be predicting the future early on, probably gets pretty
good as the end is in sight. I has been showing its "Trending Toward" number
going up significantly since I last checked around 5 hours ago.

2099.

Andres about 16 hours ago
So wonderful to have this project funded!!! I got in as one of the first 5000
backers and I just quadrupled my pledge... anybody else care to join?
Doesn't everyone have at least one friend who will want a copy for the
Holidays in 2015?

2100.

Dustin Ryman about 16 hours ago
@ Wayne. It's never over until it's over. Let ask Cyan to allow us to continue
to fund the game after kickstarter. Go to www.robertsspaceindustries.com to
see how they are doing it. 28 million raised and counting.

2101.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
/me dances around

2102.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
thanks dustin

2103.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Dustin, thanks, we needed that as inspiration

2104.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
Even a guest spot would help.
But I'm sure Rand has contacted him by now.

2105.

Dustin Ryman about 16 hours ago
@michael. Why so serious? It was a joke! My original thought was to
continue the crowd funding after the kickstarter via their own website and
continue to raise money. That way we can continue to unlock stretch goals.
Star citizen did this and raised an additional 15 million off their own site. As of
today they are the number 1 crowd funded game of all time.

2106.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago
@ Joshua, I think a lot of developers are planning on getting games on the
rift, Valve are already supporting, I am hanging on until nearer Obduction
date, due to prices falling within the first year on new stuff.

2107.

Nila Mu'Hari about 16 hours ago
Not hard to beat, if Cyan would announce, that Neil Patrick Harris will take a
role in obduction.. ;)

2108.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
another potential problem, some stories covering the campaign wrote that we
had been funded without mention of stretch goals.

2109.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
I bet it will depend on backers increasing their pledges.

2110.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
$52,500 to go

2111.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
I forgot about rhyming,
with quick, clever timing.

2112.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
Yeah, I forgot about Neil,
That was a big deal.

2113.

Alahmnat about 16 hours ago
@Benjamin: We got a pretty drastic bump from when Neil Patrick Harris
tweeted about it. It's hard to beat the exposure that someone with 7 million
Twitter followers will get you :)

2114.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
too

2115.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
my sense is we peaked to soon

2116.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
As for the Occulus equipment, I wouldn't worry too much about that. By the
time Obduction is available we'll probably already be on at least version 2.0
of that. Even if it starts out at $300, which is probably worth it, within 2 years
(or more) the price is likely to drop as economies of scale kick in.

2117.

Benjamin about 16 hours ago
Weird. It seems like a couple days ago things really increased and now it is
slowed down.

2118.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Molly: Groovie

2119.

Michael Arnovitz about 16 hours ago
@Dustin: Kickstarter's all-or-nothing approach to funding obviously does
present a temptation to cheat and back your own project, especially if you are
close to crossing the finish line. Which is one of the reason's it's not allowed.
And yes, I'm sure that many small campaigns have done this indirectly
anyway for that reason. But once you are assured of funding, there is much
less reason to attempt something like this. And for a company like Cyan, the
risk of getting caught is far more serious than it would be for some
new/unknown organization. The bad PR alone? I shudder to think…

2120.

Joshua Sauer about 16 hours ago
Yeah, I'm fairly sure that the first stretch goal will happen even if we don't
quite make it here. I just thought that, since what I'm REALLY interested in is
the next stretch goal, and since I suspect that Kickstarter draws more
attention than the PayPal option, confirming the localization BEFORE the end
of the Kickstarter might draw in more funds toward the total than waiting until
after the Kickstarter campaign is over.

2121.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
That tier and all above also get a signed poster with all the team names,
how's that

2122.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
btw..uhmm. im drugged so its a perfect time for this. Love you guys man.

2123.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
Maybe a thousand will be given out

2124.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 16 hours ago
@ Adam me too, I wouldn't hesitate, why can't I win the lottery Cyan could
have the lot.

2125.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@Wayne: You're welcome.

2126.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
The Art Book will be a rare item after this KS pledge Drive, anyone who has
one will be very lucky, for sure

2127.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@Frank: Ahh, ok, thanks, that makes so much sense

2128.

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago
@tai, agree. cyan will make figs and or happen

2129.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
They have been very clear that certain items are exclusive just for this KS
pledge drive

2130.

Adam Cygman about 16 hours ago
Man, I wish I had an extra $10k lying around. I'd throw it down in a second.

2131.

Frank den Blaauwen about 16 hours ago
@wayne: websites with a lot of visitors are normally distributed over several
servers. These servers might be geologically placed, so that european users
do not have to connect to the us sites and vice versa. These servers often
cache some data, especially data that's not too important, and might be a
little behind. So that might explain the difference

2132.

Wayne Schnitzer about 16 hours ago
@David: The art book will not be available after this KS, if you are interested,
you should go to that tier before this ends, don't make a mistake and lose out
on that

2133.

Joshua Sauer about 16 hours ago
Darn, I was hoping the the consumer version of the Oculus would be
substantially less than the Dev Kit. If it is $300, I'm sorry, but that's too much.
It may be reasonable for what it costs to make, but it seems rather high for a
product that will likely be very limited in uses for quite some time.

2134.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
$53,000 to go go go

2135.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
@Joshua, yes, that would be nice, but I'm confident that with the current
PayPal donations and the ones to come in after the campaign ends, we'll
have at least the first stretch goal of localization.

2136.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
hi frank!

2137.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Frank: not sure what you mean

2138.

David Schlaphorst about 17 hours ago
I like the idea with the add-on rewards. Maybe think about including the art

book in that - I (and hopefully others) might be intrigued!

2139.

Dustin Ryman about 17 hours ago
The developer kit is 300 USD. The consumer version will be around same
price.

2140.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
As much as a computer, I think

2141.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
I've heard $300 right now, Jubie, but that will probably come down by the
time Obduction comes out.

2142.

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago
@Wayne: may be a load balancer...

2143.

Joshua Sauer about 17 hours ago
Just a thought. If we reach a point where the current PayPal total, added to
our current total on here, adds up to the 1.3 million, Cyan should probably
announce that here. I think, even with just a little time left, being able to state
that there WOULD be localization might give us a bump, as some people in
other countries may be unwilling to pledge until that is a certainty...

2144.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 17 hours ago
How much do these Oculus devices cost?

2145.

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago
Refresh?

2146.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
15145 now

2147.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Mine says 15144

2148.

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago
15151 comment excluding this one

2149.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
typing is very hard for me atm Joshua, so i need to be brief

2150.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
it has been..just commenting that we still are

2151.

ChocStar about 17 hours ago
@Mac thanks for clearing that up.

2152.

Joshua Sauer about 17 hours ago
Have we ever NOT been at the top of Kicktraq's Hot List? I feel like
Obduction has been sitting there for the entire campaign.

2153.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Molly, don't worry, Typo is my second language

2154.

Mac_Fife about 17 hours ago
For those maybe getting confused here about MystOnline accounts: Your
ACCOUNT name is your email address - the user can't change that, and you
need to have the use of that account for password resets. However, once you
have created an account you can create up to five AVATARS and name them
pretty much as you wish. Other players will never see your account

name/email address, only your avatar name.
I can be authoritative on this because I wrote the account management
software ;)

2155.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
i will start leaving out some articles and prepositions...it makes i much easier
on me atm

2156.

ChocStar about 17 hours ago
@Tai and Carol, thanks. Just downloading the software, didnt realise it would
take so long I was stuck playing Minecraft ;)

2157.

Dustin Ryman about 17 hours ago
@joshua. Not directly ;)

2158.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Don't rob no banks

2159.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
ALERT /me needs a fresh air............see you later..........need to go out
but......ALERT
ALERT trending towards 1.290.000$ ALERT!!

Use ADD ons update even 5 dollars each (10000x5=50000$) !!!! make the
difference!!!../me go out..

2160.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
we are still at the top of hot list kicktraq

2161.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Jeff, you'll likely see and hear many strange things in the cavern, but above
all, we mean to make everyone feel welcome and at home, so I hope you'll
give it another chance. : )

2162.

Joshua Sauer about 17 hours ago
@Dustin- I'm pretty sure the people running the campaign are not allowed by
Kickstarter to donate to it.

2163.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago
We have vanished from front page, hope we get more backers in the ending
soon section, we could do with all stretch goals.

2164.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
We have 5 $10,000 backers. very nice

2165.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
its still mid day in US...

2166.

Nila Mu'Hari about 17 hours ago
as 'ciao' in italy.

2167.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
trending towards 1.290.000$ now alert lets get this number go up!!!!!! we can
do it!!
where is A 10000$ backer when you need him????
lets work harder lets show the power of this community!!!!!!!!!

2168.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 17 hours ago
well I guess I need to type faster LOL

2169.

Dustin Ryman about 17 hours ago
Come on Cyan Creators, can't you back your own game for 10k ?

2170.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 17 hours ago
Shorah is much like "aloha" in Hawaii it's used as hello goodbye and well you
get it. . .

2171.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
im not in any pain atm lol

2172.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Can say it for either hello or goodbye

2173.

Acorn about 17 hours ago
it's used for hello!

2174.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Awww, Jeff, I'm sorry. We mean to make everyone feel at home. Shorah is
D'ni for peace and we use it like Aloha for hello and goodbye.

2175.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
uhhm greeting

2176.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Shorah means Peace

2177.

Jenny Sue Hane about 17 hours ago
@Jeff it means "peace" in the D'ni language.

2178.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
its a greating

2179.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago
@ NomadMolly, hope you are well on the mend now.

2180.

Nila Mu'Hari about 17 hours ago
good to see you back, NomadMolly! hope everything turned out fine!!

2181.

Jeff Dickinson about 17 hours ago
What IS "Shorah"?? I tried logging into the Obductee hood, but felt really out
of place because I didn't know what that meant.

2182.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
hhmmmm, where am I?

2183.

Nila Mu'Hari about 17 hours ago
Obductah *not*

2184.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
@ChocStar - don't worry, your username won't be what you use in the
cavern. You'll get an avatar that you can name anything.

2185.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 17 hours ago
@ ChocStar, I logged in yesterday and changed my user name no problem

2186.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
I was in Alaska, on vacation in June, and there is a great deal of wilderness
there, Very few area's that have been explored very well. It is trully a frontier

2187.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Someone in the Obductee's Hood suggested that we should come up with a
greeting (to replace "Shorah") for each other. Any ideas?

2188.

Dustin Ryman about 17 hours ago
If Cyan is smart( like I know they are), they will continue the crowd funding
via their own website AFTER the kickstarter ends. Star Citizen did this and
raised an additional 15 million and is still raising money.

2189.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
@jenny, i really think it does, we are by nature explorers with so little left to
explore.

2190.

ChocStar about 17 hours ago
I'm new to URU live can I set my username to anything other than my email
address ?

2191.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
Wednesday really spoiled me - I want some floodgates opened, dagnabbit!

2192.

Jenny Sue Hane about 17 hours ago
@Molly the world doesn't really have frontiers any more, except for places
like space and the bottom of the ocean, which are largely inaccessible to the
average person. I wonder if that doesn't have something to do with the need
people feel for games like this.

2193.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
my scrolling is what is the most hampered atm, so if i don't reply to someone,
its because i didn't see it

2194.

Jennifer about 17 hours ago
YAY for games that are new and refreshing! Don't need another CoD or
Madden!

2195.

Nichelle Hammer about 17 hours ago
\o/

2196.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
$54,000 more and we are there people of Obductionville

2197.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
i live at the base of the smokies, and you would have to hike a long way to
get away from people...its crowded up there. how interesting that we need vr
just to get away anymore

2198.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Bravo, Jessica

2199.

Nichelle Hammer about 17 hours ago
Afternoon everyone! Getting really close to Oculus!

2200.

Jessica Bennett about 17 hours ago
I got my sister to pledge, so that's 1 extra backer :-)

2201.

Debra Johnson about 17 hours ago
We've averaged $3685 per hour for the last 3 hours since we hit 1234567. If
that continues it will just get us to 1.3 that we need. Welcome and THANKS
new backers! With your help we're going to get Rift and FIGS

2202.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Molly, just be there and be present. No need to speak. I wouldn't recommend
voice in a large crowd; too laggy.

2203.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Molly: Eder Delin is my fav for that

2204.

Frank den Blaauwen about 17 hours ago
If you install Uru and you're using windows vista, 7 or probably also 8, you
better do not install it under c:\program files\ or c:\program files (x86)\. Better
create a separate folder like c:\games\ and install there. Might prevent you
running in some trouble with windows folder virtualization feature.
Of course when everything works fine, do not feel alarmed. If it works, don't
fix it.

2205.

Jenny Sue Hane about 17 hours ago
Checking in from work while my simulation runs. I am practically counting the
minutes until I can come celebrate with you all.
To the new backers, welcome and thank you! Please tell your friends.
Speakers of FIGS languages especially, try to get the word out to your
neighbors and gaming communities who share your language about the
stretch goal. If Cyan's games have impacted you personally and you'd like to
tell them, visit fan-run site www.thankyoucyan.com.

2206.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
my fav place to go when I want solitude is Er'cana. if I find one place like that
in the new game i'll be happy

2207.

MfGlisson about 17 hours ago
So we need 55K more for Rift support, but Cyan probably has 10k in Paypal
funds (they had 7k during the in game chat interview) which will go to stretch
goals. So we need 45K.
Close, but possible.

2208.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
tai i'll try to get to the cavern bu unless I use voice chat i'll be pretty quiet

2209.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Anyone who is planning to download MOUL and come to the cavern, please
see the Welcome post which includes some helpful information:
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

2210.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@cheryl: Great comments! Thanks!

2211.

cheryl blaser about 17 hours ago
There has never been any real magic or adventure since I lost track of my
linking book. I feel like I wandered around for a very long time and finally
found it. I'm afraid to hope that I might get to go home and I'm so ready. So
very, very ready. Good luck Cyan and please celebrate me home. Cher

2212.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
Dont forget we are not doing it only for us.....kickstarter is not a shop...its a
donation like platform....the rewards are gifts that Cyan is giving them to as a
"thank you" gift
Lets give localization to the world and of course Virtual Reality!!!!!!!!!!

2213.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… hit like
,go to event,
and invite ALL your friends!!!!

2214.

Lorna Hartman about 17 hours ago
Yeah, I wrote a thank-you on John's site almost as soon as it went up. Great
idea. I'll go over there and send him a message.

2215.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
$55,000 to go folks, hurry hurry, get you *stuff*

2216.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
so close to 1250 i am going to pledge 10 $ more now!!!!!!!! ( return from the
bank) :)

2217.

Mac_Fife about 17 hours ago
@Tai'lahr - But will he be "RAWA" or "Richard A. Watson"?

2218.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
@ NomadMolly if you cant come we all be there for you!! hold tight and enjoy
the music
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Athens 2004 whole stadium dance sirtaki
lets feel the rythm lets dance lets post lets spread the word!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2219.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Has everyone added a Tee Shirt, Really good idea, only $37.00 as an add
on. If your tier alredy gives you one, well then find something else that might
be nice.

2220.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Well, Mac, in this case, it will be RAWA representing Cyan regarding their
new game and I wouldn't expect Dr. Watson to know much about that... lol

2221.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
im not sure I will be able to do any of that. im having a hard time without the
right hand

2222.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Mark: Great meeting you, as well! See you in the backer forums!

2223.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
we will we need to work hard!! as only this community knows , with heart,
kindness and mind!!!!!
dont be afraid nothing can stop us do you hear DIANA??
update your pledge (if you want)dont be afraid fees or VAT, (nothing to afraid
really i am sure VAT is inclunding in the price , if any!!! )(shipping costs are
paid already, i am Europe) and all after 2 repeat 2 years!!!! celebrate do what
your heart wants this is a moment for a lifetime!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Athens 2004 whole stadium dance sirtaki!
enjoy and spread the word.............dont stop not now

2224.

Mac_Fife about 17 hours ago
RAWA coming to the Cavern is going to be just too early in the morning for
me (UK time). But anyway, I thought it was a matter of principle that "RAWA"
*never* appears in the Cavern, although "Dr Watson" might ?

2225.

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago
@mark, great to have you with us

2226.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Ok, thanks Mark

2227.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Horatio: Attic maybe?

2228.

Mark Scheiffley about 17 hours ago
Alright y'all. I can't participate in tonight's celebrations, but I will be thinking of
you all, and occasionally checking the funds on my mobile phone. This is my
first Kickstarter campaign, and I can't be happier. Thank you all so much for
helping make this game a reality! I look forward to the forums and myst online (and hopefully roadtrip mode, somehow), and mostly getting to know this
awesome community better.

2229.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 17 hours ago
Aww Tai. I wish I could come but at present I am in Tucson, AZ and without a
computer with Uru installed. My two lappies went out of commission and I
haven't gotten a new one yet. I'm using my phone here.

2230.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
Dang, well ok

2231.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Wonder if RAWA's mama is coming with RAWA tonight. Bet she'd draw as
many backers to the event as he would. : )

2232.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Wayne: Unfortunately, we don't *have* basements in Florida. :)

2233.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Horatio: You must have something of value down there

2234.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 17 hours ago
And I happen to live in Spokane Valley, so also supporting our local economy
:-)

2235.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Mac-Fife: lol

2236.

Horatio about 17 hours ago
@Wayne: Is that possible? /chinscratch

2237.

Wayne Schnitzer about 17 hours ago
@Mac_Fife: He's been out scouting banks to knock off

2238.

Nimutu about 17 hours ago
I back because i want Oculus Rift support, so i really hope we all gonna
make it happen

2239.

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago
Shorah Jubie! Hope to see you in the cavern tonight.

2240.

Dimitrios about 17 hours ago
time for the big guns, we need a high budget backer to give us the air we
need to keep the momentum to keep the rythm, to dance to scream to jump ,
take out the cards and hit , hit hard!!!!!!!!!!!! lets go to the last hours parties as
we know best!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
We are THE CYAN community!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! go!

2241.

Mac_Fife about 17 hours ago
Ah, Dimitrios is back - when you disappeared for a while I thought it must
have been a case of premature exclamation ;)

2242.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 17 hours ago
My first Uru name is Jubie72256

2243.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Yes Horatio, but have you sold Rand anything from your basement for big
money and donated it here

2244.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Hello Dimitrios

2245.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
OK, I've Facebooked, Tweeted, Listserv-d (yes they still have those),
emailed, and otherwise reached out to everyone I can. I've likely been
unfriended, unfollowed, sender-blocked, and otherwise ostracized by
numerous friends, family, and acquaintances.
I've done what I can with outreach on a personal level.
I trust everyone here has done the same. If not, you have 17 hours left! Get

to it!

2246.

Dimitrios about 18 hours ago
now hot!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! trending towards 2.997.347$ now hot!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
we are back we are running again fast we will exceed the speed limit!!!!!!!
lets go lets do for Cyan for All love you all ......we are coming hot we are
back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2247.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 18 hours ago
Heya Horatio, how goes it? I believe I was down in your area the other month
for a short time.

2248.

Dimitrios about 18 hours ago
UPDATE 26!!

2249.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
dang should've done that

2250.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Yes, we aren't making big leaps yet

2251.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@Molly: Did you ask your surgeon to pledge? Surely he can afford a $10K
slot..

2252.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
$3257 an hour is what Molly's surgeon charges

2253.

Joan Zalot about 18 hours ago
Ugh...we are just limping along here, aren't we.

2254.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
@Barbara: Hey, Jubie!

2255.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
Need $3257/hour to get the stretch goal.. come one people!

2256.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Hi Barbara

2257.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
who be Jubie?

2258.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
it is the left hand mousing that is driving me nuts

2259.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 18 hours ago
Ok, saw how that posted. I am Jubie722 and various other add ons or
variations to "Jubie" in the games.

2260.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
hehe barbara

2261.

Ekimmai about 18 hours ago
@Tai'lahr, a very long afternoon nap perhaps ;)

2262.

ReptilianSamurai about 18 hours ago
Today's pledge total has finally surpassed the average! But it's still the ninth
highest day (although that won't last long now).

2263.

Barbara J. Witkowski about 18 hours ago
Hello all. Hopefully your surgery was a fine success. I'll type left handed here
on my iPhone in your honor ;-). Yuo, it's fun. And good luck here in the final
hours.

2264.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
You can get it as an add on for $50.00, but for those in the $45.00 tier, you
could save $20.00 by upgrading to the "Gimme the Box" tier.

2265.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
You're lucky, Ekimmai. I'd rather get up early for the event than have to stay
up late. Or, I could go to bed really early and get up really early. ; )

2266.

Ekimmai about 18 hours ago
So RAWA will be in MOULa at 7am GMT?? Sounds like an early rise.....

2267.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
Obductees UNITE in the cavern TONIGHT. :D

2268.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Just wanted to mention as of right now only 4683 of the special boxed Edition
of Obduction will be given out

2269.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 18 hours ago
Just saw Update 26. I think it is going to be a crazy night. :)

2270.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
@Molly: WB...glad to hear all will be well soon.

2271.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
@Molly: glad you are back

2272.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Good then I can beat you when the numbers change....................HaHa

2273.

Ahenobarbus about 18 hours ago
1,7m is just too much, but luckily this campaign is a huge success
nonetheless :)

2274.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
57,000 more till $1.3 million

2275.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
boy having your right arm in a sling is a pain. i'm here but it takes me forever
to type

2276.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Sounds like we could be up all night

2277.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
OMG, Wayne, YES! I'm soooo excited, too.

2278.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
Great idea, Mark. I just sent John a get well message through the site.

2279.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Has everyone seen the new update?

2280.

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago
Welcome back, Molly!

2281.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Not sure. someone stopped by earlier and said there were
some complications, and that he had to go back to the hospital.
@Lorna: You could write your myst/riven/cyan story on
www.thankyoucyan.com. That is John's site. When you submit your story
there is a chance to send a private message to John. I'm sure he'd
appreciate your well wishes as well as your story. (Really this goes for
everybody :) )

2282.

Casey Boyd about 18 hours ago
I'm backing this game in the hopes that you add Oculus Rift support. Please
add VR support given how close you are to the stretch goal (if you don't
make it that is)!

2283.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Hello Molly, glad to see you

2284.

Wayne Schnitzer about 18 hours ago
Hello everyone, back from lunch *urp*

2285.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
oh yes how is john?

2286.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@Lorna. No, unfortunately I'm not. Just relaying an earlier update from our
other surgery patient (besides Molly).

2287.

Anarta about 18 hours ago
Good to hear everything went well Molly. You will be juggling again in no time
:)

2288.

Jenny Sue Hane about 18 hours ago
@Lorna I think the surgery was some kind of inner ear repair, which doesn't
sound too bad. However he didn't give any details on what the complications
were.

2289.

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago
@Mark Scheiffley, I hope it's nothing too horribly serious ... Are you in his
area and could convey our good wishes to him?

2290.

Jenny Sue Hane about 18 hours ago
Hi Molly! *waves enthusiastically*

2291.

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago
Glad you're OK @NomadMolly!!

2292.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@NomadMolly: Great news! Glad you are recovering! Unfortunately John
Cosgrove had some complications and had to go back to the hospital. Still
thinking about him.

2293.

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago
Thanks @Serge!

2294.

Nila Mu'Hari about 18 hours ago
Mac Headz! Try this for Moula: http://chris-weblog.com/myst-online-uru-liveagain-auf-mac-os-x-installieren/

2295.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
NomadMolly! Good to have you back, even if you "sound" a little funny ;-)

2296.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
nice to meet you serge

2297.

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago
hi everyone, i'm 1 hand typing...md says surgery is totally going to fix my right
hand. I might be playing guitar un abiut 2 weeks.

2298.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
@Serge: Welcome to the comments section, and thank you for upping your
pledge!

2299.

Serge "Arp2600" Leclercq about 18 hours ago
Hello. I'm a Myst player from Belgium, and I'm really glad to see that Cyan
has a new project. I already pledged something two weeks ago, and I have
upped a bit tonight to help getting the french localization :).

2300.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
@Michael Winter you have it straight! It is also OK for a $1 pledger to add
$50 for a box, but the $75 tier is the best way to get a box and download.

2301.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
I leave to do my do diligence - luncheoning, for the uninitiated - I come back,
and this thing still isn't streeeeeeeeeeetched to 1.3M?
I can't do this much longer people! *urp*

2302.

Mark Schuler about 18 hours ago
@Mark Scheiffley @Griffin Thanks for clarifying guys.

2303.

Michael Winter about 18 hours ago
So just to be clear, if you pledge at the $75 level you get the boxed version
and the digital version. If you want an additional boxed version, you need to
add $50.

2304.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@Griffen. Ah.. going back, I see that you are right. plus the extra boxed copy
is $50 not $75, so my fault..

2305.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
@Mark Scheiffley and the box add-on is $50, not $75

2306.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
@mark and mark Pretty sure Mark Schuler wanted the $75 tier, which not
only gets you the box and download, but all the digital goodies at the $45
level.

2307.

Mark Scheiffley about 18 hours ago
@Mark Schuler. You have to pledge at the $25 dollar level, and then add on
$75 for the box (Total of $100) to get both the digital download AND the box.
If you pledge $76 at the $1 pledge, YOU WILL NOT GET A DIGITAL COPY.

2308.

Nick Gordon about 18 hours ago
@Horatio, first time I try windows via bootcamp also.

2309.

Mark Schuler about 18 hours ago
@Griffin Awesome, thanks!

2310.

Griffin about 18 hours ago
@Mark yes, you get everything from the tiers below yours too.

2311.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
Back from lunch, BTW... *urp*

2312.

Horatio about 18 hours ago
@Nick @Adam: Oh, to be able to begin the URU journey as a newbie again!
Hope you enjoy it, Nick!

2313.

Nick Gordon about 18 hours ago
I hope I don't need five hours to look for the cavern, all I want to ask if they
can recommend a local wine to drink while playing obduction :-)

2314.

Mark Schuler about 18 hours ago
@Nila Do you (or does anyone) know if the $75 collector box level includes a
DIGITAL game copy IN ADDITION to the box copy? (Thinking about selling
the box copy (sealed) on ebay, but still want to keep a copy so I can actually
play the game! :) ).

2315.

Adam Cygman about 18 hours ago
@Nick Gordon: NEVER? You're in for a treat!! Biggest Myst-style game to
date. I'm jealous!

2316.

Nick Gordon about 18 hours ago
Never been in that URU enviorment. Installing URU now via bootcamp on a
mac. VMware didn't work.

2317.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
Bye Inga! Sleep well!

2318.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
just 59799 to go! Whohooooo..... Good night guys and see you in five hours
or so for the ones that will be awake then

2319.

Diocletian about 19 hours ago
I also agree that Cyan could offer us additional worlds via DLC later on, if
they do not raise enough to get that in the game initially. I would think most of
the fans would want that, especially if the game turns out to be as good as
we think it will.

2320.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 19 hours ago
night!

2321.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
could someone kick it up to 1,240,000 then I can go to bed ;)

2322.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 19 hours ago
Only 18 hours left to secure your own Obduction physical rewards! These are
kickstarter exclusive, folks! It's now or NEVER!

2323.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
I am pretty confident Cyan is able to implement DLC in a such a way that it
seems natural and does doe the story justice. Sure I would like the worlds
like right now but hey you can't have everything I guess

2324.

Travis Veazey about 19 hours ago
@Fuzzy Puffin We already know there's a "hub world", presumably the way
you get to all the other worlds. Depending on how that is, "discovering" an
additional world later on (i.e. DLC) might actually work very well into the
story. And in any case, if Cyan decides to go that route, I have complete faith
in them doing it well and consistently within the story line.

2325.

Eric Largé about 19 hours ago
@Fuzzy Puffin I dunno. I trust Cyan to implement a DLC creatively. They've
had a lot of experience rolling out episodic content with MOUL.

2326.

Adam Cygman about 19 hours ago
By the time Obduction comes out, the rift will probably be in it's 2nd or 3rd
generation!

2327.

Fuzzy Puffin about 19 hours ago
@Inga From a story standpoint, I'd say adding worlds as DLC is worse. Rift
support is just a feature.
But I'm biased, I don't plan on getting a Rift until the second generation,
probably.

2328.

Victoria G.P. about 19 hours ago
Still doing the "deliriously ecstatic dance" celebrating Cyan Team and
Obduction; so I just INCREASED my pledge!!! Come on fellow fans, add
whatever you can.

2329.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
@Ryan Burbank is practically next door to Hollywood anyway.

2330.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
Griffin--yep, in Burbank! I just figured saying "Hollywood" would sound more
exciting.

2331.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
MfGlisson, $100 gets you on the WB lot, where I'll show you around! (FYI, it
has to be a weekday, if that will work).

2332.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
@Ryan isn't Warner Brothers in Burbank? (I used to live in the San Fernando
Valley….)

2333.

MfGlisson about 19 hours ago
@Ryan: I am not in LA, but I am there semi-regularly for business.

2334.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
You know what, besides they paypal money, Cyan will have money coming in
from app and game sales. Maybe they could designate a time period where
all sales of Myst for iOS would go towards Obduction. I would absolutely buy
the app if my purchase went toward another world.

2335.

Eric Largé about 19 hours ago
I could see them adding a world as a DLC later on, perhaps based on sales
after the game launches.

2336.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
@Thijs the thing is building in Oculus Rift support later on will probably be a
problem. Extra worlds are easier to ad later on. As an extension pack or
whatever. Though I would love extra worlds too I get that they would want to
do Oculus suport first

2337.

Cheyenne Kelly about 19 hours ago
@Thijs, Localization WILL allow a lot more people to enjoy the game whether
or not they get Oculus Rift (Localization is a part of that first stretch goal)

2338.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
@Mark--Shush! I'm trying to raise money here!

2339.

Criswell The Psychic Weatherman about 19 hours ago
According to Fred Hicks of Evil Hat Productions, a KickStarter guru, know
that Amazon takes a 5% cut and so does KickStarter. So, 10% comes right
off the top, which explains why this was $1.1 mil and not $1 mil.

2340.

Adam Cygman about 19 hours ago
It just occurred to me that maybe people don't know what the Oculus Rift is
and why Obduction NEEDS to be Oculus Rift compatible! Check it out here!
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2341.

ReptilianSamurai about 19 hours ago
This game may be enough to convince me get an Oculus Rift, though.
Assuming it doesn't make me motion sick, which is likely, given that I get
motion sickness playing Minecraft and other first-person games already.

2342.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
@Thijs: Up your pledge now, and that world comes closer. ;)
And now, I really am off of here.

2343.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
@Eric it's OK, they did definitely say Paypal would be open for a while (didn't
say exactly how long, we are assuming at least a month). Don't go broke
over this…
@Ricardo it's great you're trying something new!
@Rick Warsecha oh well, my guess was close! Glad to meet you either
way. :-)

2344.

Mark Scheiffley about 19 hours ago
@Ryan.. you wouldn't give us a tour anyway? ;)

2345.

Thijs Kremers about 19 hours ago
Too bad the extra world isn't happening before Oculus Rift support. A lot
more people would be hoping on another world instead of support for
hardware most players don't even have. Would've upped my pledge then.

2346.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
@Russell: I think so as well. Cheers!
Not sure I'll make it to the party, not sure I could stay awake, but, I know it will
rock!
What a ride this has been.
So, for now,
cya!

2347.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
Another bribe here--Anybody who upgrades their pledge by at least $100 will
get a walking tour of the Warner Bros. Studio in Hollywood. I'll be your guide
(transportation not included).

2348.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
I've every confidence that we'll reach the first stretch goal.

2349.

Eric Largé about 19 hours ago
Well, I got paid last night, and ran the numbers on all my bills. To my great
dismay, I've discovered that I'm already a bit overextended. I suspected as
much, because I literally pledged the maximum I thought I could afford. I
really hope they keep Paypal open as an option after the Kickstarter closes,
so I can help eke this up over the 1.3M mark in a couple weeks. The
community is worldwide, and more people deserve to get it in their own
languages.

2350.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
I'll be back for the last couple of hours. :)

2351.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
@Nick inderdaad zo eh om twee uur ofzo :p (For the English speaking folks
here yes my alarmclock will be at 2 am)

2352.

Debra Johnson about 19 hours ago
The pace is picking up $3728 in the last hour! Come on Rift!!

2353.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
@Sean, I agree.

2354.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
I don't really mind how much it cost just so long as I get my Exclusive Box. I
would even walk to Spokane to get it if I had to.

2355.

Diana about 19 hours ago
I know @Russel

2356.

Anna Nefedova about 19 hours ago
I'm so glad to be part of this! Hope there won't be any problems with my
pledge, as I'm from Russia. Feeling a little overexcited :)

2357.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
I remember when we didn't have to pay VAT if we bought online.

2358.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 19 hours ago
And as the Boxed game is not going on sale and never was, surly it's value is
at most cost price.

2359.

Nick Gordon about 19 hours ago
@Inga, vannacht?

2360.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 19 hours ago
In the UK if the Duty to pay is less than £9 (at least was) you don't have to
pay it.

2361.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
@Diana, VAT depends on the value of the contents of the box, not the
pledge.

2362.

Ricardo Esteves about 19 hours ago
Hi Griffin! Although I've been playing videogames for more than 25 years
now, I never played the original Myst. I was more of a console player. I just
bought a pc recently, and I've been checking Kickstarter, and this game, for
me, has lots of personality and a great comunity, so I could not let this
chance go away :)

2363.

Diana about 19 hours ago
20% VAT!!! No, that is too much.So I am not upped my pledge to the 250 tier.

2364.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
@Russell Oh yeah, in Chile the threshold is $30, Customs doesn't look at
those packages.

2365.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
@Sean: I think you're right. What is being given are "gifts", a token of Cyan's
appreciation for, financial backing.

2366.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
@David, that sounds good. Maybe there's a threshold.

2367.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
@Marein thanks for the time :) seems like my alarmclock will be set at a
really weird time then

2368.

David Thery-Bulha about 19 hours ago
@Russell nope no gift, and for amounts up to 100$.
The only time I had to pay for something more it was through a private carrier
(TNT or FedEx)

2369.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
Welcome Ricardo! Out of curiosity, what led you to join our merry band?

2370.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 19 hours ago
Most things i have got from the USA never got customs charges, One had a
big charge sticker on but no one ever asked for the charges, and one parcel I
got charges about £12 customs £2 administration, and £10ish Handling
charge. It's a bit of luck at times if customs bother with your package. And a
say again so far there is no value on most of the rewards, we are giving
money to the company not buying, there gifts, and most are priceless are
they are not going on general sale?

2371.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
William, this KS will cost me $45. Lloyds wil convert that into £ and deduct
that from my account then charge me 2.99% of $45 (in £) for the privilege.

2372.

Ricardo Esteves about 19 hours ago
Backer 21 003rd :)

2373.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
If for instance, the value in USD is 50USD, the cost in Euroes should be ~
30EUR. The exchange at the bank of 2.9 should not apply as that is a service
fee for rendering the exchange. so 30EUR plus the Specifics of VAT, etc. Is
that not correct?

2374.

Bryan Powell about 19 hours ago
By the way, not that it matters, but we passed Massive Chalice on the list of
all-time KS successes.

2375.

narniaozmasar about 19 hours ago
21,000 backers!!!!

2376.

Sumatria about 19 hours ago
@Horatio it flipoed to 21000 and then minute later went back

2377.

Ryan S. Davis about 19 hours ago
Is anybody here in Los Angeles?

2378.

Mark Scheiffley about 19 hours ago
I hope we get to the 1.7, I'd love to see how they do the OR integration with
the Roadtrip person along for the ride..

2379.

Clark about 19 hours ago
21 again!!

2380.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
AHA! Thank you, number 21,000.

2381.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
Bye for now, Horatio :)

2382.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
What's an import and what's a gift? :)

2383.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
Ah! Finally! Later peeps!

2384.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
This thing just doesn't want me to eat!

2385.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
Someone backed out. :( Shaking fist at someone!

2386.

Jenny Sue Hane about 19 hours ago
Cyan employees in the Cavern? Wow! It's going to be like the old days that I
completely missed out on.
@Horatio it was 21,000 briefly and now it is 20,999 again. I think somebody
backed out.

2387.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
@David, if Gift was ticked on your package, that would explain why.

2388.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
I just bought things from USA and all I got was a few pence in bank charges.

2389.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
Me too Horatio.

2390.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
going to lunch, thank you Byan, you are doing the right thing

2391.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
Hey...it still shows 20,999 for me! What the nuts?

2392.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
@Wayne: Nice! And approximate another 1000-1200 backers and 1.3 is,
done!

2393.

David Thery-Bulha about 19 hours ago
@russel @Diana I guess it depends on a lot of things but I'm in France, I buy
a lot from US (2 months ago it was from Cyan) and I never paid VAT nor fees.
And currency conversion is almost nothing.

2394.

Sumatria about 19 hours ago
LUNCH!

2395.

Prof. David Rodgers about 19 hours ago
And that's 21K! :)

2396.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
21,000

2397.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
Thank you, new backers! :)

2398.

Bryan Powell about 19 hours ago
I'm going to move up $25 for each $25k we get up to the stretch goal. I know
most of you have given to your limit already, but for those of you like me who
still have a couple rounds in the chamber, now is the time to start firing! I
want to do 5 25s and end up on 125, an extra 5 over the tier to make it 5x5x5
in honor of Riven!

2399.

Marein Könings about 19 hours ago
Looks like an exciting day tomorrow! (the events start at 2am in my time
zone)

2400.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
Dimitrios, are you getting everything from a person as a gift?

2401.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
@ Russell please you are confusing people. I am from Greece and i always

paying only the shipping cost s (no internal shipping costs) that CYAN says (i
ordered a lot of things from USA and UK an FRANCE etc...
and the taxes if any will be around 5$ after 2 repeat 2
years!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2402.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
@ Russell, it's a good thing we have time to save up, talk about helping
enterprise, everyone wants their pound of flesh.

2403.

ReptilianSamurai about 19 hours ago
1 to go!

2404.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
1 more and I can lunch!

2405.

Rick Warzecha about 19 hours ago
@Griffin Actually he,s my son

2406.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
3 more. Starving!

2407.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
Diana, you will pay 20% VAT (or whatever Germany's is) + however many
Euros from customs to your door.

2408.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 19 hours ago
@Russell: Robbers!

2409.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
5. I'm hungry!

2410.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
/me starts to think "maybe i need to sell also my Myst collection!!!!!"
bye....for now .....
lets rock lets burn this place keep the momentum and help fellow backers
with their questions ..we dont have time.........:)

2411.

Diana about 19 hours ago
@Russell Deitch What does that mean to a backer from Germany? We have
to pay the double price for the game ... don't understand.

2412.

Griffin about 19 hours ago
Hi Rick! I'm gonna guess Ryan is your brother, he's been spending a lot of
time with us, which has been really awesome! it's great that you're here too,
it's getting to be quite the family party

2413.

Russell Deitch about 19 hours ago
Something else to be aware of is that most banks now charge a currency
conversion fee. For Lloyd's it's 2.99%.

2414.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
OK, Dimitrios

2415.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
6

2416.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 19 hours ago
Has anyone heard from NomadMolly yet?

2417.

The Scar BTC about 19 hours ago
Oops, error in my url...
Correction: http://bouyguestelecom.pogoplug.com/s/6D9_hYvUR0s/
:-p

2418.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
ok i am going out to beg for more money and make some phonecalls and
visits for Obduction
keep the momentum and always have in mind 'EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION
SPECIAL BOXED EDITION" and ART BOOK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! and add ons of
course!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
see you later hope trending higher!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2419.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
7 now

2420.

Inga Schut about 19 hours ago
ah seems like I am going to have some dinner and then catch a few hours
sleep. I can't afford to do another 13 hour night again so it seems. Could
anyone tell me what time gmt+1 the online party at cyan starts? My ill and
befudled mind can't seem to calculate :$

2421.

Wayne Schnitzer about 19 hours ago
8+ shift key = *

2422.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 19 hours ago
7

2423.

ReptilianSamurai about 19 hours ago
7 backers until 21k

2424.

Rick Warzecha about 20 hours ago
This is all very very cool..and exciting.. Thanks everyone for your pledges
and all the help.

2425.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
8

2426.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Russell: But considering the pound and the euro are both substantially
stronger than the dollar, hopefully in the end, there is balance and the final
cost will not be higher than what those on the states side, pay. Hopefully.

2427.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
* more to go for 21,000 backers

2428.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Horatio: What for lunch

2429.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Nila, you're awesome

2430.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
I need to go to lunch, but I'm waiting for 9 new backers. Help free me from
my monitor now!

2431.

MfGlisson about 20 hours ago
Do we know how much PayPal has been raised?

2432.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
Lets hope on international shipping the stated cost is low, after all its a
reward not a purchase (lives in my little deluded world of hope)

2433.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
Look at me: I'll NEVER sell my box... No matter what... See? ;)

2434.

The Scar BTC about 20 hours ago
Hello all!
I added a 3rd pic in my Obduction pics Cloud:
"http://bouyguestelecom.pogoplug.com/s/6D9_hYvUR0s/"; (just for fun). I
can't wait to get something like this in my letter-box... :-)

2435.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
9 to go

2436.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
Ten more new backers and I'll finally have my dinner. Come on, new backers!

2437.

Russell Deitch about 20 hours ago
There are three costs for an international backer - shipping, VAT and fees.
Shipping gets you as far as customs, VAT is based on the declared value of
the package (which is on the box) and fees are to your postal carrier
dependent on the weight of the package.

2438.

Griffin about 20 hours ago
If nobody else takes you up on that I will Ryan, but since I was probably
going to up later anyway, feel free to look around for someone who wasn't
planning to increase their pledge

2439.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Ryan, nice thing to do, you are the man

2440.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
No, I got you, Carol, just wanted to repeat yr words again! :)

2441.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
easy afternoon here... :P
i'm in w/ tea! :)

2442.

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago
Another desperate bribe here. I have a vintage Myst t-shirt. It's worn, but
clean. Size Men's XL. I'll mail it to anyone in the US if you up your pledge by
at least $50.

2443.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
No need Wayne, I'll go do one for the both of us. :)

2444.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Wayne I think I might join you.

2445.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Update 26 has me for sure, I'll be there

2446.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
WOW, big day ahead, maybe I should take a nap now

2447.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
Great update!

2448.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ I agree Nila, I just didn't word it very well, I could do with finger edit.

2449.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
Anyone still sitting on the fence not knowing if they should back Obduction, I
posted this a little earlier, hope it helps.
I was talking to Sean Concannon (The Oculus Rift Guy) on here earlier, hope
he won't mind if I quote him as saying :"If people thought Myst and Riven were amazing, wait until they play
Obduction on the consumer Oculus Rift. LOL, best experience anyone could
have in their lifetime and I'm not kidding".

2450.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
Update 26

2451.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
That's what I mean, Carol, those boxes ARE A DAMN GOOD INVESTMENT
for ALL backers, that don't want to keep theirs... ;)

2452.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Fantastic Sarah, smart smart, notice the smart has art in it

2453.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
I wish I had $10,000 just lying around. Seriously, that would be the memory
of a lifetime. *sigh*

2454.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Save $20

2455.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
@Sarah - way to go! You are now one of us! And all our names will be in the
Signature Backers section of the credits for all of history too!

2456.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
If you are in the $45 tier, it only will cost you $30 more, as opposed to $50 as
an add on

2457.

Lorna Hartman about 20 hours ago
Yeah @Sarah Jones, those hand twitches ... they can be rewarding though.

2458.

Sarah Jones about 20 hours ago
Poor Rand and team, they're going to get carpal tunnel syndrome signing all
those books and posters.

2459.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Sarah, fantastic and thank you so very much.

2460.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Right now it's around 4,500 to be given out

2461.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Nila, those boxes will be priceless, they will be owned by people who
wouldn't sell them to bail nan out of jail, so very, very rare.

2462.

Sarah Jones about 20 hours ago
AARGGHH! Couldn't stand it any more, hand clicked of it's own accord and
upped me to an Art Collector!

2463.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Dimirtrios: Now you're talking! No merci, rather coins, gold doubloons,
euros, those may serve yours and the cause better.

2464.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Less than 5,000 boxes will be given out, think of that fact

2465.

Nila Mu'Hari about 20 hours ago
to ALL the $25 and $45 backers (total of 15681 backers):
Even if you are not interested in the $75 tier, the
OLD_SCHOOL_Mega_Collectors_Item, the "Exclusive Obduction special
boxed edition"...
... Maybe consider to switch to that tier as an INVESTMENT! I'm pretty sure,
this one will go on ebay in 2015, like ... "Well, more wealth than you can
imagine!"
"I don't know, I can imagine quite a bit." :)

2466.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
Oh I see, I used to sell abroad on ebay and I always marked them as such, I
am not a business so maybe that's why. Thanks for that.

2467.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
hmmm true no need for a gun!!!!! (LOL) (i am not violent) the banks are
closed so i will figure something else to do.....maybe i will go to play guitar in
a popular street and beg for merci!!!
.i am going and going fast.... the clock is going down!!!!!!!!!!!!

2468.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
LOL! Poor Dimitrios. That is no way to keep the tenders warm. I think a
wrap/cloths, would be wise.

2469.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
/me hides his eyes on that note

2470.

Griffin about 20 hours ago
@Carol usually that has to be from an individual, not a company, I think, may
vary by country

2471.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
Dimitrios why don't you streak around town with a bucket.

2472.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Griffin, isn't there a loophole if the item is marked as a gift or am I wrong?

2473.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Dimitrios: What Ryan said, plus, we don't want
snoops/spooks/undercovers showing up at your door. :)

2474.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
People of Obductionville, hear me, the time is now, up that pledge or do an
add on

2475.

Griffin about 20 hours ago
@Diana During the Google Hangout they said they would do their best to
keep the taxes and customs low, for what that's worth. usually those things
are based on declared value and what kind of thing you are shipping, so the
declared value may be low (certainly lower than the tier level for the higherlevel items like the book)

2476.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
You missed an opportunity

2477.

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago
Dimitrios, cut it out with the robbery stuff. Gun violence is not funny.

2478.

Debra Johnson about 20 hours ago
Dimitrios you're cracking me up!!!! Uh, you are kidding right? Right???

2479.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
The Banks have closed for the day Dimitrios

2480.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Marcus: Correct. If you have selected the 25.00 tier level (radio button) but
have pledged 50.00 for the amount, you get two digital downloads. From
updates, Cyan stated they will send out a survey to gather details.
Marcus 8 minutes ago
"Do I understand the add-on system correctly: when I pledge $50 instead of
$25 on the "Gimme the Game" level I can get 2 game licenses?"

2481.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
now where is my gun...........................i need to go to the
bank...................................................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2482.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
It would be great to get another update from Cyan!

2483.

Chris Cockerton about 20 hours ago
This would be so cool with Oculus Rift. I'm in.

2484.

Mark Scheiffley about 20 hours ago
@Ryan check your inbox

2485.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
@ Diana 2 years later and after robbing more banks i will not really care!!!
Ryan said that they will help with the taxes....

2486.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
And almost 15,000 comments, we are all going to sleep well after this.

2487.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
It was $1202021

2488.

Lorna Hartman about 20 hours ago
We're almost at 21K backers now!

2489.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 20 hours ago
i saw 20202 backers

2490.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
typo...that wasn't it

2491.

Horatio about 20 hours ago
Did you guys see the $1020201 yesterday? I liked that one.

2492.

Marcus about 20 hours ago
Thanks guys for the replies.

2493.

Mark Scheiffley about 20 hours ago
I can see the note to the teller now: Give me all your money!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I
Need it for Obduction!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2494.

Diana about 20 hours ago
What about the national tax systems? Does anybody know, how much taxes
incurred? Especially the German taxes?

2495.

Mighty No. NaN about 20 hours ago
$65k to go to the next goal! :)

2496.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
Hooray to all of us upping to Art Collectors! More so than the art book, which
will be nice to get, I see it as in my small way being a patron of the arts. Myst
and Riven and the sequels have been a substantial influence in my life. For
all the years since the last game I've been wanting another imaginative
universe from the minds of Cyan. So I am happy to help them make that a
reality!

2497.

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago
Mark...I hadn't actually thought of that. :) Email me at
ryansdavis@yahoo.com if you're interested though!

2498.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Tom but I really hope @Dimitrios is not out, robbing a bank. ;) :D

2499.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
962 and 962 backers. Also a nice one.

2500.

Tom van der Spek about 20 hours ago
* DREAM MODUS ON *
Hi all backers! No worries! Both stretch goals are easily reached, because

Dimitrios will pledge half a million bucks during the last hour of the campaign!
* DREAM MODUS OFF *
Oh... sorry, it is $5.... never mind, welcome too! Ok, realistic now. Likely we
make it to the first $1,3M goal, and that is something we can all be proud of
too!

2501.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
Perhaps. some cancelled a pledge, or pledges to reenter at higher levels. Not
necessary to cancel before upping. Just change the amount and if desired or
appropriate, check the radio button next to the level corresponding.

2502.

Mark Scheiffley about 20 hours ago
@Ryan. How much?

2503.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 20 hours ago
Next goal:
7,654,321 :P

2504.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Amounts change if someone moves to another tier, then when they reach the
new tier the money gets put back

2505.

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago
OPEN OFFER: To anyone who upgrades to Double Disc tier but doesn't care
about Disc Golf--I will buy the disc from you! So you can use that sale to add
to your pledge, or to get credit for the Double Disc tier without paying full
price :)

2506.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
@ Marcus you first you pledge 25$ at tier reward (i am not sure that pledging
1$ will work) then add 25$ more but dont change the tier reward!!
That way you will have 2 games and your name in the backers section and
access to the after KS forums!!!
But to be honest choose 75$ tier and the 25$ (1box and 1digital! )

2507.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
Huh. That's odd.

2508.

Acorn about 20 hours ago
thanks, rarified!

2509.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
Agh we sprung a leak!!! Come back, please, it's worth it, Pleeeease...

2510.

David Brown about 20 hours ago
I upped to the double disk a couple of days ago so I fear I may be near my
limit. However, if things push on, I may consider a few extra dollars.

2511.

rarified about 20 hours ago
http://foundry.openuru.org/assets/PR/Ob1234567b.JPG

2512.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Marcus: they will send a request to you so you can choose where that
extra goes too

2513.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
Damn, it went down!

2514.

Cheyenne Kelly about 20 hours ago
@Marcus, here's the description of the Add-on process on the home page:
"Here’s how it works: Increase your pledge by the cost of the desired addon(s) without changing your selected reward tier. After the end of the
Kickstarter campaign, you’ll receive a survey where you can confirm which
add-on(s) you wanted. (Note that shipping is included in the amount of the
add-on.)"

2515.

Sarah Jones about 20 hours ago
Oh man, I got the screen shot of 1,234,567 just before it changed! Wait, it
went down?!?!?

2516.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 20 hours ago
Good job, Fien ^^ ((hugs))
I love those crazy numbers :)

2517.

Acorn about 20 hours ago
yay for the Art Collectors - I think that's where I'm heading too...

2518.

Marcus about 20 hours ago
Do I understand the add-on system correctly: when I pledge $50 instead of
$25 on the "Gimme the Game" level I can get 2 game licenses?

2519.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
1234567 Great!!! But lets not loiter, Up UP UP............Please

2520.

Diana about 20 hours ago
@William Of corpse! I am really into FIGS!

2521.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
@ Diana my god!!!!!!!!!!!! go for the book!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.amazon.com/From-Myst-Riven-CreationsInspirations/dp/078686365X
it will be like this ( i paid many years later first published 100euros) for that!
and i keep it hidden :)
And it was HUGE really!!!! not A4.....

2522.

Clark about 20 hours ago
Raised 1234567... nice!

2523.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
Rainer, I did. I'm going to up my pledge in the last hour anyway.

2524.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
How terric is that

2525.

Jeremiah Castro about 20 hours ago
1,234,567! can get to 2,345,678?

2526.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
Diana, you seem to be one who wants FIGS. The more you can back, the
closer FIGS is a reality.

2527.

Danny Roozen about 20 hours ago
Yeah, I got the screenshot, too. :) Refreshed after a 20 minute break just at
the right time.

2528.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
I have to say after speaking to a few people today that are using O Rift, I'm
really really interested in this

2529.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
1234,567

2530.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 20 hours ago
Who did pledge $67 to make this happen?

2531.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Got the screen shot, wow

2532.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 20 hours ago
1,234,567 lol

2533.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 20 hours ago
I upped to 1234567

2534.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
I do believe I am starting to feel a renewed glow coming off the engine of the
Myst rocket.

2535.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Justin, Wow I stand in awe, you will never regret it.

2536.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
1,234,500

2537.

Diana about 20 hours ago
Ok, I backed Revolution Software with a 250$ tier. I should do the same with
Cyan? A lot of money ...

2538.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Ok, go get it Justin

2539.

Justin Hallock about 20 hours ago
Well, after bumping up from $45 to $120 leading up to fully funded, I guess I'll
go ahead and go for $250 since I am planning on getting a Rift. I really want
to see what this game looks like using one.

2540.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@KCube, you did the right thing for yourself and this community

2541.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
Yay @KCube, feel good doesn't it.

2542.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
@ Kcube hope you enkoy the feeling making a gift to yourself that you
deserve it!!!

2543.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
This kind of reminds me of a scene out of Mary Poppins. On the one side is
the stern faced bank managers who want your pence. On the other, is Rift
and OR with already assured Obduction. The question is not, "To be, or not
to be" the question is. Stern dour faced bank managers, or, OR and FIGS!

2544.

Ryan S. Davis about 20 hours ago
What we really need is another article on some website--io9, topless robot,
anything.

2545.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Sean, great thing to do, smart thing to do, and we all love that you did it

2546.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
come on lets go rob the banks!!!!!!!!!!!
lets make this KS burning!!!!!!!!!!!!
lets do it lets wake up and spread the word everywhere!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
We are Back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2547.

KCube about 20 hours ago
Thanks everyone ..it feels great!

2548.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
KCube that is so awesome , I can't tell what a smart thing that was to do, I
know you will love that book foreever

2549.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Yes, here we go marching to $1.3 million together

2550.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 20 hours ago
I Upped to Art Collector, as has been said this is one opportunity, still can't
see anyway to reach Egg-sibitionist despite having loads of ideas how to use
it, what to put in it etc, Still might win the Euro lotto tonight, then I will get
Egg-sibitionist and Design at Cyan...and..

2551.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Wayne, well it was a bit dusty but I would rather put it in the hands of Cyan
than my Bank Manager.

2552.

KCube about 20 hours ago
@Reptilian, DONE IT!

2553.

Tony Iorfino about 20 hours ago
Woohoo, only $66K left.

2554.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Carol, anywhere you find it, counts...................HaHa

2555.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
With the exception that, Cyan is an extremely good investment! imho. ;)

2556.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
@Dimitrios - think of cracking the safe as another puzzle. ;-)

2557.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
darn i need to rob a bank !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2558.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
And this folks, believe it or not, is a fundamental lesson in how the stock and
future markets work! Come on bulls!

2559.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Wayne, had my hand down the sofa and under the bed, LOL

2560.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
@KCube - yes, let's all be art collectors together!

2561.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Carol, you so wonderful, wow, Love it

2562.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
slowing again towards 1.277.429$ :(
@ reptilian and Kcube go go go go
@ Kcube in Cyan community we are all friends!!!!!!!!! do the best present to
your self you will not regret it
I know that because i have this http://www.amazon.com/From-Myst-RivenCreations-Inspirations/dp/078686365X and it is huge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! really! and
amazing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2563.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger about 20 hours ago
Dana, have a break, take a breath outside, and think it over.
Nothing is more dangerous than making decisions while staring at a
computer screen.

2564.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
@ Pixelhunter, Thank you, me to just upped mine.

2565.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
OK, That is awesome Pixelhunter WOOT WOOT

2566.

KCube about 20 hours ago
@Reptilian, after having Wayne twisting my arm, Dimitrios remembering my
birthday and Talon edging up - ok and now Pixel going for it also, I am ready
to join you. Shall we?

2567.

Pixelhunter about 20 hours ago
Just upped my pledge to art collector level.

2568.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 20 hours ago
@ William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) LOL. . . .you could be right!

2569.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Reptilian Is being smart

2570.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
On the other hand Dana, I understand restricted dollars. :) I as well.

2571.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Pledge's are moving slowly, but I think we can get there

2572.

KCube about 20 hours ago
@Dana, if you thought of what to put in the egg then you are half way there.

2573.

ReptilianSamurai about 20 hours ago
Well, I've been good - I haven't been backing so many KickStarters lately. So
I'm upping to the art book. KCube, care to join me?

2574.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
@Dana: you know if you don't, that "precious" that "egg" sitting on that wall,
waiting for you to catch it, will be calling out to you from its yokey future.
"Dana, I was your preccciiioooouuusssss"

2575.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 20 hours ago
I was talking to Sean Concannon on here earlier, hope he won't mind if I
quote him as saying :"If people thought Myst and Riven were amazing, wait until they play
Obduction on the consumer Oculus Rift. LOL, best experience anyone could
have in their lifetime and I'm not kidding".

2576.

KCube about 20 hours ago
@Dimitrios thank uuuuu! That's sweet!

2577.

Sumatria about 20 hours ago
@joel there is a paypal button available and will continud to be available after
the kickstarter campaign is over. It will continue to be available for an
undisclosed amount of time following. Sorry I don't have a link to it right now.

2578.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@Dana: I know that will do it. You have too, it is calling you there

2579.

Cheyenne Kelly about 20 hours ago
just think of pledges toward the 1.3M goal as pledging toward a stronger
future for this company we love. Localization for a broader customer base,
and Oculus Rift because that is where the future of gaming is going! Better to
be on the front of that kind of wave. :)

2580.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
/me reaches out to twist KCube's arm

2581.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
KCube happy
birthday!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2582.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 20 hours ago
all the awesome physical rewards are kickstarter exclusive. no chance ever
again to obtain them, unless you like paying out your rear on ebay!

2583.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 20 hours ago
I know KCube. . . . the question is can I really afford it? We are retired. . .
.fixed income blah Blah. . .my one thing that I keep going to to try to convince
myself is that games are my only vice. . . .My hubby has several!! ;)

2584.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 20 hours ago
Added another 25. From where I am at, the art collector, to double disk or
above, IS, a peak to far. ;) This may be one of the extremely rarest of times I
allow a balance to remain on a credit card at the end of a month. As Wayne
stated. This only happens, now.

2585.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
@KCube: think it through, but don't make a mistake that you'll regret.

2586.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 20 hours ago
heheh* (hehe sounds so girly(no offense to females))

2587.

Rebecca Marks about 20 hours ago
I am SO MAD that I don't have the kind of money to up my pledge to Art
Collector! Just the /thought/ of that Art Book and poster makes me salivate.

2588.

Jenny Sue Hane about 20 hours ago
I feel like we're trying to fly by flapping our arms here. We need constructive
suggestions, and quickly. I can't do much because I'm at work ... planning a
last-minute DeviantArt post for tonight, not that I have any followers (sigh) but
it will be in the "new deviations" briefly.
All of you who speak FIGS languages, have you covered gaming forums that
operate in your native language?

2589.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 20 hours ago
@Griffin: hehe

2590.

Wayne Schnitzer about 20 hours ago
Yes, that would be a screenshot

2591.

KCube about 20 hours ago
@Dana if you can afford egg-sibionist do it! There is nothing that compares
with actually being in the game in some form or other.( guys you are really
not helping though :!)

2592.

Griffin about 21 hours ago
@Talon Heh, my spouse likes to say, "it's only money, they'll print more"

2593.

rarified about 21 hours ago
Closing in on another interesting number: 1,234,567

2594.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Hey, if that book is what you want, the time is now to get it

2595.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
For the book and the box no second chances.............. and to remind you
Rand says that if Obduction didnt catch the 1.1M it will be postpone! . I am
sure Cyan will do the same for the 1.3M Goal.
The KS paypal was only 7000$ !!!
The afterwards Paypal if any , it will be used only for the main game (my
opinion!! judging what Rand said for other products)
SO the only way to have Localization and Virual Reality is in KS. that's why
lets update our pledges in whatever amount anybody can give!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lets
do it
@ William +1000000000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2596.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 21 hours ago
the only use money has is to be spent!

2597.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Having a Poster signed by the whole team, OMG, what would that be like?

2598.

KCube about 21 hours ago
@Wayne, Talon, ahh you are making it difficult!

2599.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
KCube that's the way I feel about upping from Double disc to Eggsibitionist . . . .I Want that Egg but even after adding an extra Box and an
extra T-shirt it is a BIG jump up

2600.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 21 hours ago
you could even do it as a cold/calculated investment. this stuff is going to
worth mega bucks down the road

2601.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
The whole team will sign it

2602.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Don't forget, that Art Collector tier comes with a signed Poster too

2603.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 21 hours ago
I highly doubt anyone will regret upgrading to the Art Book tier. This thing is
going to be of jaw-droppingly beautiful quality.

2604.

KCube about 21 hours ago
I know! It would have been easier I think...else it is quite a jump for me.

2605.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Art Book is only available in the Art Collectors Tier, no add on is available for
it

2606.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Never have this opportunity again

2607.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
T-shirt , second Exclusive Special Edition box , and the BOOK oh my....i am
going to rob that bank!!!!!!!!!!

2608.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Kcube, don't be sorry later if you don't do it. Now's the time to get that book

2609.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 21 hours ago
HEY CYAN: quickly add a $600 tier that includes the hi-res Myst renderings!
DO IT DO IT DO IT

2610.

joel - the one and only about 21 hours ago
I think Cyan should make a PayPal Button even after funding is complete so
people who might have missed the campaign can still chip in on their
website...

2611.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ carol not you to wake up sorry:)

2612.

KCube about 21 hours ago
Well done Carol! I am considering moving to the the art of obduction book but
it is a difficult increase.

2613.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ Carol i upped 2 times today and i will give more!!!!!!!!
Yes we can do it just wake up!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! as William says we CAN do
it!!!!!!!!!!!!

2614.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Everyone should have a Tee Shirt, that the truth

2615.

Andrea Sterbini about 21 hours ago
I would love better to ve able to explore an added world than the oculus

support!

2616.

Cathy Hurley ~Fedora Femme Fatales~ about 21 hours ago
Hi guys! Final hours now. I'm optimistic we will make that first stretch goal.
Was really hoping for RoadTrip mode, but maybe there will be a nice influx of
PayPal funds. Less than 70K for stretch. I think we can do it!

2617.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: morning

2618.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 21 hours ago
Hi RAWA's mama. Glad to see you back here :)

2619.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ Dimitrios, I just upped my pledge.

2620.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
ok it seems that we are slowly we are going up again yupi!!!!
trending towards now 1.282.000$ come on lets make KS burn from our
flames lets get hot again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2621.

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 21 hours ago
I'm not as optimistic as I was before either. :(

2622.

William Satiated. Back to the stone. :) about 21 hours ago
Hello! Been reading! Nice Day! Nice progress! :)
I know, like I am, we are looking at the numbers, the 1.3 goal and some are
thinking, "From where I am at, to where that is, in the time that is left, that
peak seems to far." It is not.
This is not the time for us to loose courage. We still, today, in the almost full
day that is left, have a good chance of making the first goal. And, when the
clock does run out on this KS, this doesn't stop. It can't. The wave of
possibilities has crashed onto the shore of reality. Obduction, IS! If we cannot
fuel this rocket fully via KS, to hit 1.3 and 1.7, we'll move on to fuel it via
PayPal. Right? :)
In spite of the downers and naysayers, of whom there were not a few, and
the onlookers who watched and thought, of the "deluded, there are many,
Obduction will not happen," This community of Obductees, growing yet,
almost 21000 strong, has done an incredible work, proven them wrong!
Obduction, IS!
Like me you can see the high point on the day when we hit the 1.1 primary
goal and of course, see the strong numbers, yet slowing pace since. That just
tells me, this community already present, has given its all! more than its all,
tapped out, and then some! There is no loss in those numbers for anyone
here who has contributed any amount, or even if, today, we don't make the
1st stretch goal. We've still, won!
But to use a phrase that perhaps some may be familiar with and is true in
many if not all things in life, where an individual, has a hope, a dream, "We
call those things that be not, as though they are!" Cyan and over 20,000
backers had the hope and the dream, the hope, and believed that Obduction
could be sprouted. It has been! Obduction, for Cyan and for us, IS!
Cyan, I am sure knows, they have been given a gift of great esteem,
anticipation, even love from this community. And, again, over the naysayers
and the detractors, we win!
Soooo, look at where this started. Look at how far it has come. Look at what
has already been achieved! The next 1.3 stretch goal is not as far away as it
appears. The distance is an illusion.

I would really like for us to hit that 1.3 before the end of the day we have left.
I still believe, we can do it.
And this, will be the last wordy, verbose, possibly irritating to some, spew,
from this crodgity old gargoyle. Though, I am not big on personal promises.
*It would be most gratifying if you didn't cheer quite that loudly at my last
sentence.* :)

2623.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
@RAWA's mama: Janaba captured a PDF screenshot of the moment in chat
here when you were declared the 'Official Obduction Community
Ambassador' to Cyan. Salvo asked someone to screenshot it and she did.
See this post for more details: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

2624.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
How much would it cost you after this KS ends, who knows. The time to get it
is now, don't make a mistake and wait. Only available afterwards from
someone who was smart enough to buy it now, what would they take to give
it up? Who knows.

2625.

Paolo C. about 21 hours ago
Atm we need 3.5k/hour for the 1.3M
Not so optimistic

2626.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
good morning Rawa's mama!!!!

2627.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
Good Morning RAWAs mama!

2628.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ Dana and Wayne +10!!

2629.

RAWA's mama about 21 hours ago
Good Morning Everyone - We are off to do our weekly grocery
shopping(RAWA can't go today because he is going to be REALLY busy
today) !! Welcome to all our new backers since last night and THANK YOU
so much for your pledge. We have more work to do these last hours. Keep
positive -- WE CAN STILL DO THIS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Have a great day!

2630.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ Jennifer, it is on reddit thanks, I have tried every place I could think of.

2631.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ Reptilian Samurai
http://www.mystwiki.com/wiki/From_Myst_to_Riven:_The_Creations_and_Ins
pirations
http://www.amazon.com/From-Myst-Riven-CreationsInspirations/dp/078686365X

The "Art of Cyan" book is a digital book that includes things from Cyan's
previous projects. The "Art of Obduction" book is a physical book that will be
Obduction art.
i think it will be Hardcover too search the updates ...........

2632.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
My tier DOES give me a T-shirt and the box but I added and extra of each so
I can Keep one of each unused for my collection and use the other :D

2633.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
We all should have a Tee Shirt also. If your tier doesn't give you one, add it
on by increasing your amount under Mange your Pledge.dn't have to change
your tier to get a Tee Shirt

2634.

ReptilianSamurai about 21 hours ago
That is true that the art book will be quite a limited edition. Heck, it could be a
valuable collectors item in time, although I doubt I'd ever want to sell it!
I wish the soundtrack were an add-on, though. No way could I justify going
up to that tier!

2635.

KCube about 21 hours ago
sorry, or he!

2636.

KCube about 21 hours ago
@JennySH , thanks hope she is ok.

2637.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
some could add a second Box edition to their tier, but art book doesn't have
that option, so only those that go to that tier and above get the book

2638.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
@KCube She said she won't be here until evening (it was 3-5 PM, don't
remember what time zone).

2639.

Brian Thompson about 21 hours ago
Its all over the Oculus subreddit, not sure where else.

2640.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Have to say that the Art book would be a collectors item for sure, rare as it
gets in the world of gaming. Add the numbers up from Art Collector tier to the
top tier, and just get that book

2641.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
Cyan wrote: "Many of you have been asking how you can contribute a little
more without bumping up to the next reward tier. Adding as little or as much

as you want is easy! (If every backer added $1 more to their pledge, we’d
have almost $20,000 more to add to the production!)" So lets do it lets help
them make Obduction better and bigger!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lets help them RISE
again lets create a WAVE to wash all the difficulties towards future, for us and
OUR CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2642.

Jennifer about 21 hours ago
Has anyone advertised this on Reddit yet?

2643.

KCube about 21 hours ago
Has anyone heard from NomadMolly ? She had this hand operation today.

2644.

Dustin Ryman about 21 hours ago
We need to go hit up Palmer Luckey. He loves to support made for VR
games.

2645.

Ken about 21 hours ago
We've only gained 5,000 in the last 2 hours. We need to do better then that.

2646.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Long long way to go

2647.

ReptilianSamurai about 21 hours ago
I'm really considering bumping up to $250 - out of all the 60 (!!) projects I've
backed on KickStarter, this is probably the one I'm most excited about. Are
there any more details on the art book? What kind of quality, how many
pages, etc? I'm expecting a nice hard-bound lengthy book with beautiful
Obduction art in it.
I'm confident we'll hit the first stretch goal. My prediction is $1,350,000, and
another $50,000 from Paypal. It's rare for Paypal backers to be anywhere
near the amount backed on Kickstarter. Let's see where the next 20 hours
take us, though!

2648.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
right now, we $70,000

2649.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Adam: we will make the 1.3 but not the 1.7

2650.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Welcome ChocStar's brother-in-law

2651.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
hi ADAM we have to wake up! 1.3M is in danger!!!!!!!!!

2652.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
Yay, Hi ChocStar's Bro-in-law.

2653.

Adam Morgan about 21 hours ago
Predictions, everyone? I'm confident that we'll hit the first stretch goal at
1.3M, but I'd really love to get that extra world and road-trip mode.
My priorities may be skewed, however, given that I 1) speak English, and 2)
don't own an Oculus Rift.

2654.

ChocStar about 21 hours ago
My Bro-in-law just backed.

2655.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
according to my quick maths now we are going towards 1.279.000$!!!!!!!!
ALERT 1.3K is in danger WAKE UP and leave the parties :) for afterwards!!!
See here: https://www.youtube.com/watch… RAND it seems he agree!
CYAN needs us we have ALL to update our pledges by at least
10$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2656.

Bruce Osborne about 21 hours ago
I think @Ryan needs to rest up for the party.

2657.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
If nobody wants one of the $10,000 dollar pledges perhaps some kind soul
would like to buy it for me :)

2658.

Bruce Osborne about 21 hours ago
@Dana,
Somebody posted yesterday that the 48-hour email is for non-backers only.

2659.

Rasmus Jämting (PixelMage) about 21 hours ago
@Nick Ah, I should've known that you had backed this game. :P

2660.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
Welcome Henk, you have been Obducted

2661.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ Henk I will take a look at that, welcome and thank you.

2662.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
w00t! Welcome Henk!

2663.

Henk about 21 hours ago
To all of you: I just became a backer for Obduction ! Please join me in
backing The 7th Guest 3 as well !

2664.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman about 21 hours ago
I have the Campaign starred, and even though I am a backer I expected an
email. . .never got one. I would think many backer would want a reminder so
they could up a pledge if needed etc. . . . wonder why therre was no email?

2665.

Jason Andersen about 21 hours ago
@Reptilian: Yes, I was just looking at yesterday's total as well. I thought we
were trending towards at least getting close to the previous day, but it really
slowed down in the last half of the day. I thought the 48 hr email would give it
a big kick but that doesn't seem to be the case.
My only hope is that the paypal totals are enough to get us over 1.7m.

2666.

Russell Deitch about 21 hours ago
NPH distorted the last couple of days.

2667.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
With a cool name like ReptilianSamurai, how can we not hit all targets.

2668.

ReptilianSamurai about 21 hours ago
It's a little disappointing that totals yesterday were lower than those from the
prior two days. I was hoping that we had an escalating trend going - and
especially now with the final 48 hours emails going out. Here's hoping the
final day is a great one! I'm sure we can make 1.3. 1.7 would be incredible,
but that doesn't seem attainable.

2669.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
Where are you all you lovely backers, 20,880 people believe in Cyan, this is
going to be big so hop on board and drop in to say hi. Thank you to everyone
who already pledged.

2670.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
Hello all new backers! Please tell your friends!

2671.

Ainia DaFente about 21 hours ago
@Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) I assume you will be surviving on caffeine for
the next 24 hours or so... ;) It can do wonders with sleep deprivation (and
make you a real handful at home!!)

>>>>oo<<<<

2672.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Ryan, we love to make jokes here too, sorry

2673.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
I know, Ryan. That's why I felt bad about teasing you. (( huggs ))

2674.

Ainia DaFente about 21 hours ago
Today's reminder of tonight's 6-hour Obduction CELEBRATION party down in
the D'ni cavern, beginning 5:00 p.m. EST (2:00 p.m. PST, 10:00 p.m. GMT,
7:00 a.m. Saturday Tokyo time, 9:00 a.m. Saturday Aussie time)!! Details can
be viewed in this thread: http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…. :D :D
Additionally, there is a Skype chat planned for 13 hours after the start of the
D'ni cavern party, to be run by Ryan Warzecha to say a special thanks to all
donors! AAANND, there is a final countdown party to be thrown by Cyan on
Google+, during the last hour of the Kickstarter campaign. Details about
these two events can be found here: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php….
Come one, come all!! WOHBA!

2675.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 21 hours ago
I'm tired... :p

2676.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
:) My bad.

2677.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
@Carol, that was a note to myself. : )

2678.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
hahahahaha

2679.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr, not teasing, just imagine learning to speak D'ni, it would be
amazing.

2680.

rarified about 21 hours ago
@Tai' may find herself Obducted sooner than planned!

2681.

Dimitrios about 21 hours ago
@ Ryan what will be in the BOX?

2682.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Don't tease the Cyanists, Tai'. Just don't. : )

2683.

Wayne Schnitzer about 21 hours ago
@Tai'lahr: good one, Hahahaha

2684.

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago
If Obduction won't support English without us making the stretch goal and we
don't make it, I suppose I will just learn whatever language it's in.

2685.

Carol Woodward (Noelani) about 21 hours ago
@ Tai'lahr, now that would be a puzzle worth it's salt.

2686.

Diana about 21 hours ago
@Ryan Only subtitles?

2687.

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago
Wait, Ryan... we have to make the stretch goal to get English supported?
What language will Obduction be in? D'ni? ; )

2688.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 21 hours ago
English , French , Italian , German , Spanish... Will be supported in the 1.3
stretch goal .

2689.

Bruce Osborne about 22 hours ago
@DROPSY - I think it was implied that the localizations would be text
subtitles rather than new voice recordings.

2690.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
@ Wayne its the day that you are optimist and i am pessimist ! lol
No we have to wake up we cant wait for the big guns (high budget backers)
to help us ( i thank the high budgets backers that help in this campaign!!!
thank you thank you). We have to do it with the hardcore way!
Lets get to work lets spread the message that Cyan post in update 25 ! lets
make phone calls emails tweets ......lets help Europe to have
localization!!!!!!!!!!
@ Wayne the EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION will be
collectable for sure but also for our children and grandchildren ,Godsons
etc........and remember (i know that you know) you can always take a
SECOND, third etc (box, t-shirt,digital game) via add ons!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2691.

FR3D about 22 hours ago
@ DROPSY - no - for localization we need the 1.3 ...

2692.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Right now only 4,636 are going out with the end coming in 21 hours, seems
that we wouldn't go over 5,000

2693.

Joris Lapierre-Meilleur about 22 hours ago
Go up to 1.3!

2694.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 22 hours ago
Is German not one of the languages supported with the localization stretch
goal we hit?

2695.

FR3D about 22 hours ago
Yes it would be better to get the Rift compatibility just from the beginning. As
we know from Skyrim or Bioshock etc. there are always shader problems
with water, skym, shadows and so on ...
I'm in with 75$ and wish there will be a german localization and fully Rift
support !
and Omni, Stem ... too ...

2696.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 22 hours ago
@Russell... I agree, capping digital tiers at $45 cost us some boosts.

2697.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 22 hours ago
I'm planning on buying a Rift solely for this game (and Scale, since they just
hit their rift goal). This MUST happen!

2698.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
I would like to say that the boxed addition could be a collectors piece, less
than 5000 will be given out. So, just upgrade to boxed edition and be smart.

2699.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
@Leith: we will make the $1.3 million, I have a good feeling, we have a ways
to go, I know that, but somehow it will happen, still keeping my fingers
crossed though.

2700.

Adreitz about 22 hours ago
@Leith: I think that will be difficult to do and not have it suffer from DLC-itis;
that is, have it feel episodic and disconnected from the main story line. Cyan
will need to build it in from the beginning for it to be interconnected with the
rest of the game.

2701.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
Interesting to watch from the 5 minute mark. I hope we did well Rand. :)
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2702.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
just imagine if 15000 Backers (from 1,25,45) update their pledges not only
the 1.3M will be safe but we will catch the 1.7M come on i am going to
update again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2703.

Russell Deitch about 22 hours ago
It's probably too late for a mid-range all-digital tier. I think Cyan missed a trick
there (cf Dreamfall: Chapters, Torment: Tides of Numenera).

2704.

Leith Bade about 22 hours ago
Even if we don't make it to 1.3 (I hope we do) I imagine enterprising players
will figure out a mod for Occulus support, and translation files. Perhaps if the
game sells well they might add an extra world or two in DLC?

2705.

Nila Mu'Hari about 22 hours ago
Morning West Coast! :)

2706.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
yes me too. Always from 1200 GMT+2 until 1900 GMT+2 is slower but i think
that we have to wake up!!!!!!
Spread the word 21 h to go!!!!!!!!!!! for Virtual Reality and
Localization!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2707.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
EU is getting home from work now, I think that it could start moving the
counter up a bit

2708.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
hi Russell

2709.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Hi Russel, glad to see you

2710.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
ok, $47,000 now

2711.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
We need to wake up and start posting everywhere that 1.3M is in danger
now!!!!!!!!!!!!
We need to shout, to make phone calls ,emails, whatever we can to support
CYAN

2712.

Russell Deitch about 22 hours ago
Hello all. /me waves

2713.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
that would be like $48,000

2714.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
*1.275*

2715.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Would we feel safe leaving tonight at $1.75 million?

2716.

Joanna Robbins about 22 hours ago
hi @sean I tried the rift and yes it is very comfortable, light, the only issue i
had was if i moved forward quickly I felt as if I were falling backward. I wear
glasses and it was perfectly comfortable with them on, but i think (as I am
shortsighted) I could have used it without my glasses too as the lenses are
very close to your eyes. Re bulkyness, i've no doubt a consumer model will
be streamlined and wireless too. Especially by 2015 when Obduction is ready
to ship :)

2717.

Alahmnat about 22 hours ago
Look at all of that winter-time Spokane footage. Very snow, much cold. ;)

2718.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
what goal do we need to get, here in the USA, to bring it in to 1.3 million

2719.

Inga Schut about 22 hours ago
thanks for sharing those links Dimitrios :D They look sooooo young ;)

2720.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
We have to update our pledges and we have to start doing them now!!!!!!!!!!
Come on lets become hot!!!

2721.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
We have a slow boat this morning it seems

2722.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… also this shared by Cyan

2723.

Niki ES about 22 hours ago
haha well, I am flipping to this while at work...I have yet to be caught but
extreme measures calls for extreme typing which results in more typos than
I'd like...oh well! But, I try to include as many as I can cause we're all in this
together whoot!!

2724.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch… posted by CYAN!!!!!!

2725.

Sumatria about 22 hours ago
Morning Ryan

2726.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
Hey Niki, you just think of everyone don't you :D

2727.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
lol @ Niki

2728.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Hi Niki

2729.

Niki ES about 22 hours ago
I meant at @Ryan...but if there's a @Ryab out there, morning to you as
well! :)

2730.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) about 22 hours ago
Hey Ryan. What's the good word over at Cyan?

2731.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
@ Ryan goodmorning !

2732.

Niki ES about 22 hours ago
Morning @Ryab @Wayne @Lorna and everyone else as well!!

2733.

Dimitrios about 22 hours ago
@ Joshua first i am not a seller( i am in GREECE) , second i am not implying
that something super special will be in the box or worse to oblige them to do
anything more than they will do!
I feel that the opportunity for someone to have this special edition box is one
in a life time (and we have many new friends in Cyan Community) who will
regret not taking it now (15.000+ at this moment)
I am trying to help Cyan to make a better game and i am sure that they have
the costs well calculated!
Also i know Cyan by their Games ,books and i am trying to imagine what will
be inside!!
Finally as i said earlier we are trending lower than 1.3M so .......
WAKE UP people update your pledges the 1.3M goal is in DANGER

2734.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
@Jose Cheers, I hope to gat a chance to try them sometime. double as TV
sounds a bonus.

2735.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
@ Ryan: do we get those Tee Shirts after the KS is over and about how long
would it take

2736.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Sean I'm a glasses wearer and, yes, I do feel comfortable with the Rift on.
There is the whole motion sickness concern but a) that is down to the
individual and b) will supposedly be fixed in a future version (can't remember
the details).

2737.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
Morning Ryan, How's it going?

2738.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
RYAN, good morning

2739.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Hi to Lorna and Tai'lahr

2740.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
Morning/Afternoon Lorna, Chocstar

2741.

Ryan Warzecha (Cyantist) about 22 hours ago
Morning all

2742.

Michael Banks about 22 hours ago
note: anyone with the Rift Dev. Kit1. you can double the rez.. b placing a 3M
screen over the LCD. I tried this & it actually works very well... Zzzzzzzz

2743.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
@Michael @ Jose Thanks for the info, Proves you should not judge a Rift by
it's cover. So honestly, when you have them on, do you feel comfortable,
could you relax and play with them on (Myst I have always found a relaxed
gaming experience), and could you see yourself playing Obduction with them
(or Uru for example)

2744.

Tai'lahr about 22 hours ago
Good morning, Lorna!

2745.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Night Michael

2746.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
11:05 AM for me

2747.

Michael Banks about 22 hours ago
night ya all... ( 1am in Tokyo )

2748.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Doing good here, Sean

2749.

ChocStar about 22 hours ago
Afternoon all....

2750.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
Morning Wayne (afternoon) How are you!

2751.

Jose Cardoso about 22 hours ago
@Sean It really isn't that bad. It actually looks a lot heavier and
uncomfortable than it really is. We have the 1st gen dev version here in the
office and whilst the resolution isn't that great, the potential is. Most of the
early problems are supposedly fixed in the 2nd gen dev version so I hold out
a lot of hope for the consumer release.

2752.

Michael Banks about 22 hours ago
I have the Rift.. it feels very comfortable on ( even with glasses) It laight
weight & well balanced.. just like wearing a pair of ski goggles. As the Rift
develops it will only get lighter. This first dev. Kit looks more like a black brick
but it is light. The next version will most probably be wireless.

2753.

Wayne Schnitzer about 22 hours ago
Good Morning everyone

2754.

Lorna Hartman about 22 hours ago
Good morning all! Stopping in on my way to everything today. We need a
red-letter day today--better than yesterday--and I will keep posting all over
today. We gotta have that stretch goal!! I know Paypal will be open but was
hoping we could save that for the next stretch goal. Streeeeetch ...
Morning link post for our PR ideas and stuff we've created for it:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

2755.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
@Jose Yes the rift does sound as if it will be really good, but from what i've
seen if it so far, it looks as if you have been fitted with a StarTrek Borg
Implant, or are going deep sea diving. Does not look that comfortable either.
Bet never even seen one in the flesh so have no idea, and should never
judge a rift by its cover.

2756.

Joshua Sauer about 22 hours ago
@Dimitrios- I think you might be overselling the boxed version a bit. I think,
given that their goal is to entice people to pledge more, that if there had been
anything super special planned for the boxed version, Cyan would have
mentioned that by now. I'm not sure you are doing them any favors by
implying that it will include anything other than just the game in a box.

2757.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
@ Hernan lol I really can't remember what my first one was. I just remember
the Awe of how much we could get on a CD! Like never be able fill that up,
and wow you can fit a whole encyclopaedia on one! WOW

2758.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 22 hours ago
@Horatio ROFL could you imaging the neck muscles you would have at the
end of a month!

2759.

Jose Cardoso about 23 hours ago
@Sean Last headset I tried was Sony's overly expensive OLED headset. It
was okay but nothing amazing. If what I hear about the higher quality Rift dev
version is true, it sounds very promising. A 4K version would likely exceed my
expectations. :)

2760.

Hernan Stamati about 23 hours ago
@Sean 500M I wish! It was more like 80MB for me...

2761.

Erick Brown about 23 hours ago
I need my Oculus Rift support!

2762.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 23 hours ago
@Hernan lol, 1x CD those were the days! and a 500M hard drive (or less)

2763.

Horatio about 23 hours ago
@Sean: I guess it's good they're not CRTs...

2764.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 23 hours ago
@Jose, Well never thought of that, Keep looking at the TV Glasses you can
get now, but don't know i could feel comfortable sitting with a pair a TVs
strapped to my head?

2765.

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago
We are a little low people wake up!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
we need all to update out pledges cause there is a chance not to catch the
1.300.000$ at this point!!
see for yourself:
http://imageshack.us/a/img585/8387/d9ww.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img443/3717/8fz6.png
http://imageshack.us/a/img703/7841/xji4.png
Lets do it lets secure our GOAL,lets help CYAN to make a better Game!!!!
PS: I wonder what will have inside this Mysterious EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION
SPECIAL BOXED EDITION?

2766.

Hernan Stamati about 23 hours ago
@Sean Yeah I build a "Frankenstein PC" with parts from 3 PCs (mine, a
friend's and a cousin's). I supplied the (magazine-loading!) 1x CD-ROM :)

2767.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 23 hours ago
@Hernan I did a mini back, kind of maxed out on obduction. I have fond
memory of 7th Guest it was my first CD game (on a CD-i) (was not so keen
on 11th Hour, the object search drove me mad) hope to increase towards the
end

2768.

Sumatria about 23 hours ago
Cyan is having a "Obduction Kickstarter Countdown Party With The Team"
event on Google+ starting at 10pm (Pacific Time) till 6am (Pacific Time)
#ObductionParty

2769.

Brad'li / Adeon Writer about 23 hours ago
While there are a lot of shooters in development for the Oculus Rift, Oculus
themselves have once said that they think a slow-pased, immersive,
exploration-style game would be best suited for VR, and thus for the Rift. I
wonder: Do they know about Obduction?

2770.

Jose Cardoso about 23 hours ago
@Sean Keep in mind the Rift's uses extend beyond gaming. Personal 1080p
screen, etc. Plenty of times I've wanted my own personal screen while the
wife is watching something else on the TV. :)

2771.

Sean Reynolds (EyeDE) about 23 hours ago
@ Michael I saw the Rift and the Omni on the Gadget Show this week (UK
Ch5) it was actually the first i'd seen of the rift since I saw it as part of
Obduction. I think it would be awesome combination and a great way to play
the game, I also imagined Uru, that would have been awesome. I do have to
say with both, as good as they are I can never see me getting either,
especially not the Omni, I'd have to build a 'Games' room never mind
treadmill itself. Although I play VERY few games so my opinion is somewhat
jaded.

2772.

Kyle Jedrusiak about 23 hours ago
Would prefer Road Trip Mode more...but glad the base level was reached.

2773.

Hernan Stamati about 23 hours ago
I just backed the 7th Guest 3... man their trend is underfunded... please help
them if you like puzzle games!

2774.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 23 hours ago
@Michale Banks I love that idea. I'd actually get some physical exercise
while exploring amazing virtual places!

2775.

Michael Banks about 23 hours ago
@ Brian: good idea to hit up Pewdiepie.... but how to get his attention ???

2776.

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago
Pledge up too, 10$ !!!!!!

2777.

Michael Banks about 23 hours ago
I feel the Obduction experience would be awesome actually walking in the
world. The Virtuix Omni is an omni directional treadmill with no moving
parts... & its affordable for the average gamer.
Imagine physically strolling around, even running, crouching down etc... ingame. Reach out & physically turn the parts of a puzzle.. move around it to
get a better perspective.. lean in to scrutinize cogs, symbols etc... all this is
possible now... all we ask is Obduction developers take this into account as
they design the game.

2778.

Dimitrios about 23 hours ago
hehe its starting lets go!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2779.

Jenny Sue Hane about 23 hours ago
Pledge upped by $5, because I love you.

2780.

☜☆RSF☆☞ Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s about 23 hours
ago
Upgraded my pledge - let's make sure we get the stretch goal and then
some!! ;)

2781.

Brian Thompson about 23 hours ago
He also does youtube videos with the Rift

2782.

Brian Thompson about 23 hours ago
Someone should tweet @pewdiepie, he's a gamer with 1.7 million followers

2783.

Nila Mu'Hari about 23 hours ago
So just right for us here! :)

2784.

Jenny Sue Hane about 23 hours ago
I told my Facebook friends that I was sharing for the last time a few days ago,
but that doesn't mean I can't prod Google+ again. I wish I had invested in a
blog and Twitter so I could influence people that way. Ah, well. I guess I'll
have to save that for the next time.

2785.

Michael Banks 1 day ago
@ Nila : The 4K ver. will prob. hit the streets in 2015 ( that'll be the 2nd

consumer version )

2786.

Brian Thompson 1 day ago
Maybe a few years Nila

2787.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
Morning Jenny!

2788.

Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago
Good morning all! Shout out to NomadMolly and John Cosgrove, I hope you
are doing well at the hospital.
In spite of being befuddled by this Kickstarter, I managed to almost close out
a work project this week ... part of a memory system that I have been working
on since the beginning of the year. The code just has to go through the
release process and then it's done. So it's success for Cyan and me this
week and I am ready to party for serious!! Worked some extra time yesterday
so I can come home an hour early. Let's make that stretch goal! Whoop
whoop!

2789.

Kerryth 1 day ago
@Tai'lahr. I know you do. :)

2790.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) 1 day ago
@Tai Just saw your post. Too cool! RAWA's mama will be immortalized
forever :)

2791.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
What about this 4K Rift proto Type?

2792.

Michael Banks 1 day ago
@ Brian : June - July 2014 = consumer version release. Palmer Lucky
(creator of O.R) has already hinted this many a time.... & is now showing
signs of Dev. Kit 2 release end of this year maybe Jan-Feb at the latest. O.R
are pushing the get the Rift out before Sony hits the streets.

2793.

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago
Excellent pledging overnight, everyone! We HAVE to reach this rift stretch!!

2794.

Horatio 1 day ago
Morning. Awaiting the intensity...

2795.

Brian Thompson 1 day ago
I with you! Getting my Rift wednesday haha but I'm just not as optimistic
about Kit 2:)

2796.

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago
@Ryan S - just read your comment about Rand's conversation with
supporters. I'm on a borrowed computer & can't do Skype sp a recording of
some kind would be much appreciated. This has been a whirlwind of fun and
drama - glad I was here for yet another wonderful experience with Cyan.

2797.

Michael Banks 1 day ago
I'm a game developer that uses an O.R daily.. I am developing a teraforming
game.
The Rift is so damn cool but this first dev. kit really sux in terms of resolution..
incredibly grainy.. you notice the pixels "Fly screen effect" is obvious.. but get
over that & it is all about the immersive 90 degree FOV + head tracking.
apart from that the rez truly sux... I'd definitely hold off a few weeks till Dev.
Kit 2 is released.

2798.

Niki ES 1 day ago
@Mark Same goes back to you :)!

2799.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
@Niki. thanks!

2800.

Niki ES 1 day ago
Payday! Time to add an extra copy for my dad.

2801.

Brian Thompson 1 day ago
@Michael I highly doubt DK2 will release before 2nd quarter next year

2802.

Michael Banks 1 day ago
@ Scott Benton
I would hold of on purchasing an Oculus Rift dev. Kit .... as the next dev. kit is
due for release any week now.... much higher rez. & added positional
tracking

2803.

Stanislav Korotygin 1 day ago
Just added $35!! All, let's make it!!! The SECOND stretch goal! TOGETHER!
Small step for us, giant step for Cyan!!! :)

2804.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
They probably shouldn't have mentioned D'ni. Now, some fan(s) is going to
be pestering RAWA for help in translating Obduction to D'ni. ;p

2805.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
And the "we"s in there was from Cyan's update.. I am an no way (other than
backing this KS) associated with Cyan.. not that I wouldn't love to be.. you
guys need any DBAs? ;)

2806.

Michael Banks 1 day ago
By the time Obduction is released ( in Oct. 2015 ) The Oculus Rift will most
probably be into Version 2. The rez will be so good Obduction will shine....
The next big question is will Obduction work with in conjunction with the
Sixense Stem system that allows for hand & body animation while in V.R
Sixense just recently smashed their K.S campaign...
I can envisage a deep emmersive gaming experience utilizing the following
1. Oculus Rift
2 . Virtuix Omni
3 . Sixense Stem system.
& the cool thing is.... they're all recent K.S campaigns. ( The planets have
truly aligned ;)

2807.

Chris Bobb 1 day ago
Ahhhh, that makes sense now :)

2808.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
@Chris.. more info from Update #2: We will support the EFIGS languages
(English, French, Italian, German, Spanish), adding French, Italian, German,
and Spanish language support once this goal is met. However, we don't want
to end the localization support that simply. We will be creating the localization
for this game (via subtitles) as open sourced localization files. So
localizations for other languages can be created by fans from around the
multiverse. Players will be able to download a localization file, drop it into a
folder, and play Obduction with subtitles in the language of their choice. This
will mean that Obduction could potentially be translated into any language:
Japanese, Portuguese, Cherokee, D'ni, Elvish, Klingon...

2809.

Scott Benton 1 day ago
Just about to get an Oculus Rift dev kit. Really hoping this reaches that
support level.

2810.

Niki ES 1 day ago
I have been sharing everything as much as I can, but am still bummed I
never found time to write an article. It has just been the busiest week ever for
my job. I am hoping to write an article after the Kickstarter, and direct people
toward Paypal. Hopefully that'll aim us toward reaching more stretch goals in
the future!

2811.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Rebekah +10
i told you guys payday lol!!
lets rock!

2812.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
@chris. Alternate (other than English) language support

2813.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
Good morning, Salvo! Did you see Janaba's post about getting the screen
capture you requested of RAWA's mama being declared the 'Official

Obduction Community Ambassador' to Cyan?
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

2814.

Rebekah Rodgers 1 day ago
Payday. Finally I have the spare $$ to back this project! Been waiting 3 days
to do that. :P

2815.

Chris Bobb 1 day ago
With the OR stretch goal...what does localization mean?

2816.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
Wave at Kerryth. (You know that if there's ever an old link you need, I
probably have it; just ask.)

2817.

Salvo Ludus (JayGee) 1 day ago
Good morning everyone. Much love to John and Molly.

2818.

Kerryth 1 day ago
Thank you for posting the link to the video, Tai. It has been a long time since
I've seen it, and all those links have been wiped from my work computer. It
still brings a lump to my throat and a tear to my eye. And thank you to
everyone who did not give up.

2819.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
Now my updated maths!
We are heading towards 1.291.627$ and 21.961 Backers!
Have in mind:
1. the very very last push from many already Backers
2. the push when many backers will realize that they should take the
EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION :)
3. the BIG number at the left are 110 Backers short and 59$ (average) x
110B = 6490$ more which i didn't use at my calculation!!!!
4. New Salary at 15th
5. the PayPal donation which Cyan will use them for Stretch Goal (at the very
end of KS, maybe we will not see them and probably there are not so much
last time before 1-2 weeks were 7000$ so maybe now....) !
6. The BIG guns (850,4500,10000$) who now they will appear, i am sure!!
cause now the product is funded!!
7. the ADD ons are extremely low, only 54.000$ ( 4% !!!!!!!!!!!!!) that
means ...prepare yourself!!!!!!
8. if many backers like me update their pledge for last minutes add ons or
just give a little help then.....hehe there will be an explosion!!!
Just imagine 10.000-15.000B x 10$-50$ =100.000...150.000-....500.000...750.000$
Now add it to 1.291.627 + 100.000$ or 750.000$ = 1.391.627$ 2.041.000$!!!!!!!!!!!
i hope Cyan has prepared next Stretch Goal!!!!!!!!!!!!
BUT WE NEED TO PUSH !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! we dont want to have an
unpleasant surprise!
And dont forget Cyan wrote:
"Many of you have been asking how you can contribute a little more without
bumping up to the next reward tier. Adding as little or as much as you want is
easy! (If every backer added $1 more to their pledge, we’d have almost
$20,000 more to add to the production!)"
So lets do it lets help them make Obduction better and bigger!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
lets help them RISE again
lets create a WAVE to wash all the difficulties towards future, for us and OUR
CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
VIRTUAL REALITY we are coming and we are coming fast very
fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2820.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
Sending light and love to John Cosgrove. And, to Molly for her surgery today.
(( huggs )) to both.

2821.

Martin Smith 1 day ago
As someone who owns the developer version of the Occulus Rift I can
honestly say that when the consumer HD version comes out exploring
Obduction with it will be an awesome and immersive experience and you will
almost believe you're really there in Cyan's world.
The Occulus Rift and Localization stretch goal is definitely worth striving for
and I do hope we reach that target. Of course I would love to also reach the
Roadtrip goal as well :)

2822.

Debra Johnson 1 day ago
Griffin - I've been meaning to say a large THANK YOU to John for the
excellent work he has done on the site. I'll be praying for a speedy recovery!
Get well soon John and THANKS!

2823.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
I love reading the fan thank you notes to Cyan about how people were
affected by their games, but my favorites are the ones about "I grew up to..."
because of Myst. : )

2824.

Griffin 1 day ago
Poor John Cosgrove had to go back to the hospital due to surgery
complications; and I know that more thank you notes for Cyan at his site
would make him feel much better when he gets back home!

2825.

Debra Johnson 1 day ago
Welcome John! Thanks for backing and thanks for the recommendation - I'll
check Cloudhead Games out.

2826.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman 1 day ago
I also agree that although OR and Localization, most likely won't be
something I personally will benefit from, I DO want to see them happen for
those that want/need them. . . I'd love to see the second stretch goal for me
but I will enjoy the game either way! :D

2827.

Cerity "Legendary Bottlejak" Silverhawk 1 day ago
http://thankyoucyan.com Last 24 hours :D go go go

2828.

Dana "Mystdee" Brightman 1 day ago
@Tai, I always get teary eyed when I watch that video it was and is perfect!
Would be fun to add some Obduction footage at the end :)

2829.

John Smith 1 day ago
A big shout out and thank you to Cloudhead Games for their project "update"
which was purely about this kickstarter campaign. I would have missed this
funding had I not received their update email.

Not trying to steal CYAN's thunder, but if you're interested in MYST style
exploration games, check out cloudheads project website at
https://www.thegallerygame.com/ They are still trying to raise funds on their
main site to further their project.
Also, check out this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch…

2830.

Leith Bade 1 day ago
@Mark the beta/developer version is $300, and is a limited run, so I expect
the consumer version to be cheaper.

2831.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
does anyone have an idea what the OR retail price is likely to be?

2832.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
Just left my contribution in http://thankyoucyan.com/ =D...

2833.

Leith Bade 1 day ago
Yay looks like we will make it to Occulus Rift support.
I am definitely buying an Occulus when the HD version comes out!

2834.

Luis Zapata 1 day ago
Yes.. for the Rift!
I've tried to imagine myself inside of many Cyan dreamscapes. Now is the
moment... well, not now, on Oct '15

2835.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
There's a video I've been wanting to share here. Many of you from Uru have
probably already seen it. I thought if we got near the end without making the
base goal, I'd post the link. But, I think it still applies since we're so anxious to
make the stretch goals. Created by Marten as a message to Cyan when
MOUL closed. Don't Give Up: http://tgtmarten.dyndns.org/Uru/dgu.html

2836.

RaPhil/Jandai 1 day ago
@ Tai'lahr - I completely agree. :-). Have we reached that point where people
can't remove their pledges yet?

2837.

Penny 1 day ago
Thanks adixor! Welcome to all the newest Obductees! :)

2838.

John Smith 1 day ago
Tai'lahr -While I AM interested in Oculus rift support as I intend to purchase
one come commercial release, I agree that this will help to expand the
audience. I believe that VR can bring about something of a renaissance in
adventure gaming, because the immersion factor of VR lends itself to
methodical and thoughtful game style.

2839.

Penny 1 day ago
Whoohoo! Last 24 hours.We can make it!!!

2840.

Debra Johnson 1 day ago
Morning Nichelle - Morning Dimitrios - Welcome and THANKS adixor!!!
Morning ALL! And what a lovely day it is.

2841.

Chris Bobb 1 day ago
Morning Nichelle!

2842.

Nichelle Hammer 1 day ago
Good morning everyone!

2843.

adixor 1 day ago
+10E without any reward requested, just cause they deserve it :)

2844.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Tai'lahr i did nt thought like this....wow you are right!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
LETS ROCK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2845.

Griffin 1 day ago
Right on Tai'lahr, more fans for the future!

2846.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
Personally, I have no use for either localization or Oculus Rift, but I really,
really want to see this stretch goal happen because I believe both will
increase the audience/market for the game. Cyan needs this and Cyan
deserves this opportunity.

2847.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
ladies and gentlemen!
THE FINAL 24h COUNTDOWN STARTS (((NOW))) !!!! RIFT + WORLDS
HERE WE COME !!!!

2848.

Brad'li / Adeon Writer 1 day ago
Dawn of the Final Day ~ 24 Hours Remain

2849.

Emanuel Blume 1 day ago
"Obduktion" is swedish for "autopsy". I got a little confused when I first heard
that the new game was called Obduction.

2850.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
snds awesome, griffin! i've just started here at KS.

2851.

Griffin 1 day ago
@Nila the Homestuck kickstarter used to have rap battles and people
organizing fan art in the comments, pretty fun crowd, and they have over
40,000 comments now. There was an ARG too.

2852.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
T -6! (w/ Myst snd-track playing)

2853.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
thx @Jito463! Cool!

2854.

Jito463 - WoOS 1 day ago
@Nila
There was a KS with close to 10x this number of comments. Divinity: Original
Sin has over 68k (and still counting, even though the KS has been over for

months). There are plenty of examples of chatty KS's. :)

2855.

Inga Schut 1 day ago
spammed my facebook friends again... poor guys ;) And will hear later this
they if I can up my own pledge :D

2856.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
The pebble e-paper watch has over 15K comments.

2857.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 1 day ago
nearly at 1,222,222 ^^
8 Dollars, anyone?

2858.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
:) @Rainer - thanks!

2859.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 1 day ago
Dreamfall Chapters has 32,790

2860.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
T -30!

2861.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
was there EVER a KS w/ more comments? :)

2862.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! Last Chance! i
wonder what will be inside.......Mystery???????!"
https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/ go to the event and
invite all your friends!!!!
and prepare yourselfs..................................

2863.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
New York is on! Chicago is almost on! Denver is on it's way! L.A. still sleeping
a bit...
That last 24 hour count down starts in 36 minutes!!!

2864.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
sit tight fasten your seatbelts we will take off fast very fast............. the final
UPDATES to OUR pledges will blow the KS down.......NOW its OUR

time !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CYAN is BACK and WE ARE BACK AS WELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2865.

Lionel Pacheco 1 day ago
Come on let's push for Oculus Rift support!

2866.

Mighty No. NaN 1 day ago
Oh man, we're in the final 24 hour run! This is it! XD

2867.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
Right, you've got to choose the $25 tier or higher to get access to the special
forum.

2868.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Mark +1 i agree thats why i will take first the tier (which one i dont know
yet) 75-12-250...425? and then more BOXes for friends and kids of family, i
already started the telephones!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (they dont have all internet lol)

2869.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
@Dimitrios. Not that having access to the KS Forums after the funding period
is over is as awesome as having the SPECIAL EDITION BOX ($75), but I do
think that if you donated $76 ($1 pledge + $75 add-on), then you wouldn't get

access to the forums....

2870.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cyan-Inc/9225241363 hit like!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2871.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
11100! B 25$!!!!!!!!!! wow hey go for the SPECIAL EDITION BOX (75$) one in
a lifetime!!!!!!

2872.

Inga Schut 1 day ago
@Marein Should be all the other kickstarters I've supported still have that
possibility

2873.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
Or rather, pledged at a tier above the $1 tier..... $25 or above I guess.

2874.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch…
https://www.youtube.com/watch… UBER FANS that's why we love CYAN
https://www.youtube.com/watch… pizza party CYAN 2006 (read the
comments)
enjoy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2875.

Mark Scheiffley 1 day ago
@Marien. I think that there is also a backers forum, for those that backed
more than $1, after the project ends.

2876.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
not if we've burned down this place to the ground, when we're through
tomorrow, marein! ;)

2877.

J.B. Lewis 1 day ago
Yes, it will be.

2878.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
Does anyone know whether it will still be possible to post comments here
after the project period ends?

2879.

Griffin 1 day ago
I don't recommend waiting till the last second though, if you type too slow you
could end up with no pledge instead of the change you wanted!

2880.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Griffin that happens cause they need confirmation from the banks, the
numbers at the left are back 100+ backers now
100B *58.9$=6000$ :) :)

2881.

Griffin 1 day ago
@Dimitrios yes don't worry, you can change your pledge up to the last
second! I have seen in the last big rush sometimes, the number keeps
changing for a couple of minutes after the project closes because Kickstarter
gets overwhelmed. :-)

2882.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Griffin then no need to warn them !!!!!!!!!! :)
Can we update our pledges in the last 24 hours?
/me searching his card.................

2883.

Inga Schut 1 day ago
"good morning" almost into the last day lets get that strechgoal!

2884.

Griffin 1 day ago
@Dimitrios i think Russell means that at the 24 hour mark, backers can no
longer withdraw pledges if doing so will cause the project to not have enough

funding. Last chance for the trolls to back out safely.

2885.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Russell what do you mean?
Meanwhile we are going up fast!!!

2886.

Russell Deitch 1 day ago
1 hr 20 mins until this is locked in.

2887.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
I've started a collection of all the links to various articles, posts, videos, etc.
from the campaign. Please check it out and post if you have any additions or
corrections. http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

2888.

Anedmo 1 day ago
Really want to reach the stretch goal as well and added another boxed copy.
It's a now or never - and just to requote Dimitrios:
" EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL BOXED EDITION"' ! Last Chance! i
wonder what will be inside.......Mystery???????!"

2889.

Russell Deitch 1 day ago
@Dimitrios, what of?
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0 seconds to go
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•

Pledge $1 or more

559 backers
Morale Supporter ============================= Thank you! You'll receive
Kickstarter backer updates (digital) as your reward. Your support of Obduction helps
get us one step closer to making this new, virtual world a reality!
Estimated delivery: Nov 2013
•

Pledge $25 or more

11890 backers
Gimme the Game ============================= You'll receive a digital
download of Obduction for your computer (Windows or MacOS) along with a digital
manual. Plus, you'll get access to special backers-only Obduction forums where you
can share & speculate about the game and interact with the development team.
You'll be listed in the "Backers" section in the game credits and on the official

website. Additionally, you'll receive digital hi-res concept art painted by awardwinning artist Stephan Martiniere.
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $45 or more

4652 backers
Digital Collector ============================= You'll receive our Obduction
digital Strategy Guide, a Digital Art of Cyan Artbook, and the digital version of the
Obduction soundtrack. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $75 or more

3075 backers
Gimme the Box ============================= Receive an exclusive
Obduction special boxed edition containing the game for Windows or MacOS. The
boxed version will be available only through this Kickstarter campaign. Your name
will be featured in the "Box Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $120 or more

896 backers
Show & Tell ============================= Get an exclusive, limited edition
Obduction T-shirt. You will also get an 8 by 10 print only available via the Kickstarter
campaign and 3 high quality postcard prints. Your name will be featured in the
"Show & Tell Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $250 or more

783 backers
Art Collector ============================= You'll receive an exclusive
Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book along with an exclusive Kickstarter
poster – both will be signed by Rand Miller and the team members. Your name will
also be in the "Signature Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $425 or more

114 backers
Double Disc ============================= NEW REWARD TIER. Receive
a Kickstarter exclusive Obduction disc-golf disc that will be signed by the Obduction
team, AND get a Kickstarter exclusive compact disc of the Obduction soundtrack.
Both of these items are designed exclusively for (and will be available only through)
this Kickstarter campaign. Your name will be featured in the “Disc Backers" section
of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)

Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

30 backers All gone!
Become the Artist ============================ Help us design an item in
Obduction! Your personalized item has a chance to be seen by anyone playing
Obduction. You'll provide the look (some restrictions apply), and we will put your
item in the game. Your name will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the
credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

37 backers Limited (23 left of 60)
Egg-sibitionist ============================ Not the artistic type? We'll give
you another option. You provide an image (that you own the rights to), and we will
build an exclusive Easter egg that only you will know how to solve. Your name will
also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards,
except "Become the Artist")
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $1,100 or more

25 backers All gone!
Become the Strata 3D Artist ============================ NEW REWARD
TIER. The images in the original Myst were created using Strata 3D Software. As a
special offer, our friends at Strata have generously offered to support the Obduction
Kickstarter campaign by providing a special Myst version of their Strata Design 3D
CX software ($600 value) to backers at this special reward level or above. You’ll use
Design 3D CX to design, model, and texture an (appropriate) item for Obduction!
Your object will have a chance to be seen by anyone playing Obduction. Your name
will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. This special Myst
version of Design 3D also includes some of the surface textures and digital 3D
objects from the original Myst models. The textures can be used in your own
models, and you can open the 3D objects and see how they were created. And
that’s not all! You’ll also receive 5 exclusive hi-res digital images (one image from
each Age of Myst) rendered from the original Myst models. These are scenes you'll
recognize, but at the highest resolution possible, and never before released. (+ all
rewards from $250 level and down)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $4,500 or more

8 backers Limited (22 left of 30)
Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================ Spend an entire
business day at Cyan and visit with the team! Look behind the scenes, ask those
burning questions, and join us in an exclusive friends and family private launch

party. Includes lunch, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging. Also receive an
exclusive Obduction prop; less than 100 of these will be produced - exclusively for
this campaign and the Obduction team. Your name will also be in the opening
credits as “Executive Backers” (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $10,000 or more

5 backers Limited (5 left of 10)
Experience Design at Cyan ============================ Experience an
early Obduction design meeting either at Cyan's studio (travel provided) or via
Skype, Google Hangouts, or FaceTime (iPad provided.) We'll prep you with
background info, and you'll watch a brainstorming/problem-solving session play out
- it might get loud. Later that evening, have dinner with Rand Miller and other
members of the design team. As the production progresses, you'll be one of the first
to play an early build and provide feedback to the design team via Skype. You'll
continue to receive project updates from the producer along with exclusive updated
builds that you'll be able to play. Your name will be in the opening credits as
“Supporting Producer." Part of selecting this reward means you must select from
either 1) lunch, dinner, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging OR 2) latest
iPad (Wifi internet connection required.) (+ all previous rewards - yes, you will be
joining us at the launch party, too!)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015

